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CIA: To End Outrage, Cut Funding
r I years ago, when Aldrich Ames was caught
I with both hands in the spool^' cookie jar, there
was much pious lamenting that he betrayed his
country not for principle, but for money. Recently an
other in a long string of CIA scandals was rooted in the
quest for cash. This fall, CIA Director John Deutch re
ported to Congress that over an eight-year period from
1986 to 1994, CIA officials from directors Webster,
Gates, and Woolsey on down the ranks fed false informa

tion all the way up "the food chain" to the president and
senior cabinet officials. The sources for the dozens of

questionable reports on Soviet and Russian weapons de
velopment and arms control were double agents control
led by the KGB. Worse yet, as DCI John Deutch
confessed to the Senate Intelligence Committee, the CIA
officials who passed on the disinformation to Congress
and three presidents knew the sources were tainted and
the intelligence was garbage.
The current debacle may be a scandal that won't go
away, and those pushing for change had better take
what they can get, since the scandals that have gone

away include murders, assassinations, wars, coups, and
manipulations of the political and economic lives of doz
ens of countries and millions of people. But feeding dis
information to the president? the Cabinet? the
Congress?
"The word 'outrageous'immediately leaps to mind ....
Is that the proper word?" news show host Jim Lehrer
solemnly asked Senate Select Committee on Intelli
gence heads Bob Kerrey (D-Neb.) and Arlen Specter {RPenna.), "Well, it is a proper word," said Kerrey.
"American lives were at stake, and the security and

capability and the CIA's need to justify its existence and
budgets and to toss business to defense contractors.
What they were not, was an aberration. For decades,
the CIA and Pentagon consistently inflated the military

and security threat posed by the USSR. For decades,
the company of thieves cried national security to line its
budgetary pockets and those of its buddies in the mili
tary-industrial complex.

^ 'i "^he recent revelations follow a rash of CIA scan-

I dais and have provoked renewed cries for reform,

demands for an another committee, another set
of investigations, another round of flagellation with tear-

dampened newspapers. The media will call for change,
Congress will threaten oversight, perhaps evenjail sen
tences — if, as Specter said, someone can figure out "if
there's any statute which covers this specific kind of con
duct." The CIA will bare its manly institutional buttocks

for a ritual spank and then most likely, everybody ex
cept a few mid-level fall guys, will go home to George
town and Langley for a drink and a chuckle. But if you
really want to know if anything is going to change, do
like Aldrich Ames, who did like the agency that trained
him; Follow the money; watch the budget.

At a time when Congress is slashing the social safety
net, it has continued to approve obscene levels of mili
tary spending, even exceeding the amount the Pentagon
requested by $7 billion. It also recently voted — despite
the Ames scandal, the Guatemalan and Honduran reve
lations, and Deutch's call for increased covert operations
— a 1.7 percent increase in the intelligence budget.

And so it goes. In the name of national security, the

safety of the United States of America hung in the bal
ance." So, yet again, cries of shock and outrage ring
through Washington. CIA officials, true to their nature,
their mission, their training, lied not just to you and me,
but — and this is really the outrageous part — to their
putative masters. And after Congress and president pro
tected and covered up for the agency all these years and

CIA lies and disinforms (that is, after all, part of its job);
in the name of the people, Congress — between disin

s u c k l e d i t a t t h e i r fi s c a l b o s o m .

"company" will continue its nasty business as usual. ■

Why then did the CIA knowingly pass on to its "con
sumers" — that's what the agency calls those who re
ceive its information, which it calls its "product" (and
those terms themselves tell a tale) — information that,

for example, exaggerated the military capability of the
USSR?

CAQ, among others, has long charged and carefully
documented that Star Wars, Stealth, and other highticket weapons systems had nothing to do with defense

and everything to do with defense budgets. According to
congressional reports, US buildups to counter the hand
crafted myth of Soviet military prowess cost the taxpay
ers billions. What the reports were, was a happy
coincidence of the Soviet desire to overrate its military

CAQ

genuous fiareups of shock and outrage — continues to
cover up and pay the bills.
But after the smoke and mirrors clear, the way to tell

if anything has changed is to look at the bottom line: Un
til the president and Congress pull the fiscal plug, the

BILL KUIMSTLER

Carry it on, work for justice.
" I r e m i n d e d B i l l t h a t t h e N e w Yo r k Ti m e s h a d

called him the most hated and most loved lawyer
in America. Thinking of his heart condition, I did
not tease him as I usually would have. Instead, I
said 'Given the reasons for hate and the reasons

for love, both are compliments to your inspiring
work for justice for everyone.' "

— David Dellinger
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US economic agenda and justify its budget.
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Indonesian occupation.
While the US has been

Powell built a career by pleasing the power
ful. To that end he misled Congress, helped

forced to distance itself

Blum

coverup war crimes, and oversaw civilian

from the generals, Britain
takes up the slack.

massacres. No longer a candidate, he is still
a force to be reckoned with.
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y rest as the US-dominated
r '• Bank and IMF wres!

tie

Pres.

Aristide

and

the

popular
movements
' j4
^ control
of the
country. for

lysts who take divergent views of the causes
of and cures for the conflict respond to each
other. Readers join in.

O ff t h e S h e l f : B o o k s o f I n t e r e s t 6 3
Cover photo: Residents of Woodland, NO pro
test the citing by ThermalKem of a toxic waste
incinerator dirartly across from their homes.

CAQ

James Woolsey to John
Deutch wiggling out from re
sponsibility for the passing

propensity to visit disaster

on of almost 100 "tainted re

level of repression to impose
stability for its friends, this
newfound approach is not

ports" from KGB-controlled
agents to three presidents.

The CIA is getting increas
ingly creative in
finding] ust ifications for its bloated

budget. After turn

ing a fumbly hand to eco
nomic spying on allies, espe

Efficiancy Uber Alias

cially Japan and France, it

This fall, when CAQ detailed
the flood ofjobs that flowed

now appears to be hiring on
a band of dewy-eyed liberals

into Mexico after passage of
NAFTA, boosters were still pretendingthat the agreement

would be good for US workers.
Recently, the lie crumbled
f u r t h e r. T h e C l i n t o n a d m i n

istration promise of170,000
new jobs in the first year of
NAFTA was replaced by spin on
why, two years later, 381,000
jobs have already been lost.
Creating or even preserv-

ingjobs was never the point,
the backers now explain. Ac
cording to the New York

and dedicated Marxists. In a

not a reward to governments

but rather a goal we pursue
for our own interests, which
include promoting the kind
of development that fosters
economic and political change.
Responding to human rights
problems with trade sanctions
is thus actually self-defeating."

Was it: a) the People's Com
mittee to End the Cuban Em

discovered that war, famine

bargo, b) the Association of

and social dis-

American Businessmen in

China, ore) Jesse

nist and African leaders or

rebels who enjoyed

French sympathy."
Asked if France had

anything to do with
the coup in the Co

moros led by Denard,

of Key Tronic [which laid off

soldiers of fortune. We

Juarez, Mexico] and many

G u e s s w h o s a i d ' Tr e e t r a d e i s

mercenary Bob Denard "has
done jobs for anti-Commu

a senior French offi

jobs to a plant in Ciudad

Emergencies," CIA analysts

Embaigoing (most)
Embargoas

theiVeu; York Hmes, French

Times, "many businessmen
and economists sayjobs was
the wrong way to measure
NAFTA's effect; as in the case
227 workers and moved their

newly launched annual re
port, "Global Humanitarian

Oh Come On
'Tor almost 30 years," noted

enemies, and to justify any

likely to be used for the good
o f h u m a n i t y.

CIA InfiltiatBil by
Flaming Leftists

ILLUSTRATIONS BY MATT WUERKER

and destabilization on its

cial got all huffy "The
government is not in
the business of using

act openly."
• From aNew York

Times report on the

other companies, NAFTA is
about corporate efficiency

Mexico City police force,
which is so thoroughly

... [and] it isjust a matter of
time before benefits begin
to outweigh short-term job

corrupt that bribes are

losses." The chief benefit —

ambulances often rob the

corporate efficiency — is a
euphemism for downsizing,
runaway shops, and higher
profits. The short-term losses?

injured: "Mexico City's

content have complex socio

current police chief, David

economic roots.

classified State Department

Garay, hardly fits the image
of a corrupt lout: he is a Har

'Through this optic,"
writes the New York Times,

briefing prepared for Clin
ton's National Security Ad

vard-educated lawyer."
• "[T]he record is clear that

"Somalia and Rwanda can

viser Anthony Lake. The

be interpreted not as spon

"Background Paper on Meet

as environmental and cul

each of us has worked dili

taneous outbreaks of clan

gently as [directors of the

warfare or ethnic violence,

ing with Jennifer Harbury"

tural devastations, come in.

"What happened was much
worse than we thought," said

but as conflicts nourished

Mexican activist Ignacio

CIA] to make clear our com
mitment to the highest
standards of integrity and to

Peon at a recent conference

strict adherence to the law

of arable land in Somalia

in New York on Globaliza

and regulations..." Letter

and huge population growth

tion. "And we were pessi

from former DCIs William

and population density in

who was tortured and mur

mists."

Webster, Robert Gates and

Rwanda." Given the CIA's

dered while in custody of the

That's where the hundreds of

thousands of lost jobs, as well

4

more common than traf

N a f t a . . . . .

fic tickets and police-run

by the underlying strains of
hunger, drought and a lack

CAQ

The statement was in a

gave talking points and sug
gested strategies for a Nov.
21 meeting in which Lake
was supposed to cool out
Harbury, the wife of guer
rilla leader Efrain Bamaca
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US-backed Guatemalan

Commission's inquiry are

"That's six and a half years

army. The case had turned

per cookie," said his public

into a major pain in the butt

hinting at revelations as em
barrassing to the agency as

defender. Weber, 35, said he

capitalism to evade the em
bargo on Cuba and snack on
oysters and martinis with

for Clinton and the CIA af

its activities in Haiti and Gua

was drunk at the time and

Fidel Castro. Other stops

ter it was revealed that that

temala where it got caught

doesn't remember the robbeiy.

included Russia (where

crime and others had been

hiring local torturers and
thugs. In 1985, Millard Shir
ley, a US intelligence con

Gag Them With a

sultant with an extensive

Wth all the furor over smut

history of CIA employment
went to Johannesburg as a
consultant to Tfelcom, the gov

in the media, one obscene
act went largely unnoticed.

the Washington Post Style

Time editor-in-chief Norman

cited several outraged jour

ernment postal and commu

Pearlstein engaged in a nine-

nications agency. He brou^t

day orgy of sucking up to cor
porate executives. After

directed by a Guatemalan
on the agency payroll.
In the State Department

briefing, under the heading
"Responding to Harbury's
Concerns," Lake was advised
that "While expressing sym

Printing Press

they chatted up Viktor
Chernomyrdin), Vietnam,
India, andHongKong.
Abrief story on the tour in
section by Howard Kurtz

45 CEOs around the world

nalists and former journal
ists, none of whom dared to
go on record. One Time staf
fer called it "a mortal sin,"
another said, with perhaps
a tinge of admiration that
this "mother of all boondog

to underline the value of our

Mike Leach said that "One

to schmooze with world lead

gles [would yield] some gDod

participation as "Friend" of

of the items he gave us was

ers and the magazine's for

a recipe for prussic acid, a

eign correspondents.

advertisingjuice to impress
Fortune 500 types with our

Executives from Lockheed

access to world leaders." Even

... articulate our view that

clear compound, which if
inhaled, would give a mas
sive coronary" and leave

Martin, Rockwell, Polaroid,
Philip Morris, Sears Roe

unnamed. "It's a massive

cutting off trade and aid will

few traces. Other "tricks" in

buck, J.C. Penney, Spirit,

have more negative than

cluded spiking water given

The Gap, Warner-Lambert,

positive consequences."

to participants in labor nego

Lake was also advised "to

tiations with chemicals to in

Ford, Hyatt Hotels, Equita
ble Life, Borden, Transamer-

deflect" any questions Harbuiy might putseekinga US

duce stomach cramps, and
passing out fiberglass-

"commitment to 'negotiate'
w i t h G u a t e m a l a n o f fi c i a l s . "

pathy with Harbury's desire
to seek a full accounting of

along what the Baltimore

her husband's fate and voic

Sun described as "highly

ing concern about ongoing
human rights violations in

classified Pentagon manuals
on 'psychological warfare.'"

Guatemala, it is important

Former Telcom manager

the Guatemalan peace proc
ess. ... [The meeting] pro
vides a useful opportunity to

The memo then went on

to script the official line on

sympathy. Lake was advised
to say: "I was glad to hear
that your health was not se

riously affected by your re
cent hunger strike. ... We
recognize your frustrations

with all first-class seats.

murred, "That's certainly
not the purpose of the trip."

"The Telcom unit," wrote
Jeff Stein, "also inter

the anti-ANC Inkatha

hurt the poorest Guatema

maybe forthcoming.

allowed the luminaries of

seems so self-evident that if
Time needs to cover these

companies, it will. I didn't
see that as an

issue. Maybe
that's a blind-

Kevin Weber broke into a

cial and economic reforms

that are so desperately need

cookies. Under

ed." Did anyone forward a
copy to Fidel?

California's "three-

strikes" law, he was
convicted for this

third felony

Ye t a n o t h e r C I A s c a n d a l i s

and sent to

festering. Leaks coming out

prison for at
least 26 years.
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Responding to the charge
ofunseemly coziness, Pearl
stein evinced dismay: "If it's
a problem, I confess I ha
ven't focused on it. It just

Las Miserables, 19^
California restaurant,
tripped the burglar
alarm, and escaped
with the loot, three

Time's ad revenues but de

guide, dubbed the CEOs
"honorary journalists," and
picked up the $3 million tab.
The phony press credentials

Pearlstein acted as tour

cepted foreign donations to
anti-apartheid groups, then
sent backthank-you notes
on phony letterheads and

Trade sanctions which would

o f t h e S o u t h A fi - i c a n T r u t h

Pearlstein admitted that

tate them with itchiness.

the CIA's covert links with

CIA Up to Old Tricks

vertising relationships."

guests on Time's jet, refitted

means to move it forward....

essary resources for the so

access to lubricate their ad

strators that would incapaci

that further evidence of

change and provide the nec

conflict of interests," he
said. 'They have used their

t r e a t e d T- s h i r t s t o d e m o n

economic sanctions as a

Only a burgeoning economy
will produce those pressures
over the long term for real

a former reporter remained

the junket "doesn't hurt"

you not to seek to encourage

lans should also be avoided.

tor John Deutch, Time flew

ica, Mitsubishi Electric
America, and Generals Mills
and Motors were among the

put the money into more
'psychological warfare op
erations.' " It also appears

will be great... [but] we urge

private briefings by top US
officials including CIA Direc

CAQ
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by Lynne Wilson

"I had hem in internal affairs invesHgoMons a couple of times, and they were very easy to breeze
through. I answered a few questions. I lied through every answer, and I wmt hack to patrol."
— Former New York City police officer Michael Dowd'

OnAugust21,1994,MsoeisDe
Jesxas was arrested by police of

ficers patroling Philadelphia's
largely Latino 25th District. Hand
cuffed in the back of a patrol car, the 30year-old suspect had a "mental fit or
seizure," said Gerard McCabe, an attor
ney for Philadelphia's newly formed Po
lice Advisory Commission [PAC], "and
started kicking out the windows to get
air." He was then allegedly beaten in the
I^ne Wilson, an attorney practicing in Seattle, writes
often about legal issues affecting police accountability.
Photo: Daymen J. Hartley, Detroit Journal Newspaper
Guild. Off-duty cop kicks striker wliile he is held by police.

NUMBER 55

head by the officers, lapsed into a coma,
and died three days later. After the dis
trict attorney refused to press charges

by the local Fraternal Order of Police
(FOP) Lodge No. 5.2
The FOP attacked on three fronts.

against the officers. Latino community

First, when PAC investigators began

leaders demanded an inquiry. DeJesus'
death in police custody became the first

questioning officers about the DeJesus
incident, FOP President Rich Costello
simply declared that members of his or

major case for the recently formed
Philadelphia PAC and sparked the citi
zen oversight commission's first public
hearing. The investigation also set off
an all out war on the Philadelphia PAC
1. Dowd is currently serving a 14-year federal prison
term for trafficking narcotics. MacNeillLekrer Newshour, July 4,1995.

CAQ

ganization would not cooperate or re

spond to subpoenas or interview
requests.® Second, the FOP filed suit in
2. Interview with McCabe, Sept. 15,1995; and "In Penn
sylvania; Getting Us Both Ways," Policing By Consent, Na
tional Coalition on Police Accountabili^ (N-COPA), June
1995, p. 4.

3. Interview with McCabe, op. cit.

7

ranged from the authority to launch in
dependent citizen investigations with
full subpoena power, to a mandate lim
ited to the review of investigations com

pleted by sworn officers.®
By late 1994, 66 external complaint
reviewbodies had been established, a 400
percent increase over the 13 that existed
in 1980. Sixty percent of major urban

areas were included.'' This growth paral
lels the emergence of organized police
accountability groups such as the Na
tional Coalition on Police Accountability
(which had its first meeting in 1984) and
the International Association for Civil

ian Oversight of Law Enforcement. An
other factor has been the increasing
clout of the National Black Police Asso

ciation, which endorses citizen review
(see p. 9). In addition, as police theorists
and managers promote "community po
licing" to get a handle on crime, citizen
review has gained support among key

politicians. Many mayors and city coun
cil members see it as integral to return

ing officers to "the beat."®
Finally, as major urban areas fall un
der clouds of police corruption and ra
cism, citizens are demanding, and

getting, more oversight. Last year in New
York City, for example, the Civilian

The family of 15-year-old Cory Norton, killed by police. Witnesses'
refutations of police claims that he was shot struggling for a gun
were supported by preliminary autopsy. New Orleans, 1991.

Pennsylvania state court to shut down
the advisory commission for lack of le
gal authority. Third, the FOP succeeded
in having two bills presented in the state
legislature: one (the "Law Enforcement
Officers' Bill of Rights") would under
mine PACs by prohibiting citizen ques
t i o n i n g o f o f fi c e r s ; a n o t h e r w o u l d

dismantle all of the state's PACs entirely.^
T h i r t y - Ye a r S t r u g g l e f o r
Citizen

Review

Strong antagonism by police toward
citizen oversight boards is not new. Even

Complaint Review Board (created in
1993 by the City Council) reported an
alarming increase in brutality com
plaints, with 450 cases a month. Police
brutality suits have cost the city $87

agencies are legally required to have a
mechanism for the receipt and investi

million in the last five years and pay
ments are rising sharply.® The board is

gation of citizen complaints, particularly
those involving improper use of force.®

investigating a major police corruption
scandal directly related to drug traffick

These mechanisms have often served

ing in which scores of officers in the Bronx

more to protect the police code of silence

and Harlem have recently been con
victed and discharged. The Dis

Police brutality suits have

cost New York City $87
million in the last five years.

though the boards have only advisory and

trict ofColumbia also created a

Civilian Complaint Review

Board which had independent
investigative resources, the
power to subpoena records, and
authority to hold public hear

ings.^® It was disbanded last

limited investigatory authority, and can
never undertake disciplinary action,
most police and the organizations rep

than the public interest. In the 1960s,

summer, ostensibly because of
lack of funds. A new proposal is in the

public outrage over widespread police

works.

resenting them resent "outside interfer
ence." Law enforcement agencies, they
insist, can and should police their own

and anti-war demonstrators in the San

through existing internal affairs proce
dures. In almost every state, police

misconduct against the Black Panthers
Francisco Bay area sparked a movement

to institute "citizen review" oversight.
The powers of these commissions,
which sprang up around the country.

timony Conflicts in Police Beating," Philadelphia In

5. Eileen Luna, "Accountability to the Community on
the Use of Deadly Force," Policing By Consent, Dec.

quirer, Sept. 28,1995, p. Al,

1994, pp. 4-5.

4. MarkFazIoIlah, JeffGelles, and Peter Nicholas, "Tes

CAQ

6. Samuel Walker and Betsy Wright, Citizen Review of

the Police, 1994: A National Survey, PERF Publica
tions, Jan. 1995, p. 3.
7. Ibid.

8. Mary Powers, "N-COPA: The First Decade," Policing
By Consent, Dec. 1094, p. 3.
9. Garry Pierre-Pierre, "Settling Suits for Brutality Rising
in Costs," and "Civilian Board FaDs Behind on Its Cases,"
New York Times, Apr. 2 and 23,1995 (respectively).

10. "Civilian Board Falls Behind," t^., p. 137; and

Gabe Chikes, "In The Nation's Capital: Down But Not
Oxxt," Policing By Consent, June 1995, p. 1.
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Enforcing Racism
IT "▼ ^ehavetoremembertheoriginalmindsetofpolicing
%/% / in this country: to protect the haves from the have-

7,700-member union, the Police Protective League, callingit a
"bastion of white supremacy" and alleging discriminatory

▼ T nots," says Ron Hampton, 23-year veteran of the
Washington, D.C., Police Department. And in America,
whites, especially affluent white males, have economic and po
litical power to define criminal behavior and penalties, to set
and control the police agenda, and to regulate and enforce dis

practices in training and promotions.®

cipline— or not.

ment, but death. Becaxise of the predominant culture's crimi

In the 1940s, when black police offlcers first broke racial
barriers in all-white departments, they formed separate po

lice groups to address their particular needs. "A lot of our black
police groups started out in secret, in somebod^s basement,"
says Hampton, who is executive director of the National Black
Police Association (nbpa). "Not all of that has changed."^
In the early 1970s, local black police groups came together
to form a national alliance. The NBPA now includes over 130

local black police organizations, representing some 35,000Af
rican American officers nationwide. (There are 600,000 police

in the US.) Black officers had learned quickly that police un
ions rarely represent their points of view and interests, ada

mantly oppose affirmative action programs for minority and
female officers, and fimd legal defenses for the likes of Mark
Fuhrman. "We were always told that these issues would be
handled democratically," says Hampton, "but what union
leaders meant was that the white majority ruled and we never

had enough votes to overcome that."^
Mary Powers, a longtime citizen activist in Chicago and a
founder of the National Coalition on Police Accoimtability, sees
African American police groups as allies. 'They've taken a
beating. They face the same enemies we do. And the unions
don't represent them. Here in Chicago they still had to pay
dues to the regular police union whether they belonged or not

and that practically devastated black officers here because they
couldn't afford both dues."^

Black officer groups have frequently, and successfully, sued
to establish an "opt out" status, even when the union is a "closed
shop." Because of these suits, black officers in many jurisdic
tions pay only a token "service fee." This fraction of the usual
dues supports legitimate collective bargaining functions but
does not contribute to such things as legal fees for rogue cops

and the sabotaging of citizen review and affirmative action.'*
In fact, in stark contrast to the unions, black officer groups
have enthusiastically backed citizen oversight. African
Americans, notes Hampton, are the primary victims of police
brutality, which "must be confronted, controlled, and out
lawed" through citizen oversight. [The police] are public ser
vants," he says, "working in the public domain, and citizens
have the right to complain and to be involved in oversight, to

r I special assignment which black police officers

I are ofered, and the one for which they are uniquely and

JL ironically qualified can bring not only career enhance

nal profile of black men, coupled with a well-documented
police disregard for the civil rights and liberties of those who
"fit the profile," black undercover cops, particularly those pos
ing as drug dealers, run a high risk of being shot, assaulted, or
beaten by their wMte officer counterparts. Sometimes they
are not given an opportunity to identify themselves; in other
instances they are attacked after announcing that they too,
are cops. InNew York City alone, 23 African Americanofficers
have been shot by "tragic mistake" and 18 have been assaulted
by fellow officers since 1941. According to Roger Abel, a retired
NYPD detective who is vrriting a book on this subject, "not one
white officer has been shot by a black police officer.'"
"I don't believe that any black officer should perform un
dercover duty until the system is reformed," says Eric Adams,
chair of the Grand Council of Guardians, a black fraternal po

lice group representing about 10,000 New York City officers.®
Still, the great majority of police abi:ises are committed
against civilians. The Mark Furhman tapes made blatant po
lice racism and corruption undeniable, while scandals in New
Orleans, Philadelphia and other cities pointed out the
breadth of the problem. This pattern has prompted the Con
gressional Black Caucus to request an investigation into pos
sible civil rights violations by police officers around the
country. In September, the Caucus wrote Attorney General
Janet Reno asking for an examination of not only "specific al
legations of violations" but also of "the culture's tolerance of
racism and civil rights abuses.... The recent revelations re
garding the Los Angeles police department indicate that ra
cism may be a cottage industry within a police department
that routinely looks the other way while African Americans
are framed and insulted with racial epithets." The letter de
cried the unacceptable "double standard" reflected in a Con
gress which responds to individual civil rights violations such
as those against "gun-toting white males like Branch
Davidian leader David Koresh and white supremacist Randy
Weaver" but meets with "deafening silence the revelations of
racism and civil rights abuses in poliqe departments."®
If the Fuhrman tapes are any indication, it will be a long

not be intimidated into silence."®

time before the code of silence is broken and police acknowl
edge and confront the connection between endemic racism
and pervasive brutality. ■

And cops have a right to an equitable worlq)lace. But both
the exclusionary culture and the pattern of blatant racism
that permeate US society as a whole are reflected in police
departments. Because of the "old boy" network, black officers
are routinely eliminated from informal competition for spe
cial assignments such as the motorcycle unit or highway pa
trol — career enhancement assignments that can make or
break an officer's career. In Los Angeles, the Oscar Joel Bry
ant Foundation, a 500-member black officers' group, sued the

1. "Ronald E. Hampton: A Profile," Policing By Consent, Feb. 1995, p. 10.
2. Interview, Sept 15,1995.
3. "N-COPA: The First Dec&io," Policing By Consent, Dec. 1994, p. 3.
4. Interview with Hampton, Sept. 15,1995.
5. "Hampton, A Profile...," op. cit.
6. Kenneth R. Noble, "Many Complain of Bias in Los Angeles Police: Black Officers Cite
Unkept Promise," New York Times, Sept. 4,1995, p. A6.
7. Nick Charles and Christina Coleman, "Criminal Suspect,"£Wrpe, Sept 1995, pp. 24-29.
S.Ibid., p. 28.
9. Letter, Sept. 13,1995.
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Similarly, 13 years ago, New Orleans
city officials created an Office of Munici
pal Investigations (OMI), a citizen-run
agency with explicit subpoena and in
vestigative powers. According to OMI

in full riot gear escorted scab workers to
the strike- bound Detroit Newspaper
Agency ODNA) print shop and used clubs,
batons, and pepper spray on picketing

Director Peter Mimster, serious crimi
nal charges against New Orleans police

strikers. The DNA paid $500,000 to the
Detroit suburb of Sterling Heights for
police overtime and expenses.

o f fi c e r s h a v e i n c r e a s e d i n t h e l a s t f e w

Nonetheless, because of their status

years with more than 50 officers ar
rested, indicted, or convicted on charges
including rape, aggravated battery,
drug trafficking, and murder. One offi
cer, who continues to work at a desk job,
is the prime suspect in a series of prosti
tute murders, said Munster. Another of

ficer was recently convicted of gunning
down her former partner during an
armed robbery, committed off-duty. She
now faces the death penalty. Although
some of these charges stemmed from in
vestigations by the OMI, its role in ex
posing the extent of corruption and
stemming its spread was limited.
When Is a Union
Not Quite a Union?

as private labor groups, police unions op
erate under a veil of secrecy, totally out
side the realm of democratic controls

such as public decision-making or public
disclosure laws. It is this secrecy, com
bined with their members' paramilitary
discipline and skills, that makes police
organizations so powerful, so danger
ous, and so difficult for those working
toward police accountability to oppose.
But even though elected or appointed
police chiefs and sheriffs always have
the final word on whether or not a par
ticular officer is disciplined — regardless
of who does the investigating — civilian
boards can exert strong pressures. Es
pecially with respect to use of excessive

force allegations, community oversight

organizations whose purpose is to pro
tect the interests of their patrol officer
members — will go to great lengths to
eliminate oversight. The tactics that
police organizations increasingly use il
lustrate some of the ways in which they
differ from other trade unions. They
a l s o s h o w h o w d i f fi c u l t i t i s t o d i s t i n

guish genuine labor grievances from at

tempts by police to avoid accountability.
As in Philadelphia, police organiza
tions around the country are develop
ing an increasingly sophisticated array
of tools designed to manipulate the po
litical system and sabotage the citizen
review boards. At least five categories of
tactics are being implemented.

1. National Level Organizing
"I wasn't political when I came out of

the FBI," says Charles Kluge, a former
agent who is current executive director
of Philadelphia's PAC, "[but] some of

the political stuff has been very eyeopening."^® Over the past decade, police
unions have become extremely politi

Even when the boards are relatively in

cized and have established a

effective, concerned citizens see the exist

•ii- national lobbying presence.

ence of a review mechanism as an

essential step in curbing the widespread
racism, brutality, and impunity which
characterize many lawenforcement agen
cies. Most police unions, on the other
hand, oppose them on principle — as a
threat to their civil and labor rights.
The issue of labor rights and use of

the term "union" to describe police groups
is problematic. Technically, an organiza
tion of police officers formed to negoti
ate with management for the wages,

benefits and working conditions of its
members is a "labor union." Police un

ions, however, are unique in three fiindamental ways: First, the right of police

officers — alone among workers — to
use physical, and sometimes even deadly
force, requires public accountability to
ensure that this power is not abused. Fur
thermore, because they are responsible
for public safety and cannot lawfully
strike, police unions have won unique
concessions from management, including

heightened due process protections.^^
And finally, unlike members of any

other labor union, police act as the tools
of management against other unions.
Recently, for example, scores of officers
11. Interview with Munster, Oct. 4,1995; and "Congres
sional Black Caucus Asks Reno To Probe Philly Police
Abuse," CowmunUy Focus (Philadelphia), Oct. 28,
1995, p. 2.
12. New York Civil Liberties Union, Civilian Review of
Policing: A Case Study Report, 1993, p. 3.
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It is this secrecy, combined Willi
withIn October 1994, for example,
the National Association of
their members' paramilitaryy Police Organizations (NAPO)
QIt-AOEnforcement
founded the Officer
"National
Law
ioKuS
Rights
discipline and skills, that makes
Center" in Washington, D.C.,
f GITUij "to protect officers' legal and
poKce organizations so powerful,
■ij n constitutional rights that are
so dangerous, and so difficult
ill lUI
forbeing infringed upon by a
wave of anti-police civil litithose working toward police5 g a t i o n . " ^ '

accountability to oppose.

NapO's main objective

appears to be passage of a
national "Law Enforcement

agencies not only receive far more alle
gations than do internal mechanisms,
but they sustain them more often.^®
Police Union Resistance:
A Ta c t i c a l O v e r v i e w

It is not surprising, then, that the FOPs
and police unions — paramilitary labor
13. "Strikers Stop Scab Newspaper Delivery," People's
Weekly World, Oct. 9,1995, p. 3; "Media Giants Take
Aim at Newspaper Unions," loiwAfetes, Sept. 1995, p.
3; and "Mayors Ask for Negotiations," The Alliance
(Metropolitan Council of Newspaper Unions), Sept. 19,

i995, p. 1 (indicating that two officers have been disci

plined for abusing picketers).
14. Walker, op. cit.
15. Luna, op. cit., at p. 5. According to Luna's study of
17 separate agencies, internal affairs departments sus
tain about 12% of use offeree complaints versus 19% for
community oversightagencies. In actual number of cases,
the discrepancy is far hi^en Community oversi^t agen
cies report receiving more than five times more use of

force sjlegations than do internal affairs bureaus.
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Officers' Bill of Rights Act" which at
tempts to weaken state and local re-view

by allowing only commissioned police
officers to conduct investigations. Napo
claims that the bill, sponsored by Sen.
Joseph Biden (D-Del.), is collectively
supported by its 475,000 police officer
members, by the Fraternal Order of Po
lice and by the International Brother
h o o d o f P o l i c e O f fi c e r s .

2. Litigation Sabotage
On the state and local level, police re
sponse to perceived incursions on their

autonomy follows a pattern. John Crew,
of the American Civil Liberties Union's

16. "Philadelphia Update," Policing By Consent, Aug.
1995, p. 10.
17. Press release, Oct. 13,1994.
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(acLU) Police Practices Project,
has identified three stages of
union resistance to citizen

oversight:^®

•"Over My Dead Body." After

a particular, usually racially
charged, incident prompts se
rious community discussion
of citizen oversight, police
leaders threaten to resign or
take other extreme action.

•"Political Inevitability." When
a visible pattern of abuses
emerges, police leaders
suddenly undergo a "magic
conversion," and become pro

ponents of citizen oversi^t
— advocating a pallid model
lacking such teeth as sub
poena power and inde
pendent investigations.
•"Post-Partum Litigation." If a
community manages to ob

Family of Mary Mitchell protests her killing by NYPD after a domestic dispute.

tain strong citizen over

sight, even if only on paper, police un

prompted by the citizen review audi

ion resistance becomes vehement. In-

tor's recommendation that officers who

creasingly, unions are initiating

had logged a certain number of unsustained complaints be required to un

lawsuits (such as that currently un

derway in Philadelphia) challenging
the underlying authority or legality of
the citizen review process. In Califor
nia such lawsuits are common, even

dergo intensive supervision. Although
the guild's suits were ultimately
dropped, citizen complaints in Seattle
dropped almost 75 percent in the next

though many California boards have
been operating for up to 20 years, and

six months.

even though, says the ACLU's Crew,

3. Obstructionist Tactics

4. State Legislation & Lobbying
Law enforcement groups use their sig
nificant political clout, based largely on
financial resources. According to a 1992

study by California Common Cause,
law enforcement groups in that state
contributed $1.2 million to local law
makers between 1989 and 1991. "[L]aw

enforcement groups also hold the potent

weapon of campaign endorsements,"

Fifth Amendment, or to otherwise block
an inquiry. This obstructionism is ille

the study noted. "...If legislators vote
against bills supported by police inter
ests, they know they run the risk of be
ing labeled as 'soft on crime,' even if the
legislation has nothing to do with public
safety. The last thing a legislator wants
in an electionyear is to lose theendorsement of police groups, or worse yet,

the fall of 1994, the Seattle Police Offi
cers Guild slapped defamation suits

gal, according to Crew. Although offi

wind up on their hit list."^®

against six citizens who had filed com
plaints that were not upheld by the de

plead the Fifth Amendment, they can

these suits have been "100 percent

When faced with a citizen review board

unsuccessful. In not one single legal

which has independent investigative

challenge have the unions won."^®

powers, leaders of police unions often

If chilling citizen oversight is the goal
of these unwinnable SLAPP suits,^® chill

ing citizens' complaints is the predict
able result of another union tactic. In

partment's internal investigations
section. The suits were apparently

advise their members to refuse or avoid

subpoenas or interviews, to plead the

cers cannot be forced to testify if they
be disciplined or discharged for their refusal.^^ Police unions, says Crew, in
voke these tactics even though they
know that they will not win in court and

18. Interview, Sept. 15,1995.
19. Ibid. Late last year, for example, the California Su

that review boards have the legal power

preme Court ruled in favor of San Diego County when the
president of the San Diego County officers' union filed a
taxpayer suit alleging that there was no legal authority

obstructionism— and of SLAPP suits

for the creation of its civilian review board and that itwas
not authorized to issue subpoenas. The California court

held that the county's charter ^ve it the legal authority

to delegate investigative functions to the civilian board
and to give the board subpoena power. [Dibb v. County
of San Diego, 36 Cal.Rptr.2d 55 (1994).]

20. Jane Hadley, "Issue of Suits Filed By Police Raised
in Court," Seattle Post-Intelligencer, June 27, 1995.
Brought by public and industrial officials, SLAlPs or
"Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation" are
primarily designed to wear down proponents of govern
mental change and to chill public participation, rather
than to seek redress for specific harm.
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to compel statements. The effect of the
against citizens who file complaints —
is time-consuming and expensive litiga
tion; the goal is to create enough pres
sure to force cities and counties to back
down.

21. /bid.; and Seattle Internal Investigations Auditor Re
port, June 1995.
22. Supreme Court cases have established that a public

employee cannot be prosecuted for statements made un
der compulsion of a subpoena in a disciplinary setting.

CAQ

In California, and other states, law
enforcement groups have used this
clout to pass a "Police Officer Bill of
Rights" that grants privileges to cops
during disciplinary processes — privi
leges not available to suspects whom
the same officers may have arrested or
questioned. The "Bill of Rights" pro
posed in Pennsylvania, for example, re
stricts non-department questioning of
officers and prohibits anonymous com

plaints.^ Others require that complaints
be removed from personnel files after a
few yeeirs and restrict the types of behav
ior that can trigger disciplinary action.
23. "Law Enforcement Groups Gave Over Si Million in
Past Three Years," press release, California Common
Cause, May 12,1M2.
24. "In Pennsylvania," op. eil., p. 4.
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In 1992 and again this year, Califor
nia legislators proposed major amend
ments to that state's Bill of Rights Act
imposing a one-year statute of limita
tion from the time of the complaint to
the date of punitive action. Given nor
mal backlog and lengthy appeal delays,
this limit would have virtually guaran

had unilaterally changed procedures and
by publicly disclosing disciplinary infor
mation, had invaded the ofiicers'privacy
rights, something that "inherently con
stitutes a working condition."^

5. Administrative Challenges
Over Collective Bargaining
Although sometimes they lose sight of
it, the primary purpose of police organi

ate a new oversight mechanism — one

vestigation.
Few cities are more in need of citizen

oversight than Philadelphia. At about
the same time the FOP was challenging
citizen review, six of its members pled
guilty to federal charges stemming
from blatant corruption in Philadel
phia's largely African-American 39th

Spokane did not appeal this ruling and
set out to work with the police body to cre
that includes police representatives,

D i s t r i c t . T h e N e w Yo r k Ti m e s d e s c r i b e d

the convicted cops as "so corrupt, so cal
loused to the rights and welfare of resi

holds secret hearings, and has no sub
p o e n a p o w e r.

On the other side of the countiy, the
same scenario is being played out. The

1986, when the federal Fair Labor

lic Employees Relations Board (perb) is
pending. "The most dangerous aspect of
all this," says community activist
Nancy Rhodes who edits Policing by

ment in individual officer discipline
falls under collective bargaining and
thus involves only two parties: the un
ion and the employer. This position

began to actively sabotage the PAG in

Panel and to negotiate with the union.

Sjrracuse (New York) Police Benevolent

employees, most police unions have ar
gued that the issue of citizen involve

custody as its first case, the local FOP

city to dismantle the Citizens Review

bargain with municipal and state gov
ernments over such negotiable issues
as wages, benefits, off-duty pay, hours,
and promotional opportunities. Since

Standards Act was applied to public

After it was funded and staffed in late
1994 and took on the DeJesus death-in-

sion agreed with the union that changes
in disciplinary procedures were subject
to collective bargaining. It ordered the

lic employees and to collectively

the power to conduct public hearings.

The Emploment Relations Commis

teed immunity from discipline.^® Mas
sive organized opposition from the ACLU
and other groups defeated the proposed
legislation.

zations is to represent members as pub

power, independent investigators and

A s s o c i a t i o n h a s fi l e d a s i m i l a r c o m

plaint against the Citizen Review
Board. A decision by the New York Pub

Consent, "is that we have no access to

the process. The PERB hearings are
conducted in secret as are the union

negotiations. There are no democratic

dents that the details have shaken the

city to its roots." Federal charges in
clude conspiracy, obstruction of justice
and "pocketing more than $100,000 in
cash they robbed from suspected drug
dealers through beatings, intimida
tions, illegal searches and denying sus
pects their constitutional rights."®^
Revelations from this latest in a series

of police scandals will force the city to
set aside at least 1,400 drug-related con
victions and pay millions of dollars for
false arrest and imprisonment claims.®^
An FBI investigation of Philadel
phia's Police Department, started in 1992

omits entirely the role of a public justifi
ably concerned that police "will act abu
sively or unlawfully and that their

controls."®"

superiors will not take appropriate dis

ess for the full consideration of the is

The convicted cops were
"so corrupt, so calloused to
the rights and welfare of

sues raised in a complaint by a citizen
against a police officer,"^' it ruled, effec

residents that the details have
|^-y0 thewas
arrest
of additional officers
certain and "very, very dis-

ciplinary action."^® The Ohio Supreme
Court has recognized this right of the
public to participate. Since collective
bargaining is not an "appropriate proc

tive citizen review is essential to main

taining the public trust and disciplining

in the 39th District, now includes

25. "We Have to Watch These Policing By Con
sent, Apt, 19%, p. 3.
26. Clyde W. Summers, "Public Employee Bargaining: A

Political Perspective," KafeXowcAntmai v. 83, n. 6,1974,
p. 1197.
27. Jurdsin v. Cuyahoga County Board of Elections,
519 N.B.2d 347,354 (Ohio 1988).
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Jesus died.®® Even Ken Rocks,
vice president of the local FOP,
admitted that the prospect of

shaken the city to its roots."'

police abuses.

Not all rulings have been as S3mipathetic to public involvement. In 1992,
the Spokane (Washington) City Council
established a citizen review process giv
ing citizens the ri^t to appeal whenever
the police chief refused to discipline an
officer after a complaint. The police un
ion fought back with a complaint to the
state's Public Emplo3rment Relations
Commission. It alleged that the City

the department's Highway Pa
trol, as well as other areas, in
cluding the predominantly
Latino 25th District, where De-

tressing."®^
Still, the FOP maintains

that the police can police them
selves. The case of officer John

Philadelphia: An All-Out
Citizen Review War

In Philadelphia, too, the FOP is clearly
in full-blown "post-partum" resistance

— sparked by the DeJesus case, but fu
eled by the potential effectiveness of
the city's citizen review mechanism.
Created in October 1993 after a fierce

political struggle, it has subpoena
28. Spokane Police Guild v. City of Spokane, Washing

ton Public Employment Relations Commission Case No.
lOOOl-U-922285 (decided Apr. 24,1995), p. 3.
29. Nancy Rhodes, "Splitting the Difference: Why Your
Review Board Needs Its Own Lmyet,' Policing by Con
sent, Aug. 1995, p. 11.
30. Interview, Sept. 22,1995.
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Baird makes nonsense of that claim.
Baird, who had made thousands of ar

rests in the 39th District by the time of
his discharge, had received excellent
ratings from his superior officers, while

he was racking up 22 citizen complaints
— all dismissed. By the 23rd complaint,
31. Don Terry, "Philadelphia Shaken by Criminal Police

Officers,"yen) York Times, Aug. 24,1995, p. Al.
32. Jim Smith, "Suit Accuses City of False Arrests,"
Philadelphia Daily News, Sept. 1,1995, p. 4. The scan
dal sparked a class action suit against the mayor, police
commissioner and other police supervisors for failing to
train, discipline, and supervise rogue officers.

33. Joseph Daughen, Dave Davies, and Edwmd Moran, "Cops
in Crisis,"PAflode^pAio Daily News, Sept 1,1995, p. 4.
34.Teny,0|p. cit., CIO.
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LAPD officers beat a riot suspect at a downtown music-street fair. The suspect was not arrested.
Baird "was confident that the whole

thing would go away, just as the pre
vious 22 complaints had." His downfall
was bad timing. The last complaint was
filed in March 1991, just as the Rodney
King case prompted the Justice Depart
ment to review all police brutality
cases, including those in Philadelphia.
The resulting FBI investigation and ar
bitration hearing revealed Baird's sor
did history of fabricating evidence,

buying off witnesses, and lying and coveringup.

It also came out that over the past five

years, Philadelphia's Police Internal Af
fairs Unit had investigated almost 600

citizen complaints. Only ten were sus
tained, with only two Philadelphia offi
cers actually disciplined. The "enormous
bias" in the department and its almost
total inability to deal with a department
run amuck was undeniable.^®
35. Mark Bowden and Mark Fazlollah,"Lying Officer
Never Counted on FBI," Philadelphia Inquirer, Sept.

12,1995, p. 1; also see "Rogue Cops," a series of articles
by Mark Bowden and Mark Fazlollah, Philadelphia In
quirer, Sept. 10-12,1995.
36. Interviewwith.PAtfa<fe/j)Ata Inquirer reporter Mark
Fazlollah,FrcsAidtr, PBS, Sept. 12,1995.
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Nonetheless, the FOP refuses to co

operate with an agency whose main
purpose is to bolster public trust in the
police. And community leaders in Phila
delphia, particularly those in the Latino
community, continue to demand that
the Police Advisory Commission func
tion in the public eye to deal with rogue
officers. "The Commission is the only

hope that our community has to redress

the wrongs of some of the officers from
that District," says one 25th District
Latino leader.®'' Another community
leader hopes that the DeJesus hearings
"will begin a cleansing process that in
the long run will restore the commu
nity's confidence in a critical public
service. Hopefully, something positive
will come out of the DeJesus tragedy."®®
Weighing the Costs
Some of the demands by police unions,
including the right to due process dur37.Wi]fredo Rojas, President of the National Congress
for Puerto Rican Rights, Police-Barrio Relations Project,
press release, Sept. 1995.
38. Will Gonzales, Philadelphia's Police-Barrio Rela
tions Project, press release, Sept. 1995.
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ing any disciplinary proceeding, de
serve active citizen support. Others far
exceed the boundaries of legitimate la
bor concerns: Police officers sh o u l d n o t

be entitled to a separate "Bill of Rights"
that encourages disregard of the real
thing and promotes an official sense of
separatenessand privilege. Inaddition,
contrary to the administrative ruling in
Washington state, the daily working
conditions of police are not affected by
citizen review since boards only recom

mend discipline to a police chief who
then decides whether or not to act. At

least one state supreme court has up
held this position.®®
As the situation in Philadelphia il
lustrates, unions have the resources to
launch innumerable chilling lawsuits.

They can obstruct and sabotage, refuse
to cooperate, and take the Fifth. But in
the end, when the situation festers to

the point that it has in Philadelphia,
citizen oversight and democracy have a
chance to reassert themselves. ■

39. Jurcmn V5, Cuyahoga County Board qf Elections,
op. cit.
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The Corporate Assault
on the FDA
by Ron Nixon

As the Eepublkan Contract steamroUs along, dnag and tobacco companies have all thejnmds in
high places nmwy can buy. Their lobbyists have put out a contract of their own — on the FDA.

D

avid Kessler, commissioner of

the everyday venality of the past, this
coincidence of interests does not merely
corrupt the regulatory process but
threatens to destroy it. As part of a
broad attack on federal regulation. Re
publicans have targeted agency after
agency for termination or severe budget
cuts. The Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, the Environ
mental Protection Agency, the Depart

the Food and Drug Administra
tion (FDA), has suddenly found

h i m s e l f t h e m o s t h a t e d m a n i n Wa s h

ington. Conservative groups, industries
regulated by the agency, and their con
gressional Republican allies want Kess-

ler's head on a pike and have targeted
his agency for termination. House
Speaker Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) calls
Kessler (a holdover from the Bush ad

ment of Education and others have all

ministration), "a thug and a bully" and
the FDA the "number one killer of jobs
in America."^ Rep. David Mcintosh (R-

come under fire from the conservatives.

Ind.) went even further: He accused the

and political inertia [by the FDA] have

But it is the FDA that has received the

harshest criticism. "Bureaucratic delays

FDA of killing women. How? According

too long prevented common sense re

to Mcintosh, the FDA's ban on some

breast implants may be scaring women
away from necessary surgeries.^
And if that's not enough, conserva

tive think tanks and legal organizations
have broadcast a series of ads that ac

cuse the FDA of murder. An ad by the
conservative Washington Legal Founda
tion warns, "If a murderer kills you, it's
homicide. Ifadrunk driver kills you, it's
manslaughter. If the FDA kills you, it's
just being cautious."^ In short, Kessler

D a v i d K e s s l e r, u n d e r fi r e .

form," said Jeffrey A. Eisenach of the
Progress and Freedom Foundation, a
conservative think tank with close ties

and the FDA have become key symbols
in the right wing's demonizing vision of
the federal government as a cabal of

to Gingrich. The foundation has crafted

overzealous, out-of-control bureaucrats.
"People are fed up with the federal

place, another American dies a needless

government and overburdensome regu

foundation's press release warns.

lations," claims ardent deregulator Rep.

The author of the foundation's report,
William M. Wardell, adds that "not only
does [the FDA] cause needless suffering

Tom DeLay (R-Texas). DeLay is the
creator of an anti-regulatory task force

a proposal to privatize FDA functions.

"Eveiy day the current system stays in
death and suffers senseless pain," the

called Project Relief, whose

and death by denying patients the

roster is a veritable who's who

benefits of effective medical technology,
it hinders many of America's major in

recipients of anti-FDA PAC
money, calls Kessler "a thug

of US corporations. According
to a recent poll, however, 79

dustries, thus slowing economic growth

percent of Americans said the

andjob creation."®

and a bully," and the FDA the
"number one killer of jobs."

right is on an anti-regulation
crusade fueled by ideological
fervor, corporate self-interest,

Despite such rhetoric, the FDA bears lit

and cold, hard cash. Andunlike

propagandists. Far from it. The FDA is

Gingrich, one of the biggest

agency was necessary.^
But never mind that. The

Ron Nixon is an editor at Southern Exposure and
writes on environmental issues.

1. James Bovard, "Double Crossing to Szfety,' Ameri
can Spectator, Jan. 1995, p. 24.
2. John Carey, et al, "The Regulators Rein In Them
selves," Bjwiness Week,hag.2\, 1995,p. 61.
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3. Philip J. Hilts, "Drug Regulators Become Key Target,"
New York Times, Feb. 16, 1995, p. Al 1.
4. Washington Wire, "The Wall Street Journal-NBC

News Poll; Axing Agencies," Wall Street Journal, Jan.
20.1995, p.Al.

Foe of Free Enterprise?
tle resemblance to the overzealous

watchdog portrayed by conservative
more like a revolving door between in
dustry and government, and works hand5. Progress and Freedom Foundation press release, "Plan to
Replace and Improve FDAApproval Process Unveiled," June
19,1995.
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in-hand with companies seeking prod
uct approval. As one former FDA em
ployee dismissed for exposing fraud at
the agen(y put it, "the FDA has become
an extension of the drugindustry."®
The recent battle over rBGH, a hor

mone given to cows to increase their
milk output, illustrates the cozy rela
tionship between the FDA and indus
try. Farmers' and consumers'
groups opposed rBGH, warning

ernments to fight labeling of milk from
rBGH-treated cows. Monsanto and

King & Spalding later used these regu
lations to sue companies that wanted to
mark their products free of rBGH.

fact, rather than hampering industry,
the FDA appears willing to place corpo
rate needs before the public health and
welfare. Take the case of the drug
Imitrex. Promoted as a new treatment

• Suzanne Sechen, the lead reviewer

for migraines, the drug has been associ

of scientific data for the FDA's Office on

ated with numerous health problems

New Animal Drug Evaluation, worked

and even deaths. Despite receiving
more than three thousand reports of
life-threatening side effects,
including 83 deaths, the FDA
has sided with the drugmanu-

on Monsanto-funded studies at Cornell

that it could cause infections in s

facturer, Glaxo, and claimed

cows and is dangerous for hu
man consumption. A General
Accounting Office (GAG) study
backed them up. It found that ;

the drug is safe. The agency
approved the drug even after
Canada, Britain, and the Neth

erlands all reported similar

cows treated with rBGH have a

side effects."

greater incidence of infections
requiring the use of antibiotics
that could later show up in milk

Because of such incidents,

even progressive activists
agree that the agency needs to
be changed. "Like the Repub
licans, we agree that there
need to be changes made at
the FDA," says Michael Colby

sold to consumers. Even Mon

santo, rBGH's producer, admit- l
ted as much.'' Despite the
evidence of potential harm and
the protests of some agency em
ployees, the FDA approved the
druglastyear.
Three key people responsible
for helping to approve the hor

of Vermont-based Food &

Water, a health advocacy
group. "But we think the
agency needs to be reformed

mone had ties to Monsanto:®

from top to bottom, not com

• Dr. Margaret Miller, deputy

pletely wiped out."'2

d i r e c t o r o f t h e F D A ' s O f fi c e o n

Given the incestuous rela-

New Animal Drug Evaluation

tionshipbetweenthe FDAand
the companies it regulates.
Republican and conservative

is a former Monsanto reseeirch
scientist who worked on rBGH

w h i l e a t t h e c o m p a n y, t h e n

House Speaker Newt Gingrich has pocketed $37,000
from companies regulated by the FDA, but sees no
ethical problems with his attacks on the agency.

helped the FDA determine that

sanction of Dr. Robert Livingston, head

of the center. "Dr. Livingston openly har
asses anyone who states an opinion in

opposition to his," the letter said.®

• Michael Taylor, FDA deputy com
missioner for policy, was previously a

University under Dr. Dale Bauman, one
of Monsanto's top researchers on the

corporate power. Says John Stauber of

rBGH hormone.

"Anyone su^esting abolishing the FDA
is fronting for extreme right-wing cor
porate industry. The FDA needs to be

Although a GAO investigation found
no impropriety, the congressman who
requested the report thought other
wise. "The FDAallowedcorporate influ

ence to run rampant in its approval of
the drug," said Rep. Bernie Sanders (IVt.). "The ethics rules were often
stretched to the breaking point and bro

member of the King & Spalding law firm,

ken on a number of occasions."

which represented both Monsanto and
an industry grouping, the International
Food Biotechnology Council. While
with King & Spalding, Taylor helped
draft regulations to be used by local gov

FDA employee who was fired for voicing
his concerns about the approval of
rBGH, agreed and added, "It used to be

6. Keith Schneider, "FDA Accused of Improper Ties in
Reviewof DrugforMilk Caws'New York Times, Jan. 12,
1990, p.A9.
7. Citedintliid.

8. Material in this section is from Paige St. John, "GAO
finds no impropriety in approval of milk hormone," De
troit News, Oct. 30,1994, p. 5A.
9. Concerned CVM Employees letter, Mar. 16,1994.
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control are little more than a
smoke screen for vmtrammeled

it was safe. In an unsigned let

ter, staffers at the FDA's Center for Vet
erinary Medicine (GYM) wrote that
Miller picked "arbitrary and scientifi
cally unsupported" data to secure ap
proval for rBGH — with the full

claims that the agency is out of

Dr. Richard J. Burroughs, a former

that we had a review process at the
FDA. Now we have an approval proc
ess. I don't think the FDA is doing good
honest reviews."'®
The close cooperation with industry
in the rBGH case is no aberration. In

10. Schneider, op. dt.
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the Center for Media and Democracy,

reformed, but not in a way that serves

the drug industry."'®
The drug industry disagrees, and is
putting its money where its mouth is.

The Speaker's Friends
For the pharmaceutical companies, the
stakes are huge. Every year, the FDA
regulates over a trillion dollars' worth
of drugs and medical products, and the
industry would stand to gain signifi
cantly if it could put products on the
market without undergoing FDA's

lengthy approval process. To ensure
that they have a receptive ear in Con11. Nicholas Regush, "Migraine Killer," Mother Jones,
Sept.-Oct. 1995, p. 29.
12. Interview, Sept. 15,1995.
13. Interview, Sept. 15,1995.
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gress, drug company political action

source of a salmonella outbreak. Simi

of interest that surprisingly violates

committees (PACs) contributed over $3

larly, William and Elisabeth Hoskins of
Marion Merrell Dow Inc. gave GOPAC
$41,690 through mid-1993. The couple
and their corporate PAC added another
$7,000 to Gingrich's 1994 campaign
fund.*' In 1994, Gingrich introduced
legislation to reduce tariffs on the 1 iquid
laxative Lactulose, which the company

neither United States law nor House

million in 1993 and 1994 — most of it to

Republicans.^*
One of the biggest recipients of phar
m a c e u t i c a l a n d o t h e r a n t i - F D A PA C

contributions is Gingrich, who in 1993
and 1994 pocketed $37,263 from indus

tries regulated by the agency. Drug
company largesse extends as well to
Gingrich's associates. The Progress and
Freedom Foundation, a proponent of
privatizing the agency's regulatory

manufactures.

Congressional Democrats accused
Gingrich of influence-peddling, but he

ethics rules. And they have not been
afraid to use their clout to protect their
interests.

In one case. Rep. Dave Camp (RMich.), who at the end of 1994 held be

tween $450,001 and $1,000,000 in Dow
stocks, signed a letter asking FDA to
publicize research finding no connec
tion between breast implants and cer

tain diseases.^* Dow Corning has been

denies that contributions to GOPAC in

repeatedly sued over silicone breast im

functions, received contributions total

fluenced his attacks on the FDA. "There

ing $650,000 from drug companies,
many with matters before the FDA.
Drugcompanies account for 10-15 per

is no connection in my mind between my
involvement in GOPAC and the FDA," he
said. Yet Gingrich intervened with the

cent of contributions to the foiindation,

FDA in December 1994 on behalf of

half. Gingrich also intervened for another

$10,000 to GOPAC, and its chair Gerald

plants. A spokesman for Camp denied
that Camp's holdings of Dow stock had
any bearing on the letter.
Other legislators either hold stocks
in or have received honoraria or trips
from companies which are regulated by
the FDA. At least 16 congressmembers
hold stocks in Philip Morris or RJ
Re3molds (RJR Nabisco), according to a
study published by Dr. Gregory W. Boi
ler, a marketing professor at the Uni

Progress and Freedom Foundation con

McGinnis is a charter member ofthe po

tributor last year: Direct Access Diagnos

versity of Memphis who keeps a close

litical action committee.*®

watch on congressional stock trading.^^
The strategically placed Bliley, a lead
ing critic of the FDA's attempts to
regulate nicotine as a drug, has re

admits its president, Jeffrey A. Eisen
ach. In one instance, Solvay Pharmaceuti
cals gave $30,000 to the foundation after

Gingrich and Congressman Cass Ballenger (R-N.C.) wrote to the FDA on its be

tics, a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson,
was seeking approval for a home HIV
test. Direct Access president Elliot Mil-

Respironics, a company cited by the FDA

for selling medical products without
proper approval. Even after being cited,
the company continued to sell the prod
ucts. Respironics has contributed

The Gang's All Here

lenson contributed to the foundation one

Gingrich is hardly the only member of
Congress whose contributors seem to

month after Gingrich acted. Later the

i n fl u e n c e h i s s t a n c e o n t h e F D A . R e

publican congressional leaders

who have called for the agency

Monsanto's lawyers used

to be scrapped have received

^ contributions from companies

regulations they helped draft
to sue companies trying to
label products rBGH-free.

JTL which would benefit from the

ceived thousands of dollars in honoraria

and trips from the tobacco industry.^®
Bliley has been a regular speaker at Tbbacco Institute functions and at confer

ences held by companies such as Philip
Morris.

FDA's abolishment or a reduc

To b a c c o R o a d : P a v e d i n G o l d

tion in its enforcement powers.

The Virginia congressman is not alone.

Senate Judiciary Committee

Since early this year, when the FDA

head Orrin Hatch (R-Utah),

criticized tobacco companies for mar

whose staff accused the FDA of

keting their products to children and
proposed regulating tobacco, the to

did its parent company, Johnson &

knowingly submitting false in
formation to Congress, subsequently
received $114,491 from the pharmaceu

Johnson.*®

ticals and health products industries.

Gopac, a political action committee
once headed by Gingrich, has also bene
fited from the speaker's assault on the
FDA. Two of its biggest contributors
have had trouble with the agency. Dolo
res Schwan of Georgia-based Schwan

And House Commerce Committee chair

counted for more than half ofthe contri

Thomas Bliley (R-Va.) took $34,138
from those same industries.*® Bliley
earlier this year signed a letter asking
the FDA to speed up its approval of new

butions. Philip Morris gave $729,749,
while RJR gave $286,450.24
A spokesperson for Brown & Wil
liamson tobacco said his company do

drugs.

nated because it agrees with the

Sales, Inc. gave $239,905 to GOPAC
through mid-1993, according to a

Campaign contributions, however,

company itself kicked in more money, as

l e a k e d l i s t o f 1 5 0 G O PA C c o n t r i b u t o r s .

The company made news last year
when investigators named it as the
14. Joshua Goldstein, "PACs In Profile," Center For Re
sponsive Politics, 1995.
15. Laurie McGinley, "Think Tank With Close Ties to
Gingrich Officially Unveils Plan to Replace FDA," Wcdl
Street Journal, Feb. 6,1995, p. 7B.
16. Laurie McGinley, "Gingrich Interceded with FDAfor
firm that donated money to foundation," WaU Street
Journal, Feb. 2,1995, p. 20A
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do not tell the whole story. A review of
the personal financial disclosure re
ports of House members shows that

several own stock in companies regu
lated by the FDA,^® a potential conflict
17. "The SecretGOPACDonors," JfotAer Jiwies Web Page.
IS. Ibid.

19. Goldstein, op.cit.
20. Clerk of the House of Representatives, Financial
Disclosure Reports ofthe Members qfVie House cfR^resentalives ofthe 104Vi Congress, July 17,1995.
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bacco lobby has poured $1.5 million into
the national Republican Party. Philip
Morris and RJR Nabisco alone ac

Republican ideology. "We support the
Republican Party not only because of its
business platform, but because the
party wants to take the country in a di
rection most Americans want to go," he
said. "That includes less government,
21. Amy Barrett, "How Are You Voting? What Are Your
Stocks?" Brwtnm Week,lva%. 28,1995, p. 66.
22. Cited mibid.

23. Clerk of the House of Representatives, op. cit.

24. Jane Pritsch, "Tobacco Smoking with GOP," New
York Times, Sept. 13,1995, p. Al.
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as shrill and as off the wall as possible

other key planks of the Republican

porter, and former American Health As
sociation president, publicly warned

platform."

Gingrich that conservative attempts to

ble," he said. "They want to scare folks
at the FDA to appeal to corporate

less red tape, a balanced budget and

Others see a more insidious reason.

Representative Henry Waxman (DCalif.), an outspoken critic of the to
bacco industry, says it is flooding the
Republican party with money in an at
tempt to bar the FDA from regulating
tobacco. Common Cause president Ann
McBride calls the tobacco industry's re

cent contributions to Republicans the

get rid of the FDA "could send public
health back into the dark ages."^^

It's working. In an effort to preempt

Law Institute, a corporately sponsored
research group, agrees. He likens
scrapping the FDA to "throwing the
baby out with the bathwater." As frus
trated as industry is with the agency,
says Villforth, doing away with the

the threatened GOP strike, the FDA

would have chaos. We need the
FDA in order to have consis

The tobacco lobby has

poured $1.5 million into the
national Republican Party
in an "aggressive
campaign to use money
to buy influence."

tency and a serious look at the
science of these drugs. We can't
farm most of these things out to

private industry."^®
That, however, is exactly
what some sectors of industry
and their conservative allies

want. The Progress and Freedom
Foundation's "reform" proposal

Although the tobacco industry de
nies that charge, a review of its cam
paign contributions from 1993 through

has begun to enact some "reforms" it
self. Much to the dismay of consumer

advocates, it recently reduced approval
times for drugs and medical devices
and it now allows drug producers to

make minor changes in the manufac
turing process without time-consuming
approvals. The FDA has also delayed
proposed rules, such as the one estab
lishing a hotline for consumers to re
port health problems associated with
cosmetics. And looking over its shoul
der at privatization schemes, it is now
proposing to turn over some functions
to private agencies.
For Food & Water's Colby, there is a

larger issue involved. "Campaign con

would turn over enforcement

tributions and stocks and those things

and certification of drugs to new

are important," he says. "But ulti
mately it's about the kind of culture

private sector organizations
certified by the FDA.

ing month of a Congress."^®

needs."^®

John Villforth of the Food and Drug

FDA would be a disaster: "We

"single most aggressive campaign to
use money to buy influence in the open

to get as much of a compromise as possi

Congressional Republicans,
however, may really have more modest
goals, says Food & Water's Michael
Colby. "Gingrich and his peers are being
27. Fritach.op. «i.,p. 1.
28. Hilts, op. cit.

that they are looking at for society as a

whole: corporate control of lives."
If the assault on the FDA is any indi

cation, the corporations, their shills,
and their hired guns on Capitol Hill are
well on their way. ■
29. Interview, Sept. 15,1995.

1995 tells a different story. Ac

cording to a study by the Center
for Responsive Politics, tobacco
companies gave 51 percent of
their contributions to Demo
crats in 1993 and 1994. But so

far in 1995, the tobacco industry

has given the Democrats only
$154,950 — one-tenth the amount

given to Republicans, who now
control both the House and the
Senate.^®

S u c h i n fl u e n c e - p e d d l i n g
could explain why Republicans
have been silent about the dan

gers of smoking and highly criti
cal of FDA Commissioner David

Kessler, says Rep. Waxman.
Maximum Program,
Minimum Program
Not everyone regulated by FDA
wants to see the agency disman
tled. Dr. Virgil Brown, a Georgia

Republican, Gingrich sup25. All quotes from ibid.
26. Goldstein, op. cit.
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For the tobacco industry, the climate in Washington is as important as the weather
in the fields — and can be more easily affected by applying large amounts of cash.
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Deforming Consent:

ITie Public Relations industry's
Secret War on Activists
"The 20th century has been characterized by
three developments of great political impor
tance: the growth of democracy, the growth of
corporate power, and the growth of corpo
rate propaganda as a means of protecting
corporate power against democracy."
— Alex Carey^

by
John Stauber and

Sheldon Hampton

A,

• 11 Lynn lyiczak wanted to do was keep a few kids from

being poisoned.

Ahousewife in Oregon, her imaginationwas captured by a
PBS documentary about a technique used in Europe to pre
vent children from accidentally swallowing household poisons.
Common antifreeze, for example, is made of ethylene glycol,
whose sweet taste and smell belies its highly poisonous na
ture. As little as two teaspoons can cause death or blindness.

About 700 children under the age of six are exposed to anti
freeze each year, and it is the leading cause of accidental ani
mal poisoning affecting both pets and wild animals.^
European antifreeze makers poison-proof their products by
adding the 'hitterant" denatonium benzoate. Two cents worth

makes a gallon of antifreeze taste so vile that kids spit it out
the instant it touches their mouth.

lyiczak launched a one-woman crusade, the "Poison Proof

Project" to persuade antifreeze makers to add bitterant. Her
story made the New York Times and Oprah Winfrey, promptinga swifl backlash from antifreeze makers.

She remembers one company's PR representative threat
ening that he could pay someone $2,000 to have her shot if she
didn't back off.

John Stauber and Sheldon Rampton edit Pi? Watch, a quarterly publication about the
public relations industry, and are authors of the new book, Toxic Sludge Is Good For
You: Lies, Damn Lies and the Public Relations Industry, published by Common Cour
age Press. The book can be ordered by phone by calling 1-800-497-3207, or by mail for

S20/book (includes postage and handling) from the Centerfor Media & Democracy, 3318

Grego^
Street, Madison, WI53711.
1. Taking the Risk out of Democracy (Sydney, Australia; University of New South Wales
Press, 1995), p. 18.
2. Associated Press, 'ZoosTake Action on Antifreeze," A'ew York Times, Oct. 8,1995.
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The PR industry targets its worst enemy.
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When lyiczakbegan pushing for leg
islation to require bitterant, another PR

and other cases, the degree

firm was sent into the breach: National

specializes in "passing and defeating
legislation at the federal and state
level." lyiczak had never even heard of

manipulating public opin
ion and policy is almost imposssible to determine. By
design, the PR industry
carefully conceals many of

the firm until its CEO, Pamela Whit

its activities. "Persuasion,

ney, made the mistake of bragging
about her exploits at a PR trade semi

by its definition, is subtle,"
says one PR executive. "The
best PR ends up looking like

Grassroots and Communications, which

nar. "The key to winning an3i:hing is op

position research," she said. "We set up
an operation where we posed as repre
sentatives of the estate of an older lady
who had died and wanted to leave quite

a bit of money to an organization that
helped both children and animals. We
went in and met with [Tyiczak] gind said,

of success PR firms have in

news. You never know when

a PR agency is being effec
tive; you'll just find your

views slowly shifting."®

Using money provided by
its special interest clients —
usually large corporations,

We want to bequeath $ 100,000 to an or
ganization; you're one of three that we
are targeting to look at. Give us all of
your financial records..., all of your
game plan for the following year, and the
states you want to target and how you

business associations and

expect to win. We'll get back toyou.'"^

influence editorial and news

governments — the PR in
dustry has vast power to di
rect and control thought and

policy. It can mobilize private
detectives, lawyers, and spies;

Whitney claimed that the records

decisions; broadcast faxes;

Derisively called "NIMBY" by the PR industry,

she received contained two bombshells:

status had lapsed, and it had taken
funding from bitterant manufacturers.

generate letters; launch
phony "grassroots" cam
paigns; and use high-tech
information systems such as

pollution by paper mills.

'Without leaving any fingerprints or

satellite feeds and internet sites.

any traces," Whitney boasted, "we then
got word through the local media and

Activist groups and concerned indi
viduals often fail to recognize the tech
niques and assess the impact of PR
campaigns. And indeed, with its

The Poison Proof Project's tax-exempt

killed the bill in all the states."**

$10 billion-a-year bankroll and
its array of complex, sophisti

1. isolate the radicals;
2. "cultivate" the idealists
and "educate" them into

local groups present a formidable threat.
H e r e 4 , 0 0 0 Te n n e s s e a n s m a r c h e d t o p r o t e s t

cated persuasive weaponry, the
PR industry can often outmaneu-

Diet for a Poisoned Planet enabled
readers to make safer food choices. But

before they could use the information,
they had to know about the book so that
they could buy and read it. In the weeks
after it came out, Steinman's publisher
scheduled the usual round of media re

views and interviews, not suspecting
that the California Raisin Advisory

ver, overpower, and outlast true
citizen reformers. Identifying the
techniques of the industry and un

Board (calrab) had already launched a
campaign to ensure that Steinman's

derstanding how they work are
the first steps in fighting back.

bookwouldbe dead on arrival.

Spies for Hire

The stakes were high. In 1986, CAL
RAB had scored big with a series of
clever TV commercials using the "Cali
fornia Dancing Raisins" that pushed up

In 1990, David Steinman's book.

raisin sales by 17 percent. Steinman's

When the story got back to Tyiczak,

Diet for a Poisoned Planet, was sched

she noted that only $ 100 of the $50,000 in

uled for publication. Based on five years
of research, it detailed evidence that
hundreds of carcinogens, pesticides,

book threatened to trip up the careful
PR choreography.
To kill the Steinman book, CALRAB
hired Ketchum PR Worldwide, whose

very foolish client," lyiczak said. "Her
story has got more bullshit than a cattle

and other toxins contaminate the US

$50 million a year in net fees made it

food chain. It documented, for example,

ranch." In fact, she noted, her bill requir-

t h a t " r a i s i n s h a d 11 0 i n d u s t r i a l c h e m i

the country's sixth largest public rela
tions company. Months before the pub

ingbitterant did pass in Oregon.
What did the PR industry accomplish
in its battle against L3Tin lyiczak? Were
news stories or legislation killed be

cal and pesticide residues in 16 sam

lication of Diet for a Poisoned Planet,

ples," and recommended buying only
organically grown varieties.®

Ketchum sought to "obtain [a] copy of
[the] book galleys or manuscript and

cause of Whitney's intervention? In this

S.Susan B. Trento, Jtie Power Hoxtse: Robert Keith Gray

publisher's tour schedule," wrote senior
vice-president Betsy Gullickson in a

becoming realists; then
3. co-opt the realists
family savings spent on the campaign
came from bitterant makers. "She's got a

3. Pamela Whitney, speech, "Shaping Public Opinion: If
You Don't Do It, Someone Else WID," Chicago, Dec. 9,1994,
i.Ibid.
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and Ike Selling of Access and Influence in Washington
(NewYork: St. Martin's Press, 1992), p. 62.
6. David Steinman, IHetfor a Poisoned Planet: How to
Choose Safe Foods for You and Your Family (NewYork:
Harmony Books, 1990).
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secret September 7,1990 memo outlin
ing the PR firm's plan to "manage the
crisis."

19

ing to get a tour schedule so that we can
'shadow' Steinman's appearances; best
scenario; we will have our spokesman
in town prior to or in coiyunction with
Steinman's appearances."®

A l l d o c u m e n t s . . . a r e c o n fi d e n t i a l .

Make sure tiiat everything— even

notes to yourself — are so stamped.
... Remember that we have a shred

After an informant involved with the

der; give documents to Lynette for
shredding. All conversations are
conHdential, too. Please be careful
talking in the halls, in elevators, in
restaurants, etc. All suppliers must
sign confidentiality agreements. If

book's marketing campaign passed
Ketchum a list of Steinman's talk show

bookings, Ketchum employees called
each show. The PR firm then made a list

you are faxing documents to the cli

of key media to receive low-key phone
inquiries. They tried to depict Steinman

ent, another office or to anyone else,

as an off-the-wall extremist without

call them to let them know that a

credibility, or argued that it was only
fair that the other side be pre
sented. A number of programs

Real issues

canceled or failed to air inter

views. In the end, an important

Real People

contribution to the public debate
over health, the environment,
and food safety fell victim to a

Real Vktories
5 PR campaign designed to pre
Real Grass Roots

vent it from ever reaching the

marketplace of ideas.®

(Not Astrolurf}

xTAnoNAL Gj^s g)ar<;

Divide and Conquer
Ronald Duchin, senior vice-

fbrfiMM 500 CompmmM, Trad* AModortem and Mqfer CoafiMofis sfhca I «5

president of another PR spy

ll6Norlh&9iiilAia(ihteMr AltM^drki. 223U

firm — Mongoven, Biscoe, and

Call the NGRC Victory Hotline: i

i (703; 519-0800 w , k

Duchin— would probably have
radicals. A graduate of the US
Army War College, Duchin

e
ad
be
tlnm
e
S
itana
cznd
kyil
worked as a special assistant
to the secretary of defense and
director of public affairs for the

Veterans of Foreign Wars be
fore becoming a flack. Activ

E v e n P R h a c k s u s e t h e t e r m " A s t r o t u r^f f "ists,

ists, he explained, fall into four
categories: radicals, opportun-

idealists, and realists. He

to deride their competitors' work.
follows a three-step strategy to
In their perverse doublespeak world,' n e u t r a l i z e t h e m : 1 ) i s o l a t e t h e
"real" grassroots is astroturf that has been
radicals; 2) "cultivate" the ide
so well-designed that it looks real.
alists and "educate" them into

fax is coming. If you are expecting bec(
becoming realists; then 3) co-opt the re
a fax, you or your Account Coordi- alisi
alists into agreeing with industry.
n a t o r s h o u l d s t a n d b y t h e m a c h i n e According
/
to Duchin, radical activists:
and wait for it.''
want to change the system; have
Gullickson's memo outlined a plan to uunderlying socio/political motives
assign "broad areas of responsibility," [[and] see multinational corpora
as inherently evil....These or
s u c h a s " i n t e l l i g e n c e / i n f o r m a t i o n g a t h - tions
t
V

ering," to specific I^tchum employees and
to Gaiy Obenauf of CALRAB. She recommended that spokespeople "conduct oneon-one briefings/interviews with the
trade and general consumermedia in the

gganizations do not trust the...
federal,
f
state and local govern
nments to protect them and to safe
gguard the environment. They believe,
rather,
r
that individuals and local

m a r k e t s m o s t a c u t e l y i n t e r e s t e d i n t h e ggroups should have direct power over
issue.... [Ketchum] is currently attempt- iiindvistry.... I would categorize their

principal aims right now as social

justice and political empowerment.
Idealists are also "hard to deal with."

They "want a perfect world and find it
easy to brand any product or practice
which can be shown to mar that perfec
tion as evil. Because of their intrinsic al

truism, however, and because they have
nothing perceptible to be gained by holdingtheir position, they are easily believed
by both the media and the public, and
sometimes even politicians." However,
idealists "have a vulnerable point. If they

can be shown that their position in oppo
sition to an industry or its products causes

harm to others and cannot be ethically
justified, they are forced to change their
position.... Thus, while a realist must be

negotiated with, an idealist must be edu
cated. Generally this education process
requires great sensitivity and under
standing on the part of the educator."

Opportunists and realists, says Duchin,
are easier to manipulate. Opportunists
engage in activism seeking "visibility,
power, followers and, perhaps, even em
ployment. ... The k^to dealingwith [them]
is to provide them with at least the per
ception of a partial victory." And realists
are able to "live with trade-offs; willing to
work within the sjretem; not interested
in radical change; pragmatic. [They]
should always receive the highest prior
ity in any strategy dealing with a public
policy issue.... Ifyovir industry can suc
cessfully bring about these relationships,
the credibilify of the radicals will be lost
and opportunists can be counted on to
share in the final policy solution."^®

Best Friends Money Can Buy
Another crude but effective way to de
rail potentially meddlesome activists is
simply to hire them. In early 1993,
Carol Tucker Foreman, former execu
tive director of the Consumer Federa

tion of America, took a job for what is

rumored to be an exceptionally large fee
as a personal lobbyist for bovine growth
hormone (rBGH), the controversial
milk hormone produced by chemical gi
ant Monsanto. With Foreman's help,
Monsanto has successfully prevented

Congress or the FDA from requiring la
beling of milk from cows injected with
rBGH. In fact, the company used
threats of lawsuits to intimidate dairy
retailers and legislators who wanted to
label their milk "rBGH-free."

S .. I IbHi d .

7. Ketchum Public Relations Confidential Memo to GAL. 9.8.Jes
Jean Ralney, "Memo for Roland Woemer Regarding

R A B F o o d S a f e t y Te a m , S e p t . 7 , 1 8 8 0 . D aDavid
v i d Steinman Booking on Today Show," (no date).
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10. Ronald Duchin, "Take an Activist Apart and What Do
You Have?" CALFNem Cattle Feeder, June 1881, pp. 8,14.
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While she is helping Monsanto wage

nique of orchestrating collusion be

public to the dangers of skin cancer,

its all-out campaign for rBGH, Fore
man is also the coordinator andlobbyist

tween clients with seemingly conflict

cataracts, and damaged immune systems

ing interests. By "donating" free workto

causedby a thinning ozone layer and an

for the Safe Food Coalition, "an alliance
of consumer advocacy, senior citizen,

health-related charities, for example,
Porter/Novelli gains leverage to pres
sure the charities into supporting the

increase in ultraviolet radiation.

interests of the firm's paying corporate
clients. In 1993, this strategy paid off
when produce growers and pesticide

In the psist. Hill & Knowlton has also
worked for corporate clients who hired
them to "disprove" or belittle the envi
ronmental warnings of global climate
change.'® Seamlessly shifting gears into

Michael Jacobson's Center for Science

manufacturers represented by Por

"environmentalist mode," Hill & Knowl

in the Public Interest (CSPI), Ralph
Nader's Public Citizen, and Public

te r/N o ve l l i l e a rn e d th a t PBS w a s a b o u t

ton convinced leaders of the Natural Re

to air a documentary by Bill Moyers on

sources Defense Council and the Sierra

Voice for Food and Health Policy.^^

pesticide-related cancer risks to chil

Club to add their names to the "Part

d r e n . T h e P R fi r m t u r n e d t o t h e A m e r i

ners for Sun Protection" letterhead.

whistleblower protection, and labor or
ganizations." Formed by Foreman in
1987, the Coalition's members include
such public interest heavyweights as

Foreman said, she saw no conflict of

interest in simultaneously repre

can Cancer Society (ACS), to which it

A representative (who asked not to

senting rBGH and the Safe Food Coali

had provided decades of free services.

be named) of one of the environmental

tion. "The FDA has said rBGH is safe,"

The national office of ACS dutifully is
sued a memo charging that the Moyers

groups said he was ignorant of the

program "makes unfounded sugges
tions...that pesticide residues in food
maybe at hazardous levels." The indus
try then cited the memo as "evidence"

den agenda to sell sun lotion. Had he examined the Partners campaign,

she explained, adding "Why don't you
call CSPI; they say rBGH is safe too?"
Asked how much money she has re
ceived from Monsanto to lobby for
rBGH, she angrily retorted, "What in
the world business is that of yours?"
Her D.C. consulting firm. Foreman &
Heidepriem, refused to provide further
information and referred journalists to

Monsanto's PR department.'^

that Moyers' documentary overstated

dangers to children from pesticides.'®

Schering-Plough funding and its hid

however, he might have noticed that it
offered no proposals for preventing fur
ther ozone depletion and failed to men
tion that covering up completely was

Hill & Knowlton executive Nina Oli-

the best sun screen of all. Instead, the

gino used a similar "cross-pollination"

primary action the drug company-

technique in 1994 to line up national

funded coalition recommended was to

environmental groups behind "Partners
Both Sides of the Street

for Sun Protection Awareness," a front

William Novelli, a founder of the New
Yo r k - b a s e d P o r t e r / N o v e l l i P R fi r m ,

group for Hill & Knowlton's client,

"liberally apply a sunscreen...to all ex
posed parts of the body before goingoutdoors." One of the campaign's clever

Schering-Plough. Best known for Cop-

"video news releases" shows scores of

cheerfully uses the term "cross-pollina
tion" to describe his company's tech-

pertone sun lotion, the drug transna

11. News release, Safe Food Coalition, Nov. 4,1994.

13. Sheila Kaplan, "Porter/Novelli Plays All Sides,"Xej/a/
THmes, Nov. 22,1993, pp. 1,21-23.

tional uses the Partners to "educate" the

14. Press kit from Hill & Knowlton on behalf of Partners

for Sun Protection Awareness, 1995.
12. Interviewwith Carol Tucker Foreman, Spring 1994.
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15. "Profiles of Top Environmental PR Firms; Hill & Knowl
ton," O'Dwyer's PR Services Report, Feb. 1994, p. 40.
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Making Sludge Look Good

OneofhtePRnidusyr'tmost
shocking disasters-in-progress

is its campaign to cleanup the
image of toxic sewage sludge so that
unsuspecting farmers will spread it
as fertilizer on farm fields.
I f t h e Wa t e r E n v i r o n m e n t F e d e r a

tion CWEF) has its way, you'll soon be

routinely eating fruits and vegetables
fertilized with sewage sludge con
taining heavy metals, dangerous vi
ruses, dioxins, PCBs, pesticides and
hundreds of other toxic substances.
We l e a r n e d a b o u t t h e W E F ' s c a m

paign by accident as we were working
on om" new book about the PR indus

try, Tbxi'c Sludge Is Good For i&«. This
satiric title turned prophetic when we
received a phone call from WEF Di

rector of Information Nancy Blatt,
begging us to come up with a different
name. She was worried that the title

might undermine WEF's campaign,
funded with $300,000 from the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency, to "edu

cate the public" about the "beneficial
uses" of sludge. "It's not toxic, and
we're launching a campaign to get

people to stop calling it sludge. We
call ifbiosolids,'" Blatt explained.
The WEF's own name is a euphe

mism. Formerly known as the "Federa
tion of Sewage and Industrial Wastes
Associations," it is the main lobby association for US sewage treatment

After treatment in waste water plants, contaminant-laden residue is mar
keted as fertilizer. Selling people toxic waste and convincing them it's
good for them must be an irresistible challenge for PR professionals.

15,000 publicly-owned wastewater
treatment plants. Sewage plants de
toxify more than 120 million pounds of
contaminants each year using heat,

ocean until oceanographers pointed
out that it was killing the seas. The
EPA has chosen to push for the cheap-

chemicals, and bacterial treatments:

spreading the gunk on farm fields.

42 percent is dissipated through
biodegradation, 25 percent escapes
into the atmosphere, and 19 percent
is discharged into lakes and streams.
The remaining 14

As early as 1981, the agency sensed
that this approach would encounter
inevitable PR problems, warning that
"the growing awareness about haz
ardous wastes and the inadequacy of
their past disposal practices will in
evitably increase public skepticism.

About 60,000 toxic substances
and chemical compounds,
plus radioactive contaminants,
wind up in sewage sludge.

percent — about 18
million pounds —

winds up as sewage

threatened [may] often mount a sig

semisolid mixture of

nificant campaign against a project."

bacteria- and virus-

Tb counter this opposition, the agency
advised project advocates to choose a

laden organic matter,
toxic metals, synthetic
organic chemicals,
and settled solids."^

Virtually every
the world — an esti

multimillion-dollar budget, and a

100-member staff.^ It is working
closely with the EPA to persuade farm
ers and food processors that sewage
sludge is a "beneficial fertilizer."
In addition to sludge, tons of
money are at stake for America's

22

... [Citizens who] feel their interests

sludge, a "viscous,

thing undesirable in

plants, with over 41,000 members, a

est disposal method available —

mated 60,000 toxic substances and
chemical compounds, plus radioac
tive contaminants — gets flushed

down the drain and winds up in sew
age sludge. Once created, it must be
disposed of. Some goes into landfills.
Some gets incinerated. New York and
other cities used to dump it into the

CAQ

strategy of either "aggressive" or

"passive" public relations.®
The task is tricl^ since sludge has
not only a bad image, but a poor re
cord as well. Many scientists are ap
palled by the potential public health
hazards. "Land spreading of sewage
sludge is not a true 'disposal' method,
but rather serves only to transfer the
pollutants in the sludge from the
treatment plant to the soil, air and

ground water of the disposal site,"
says Dr. Stanford Tackett, a chemist
and expert on lead contamination.^
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A Little Education is a

portant goal of a good campaign

Dangerous Thing

manager." As part of her strategy,

WEF's "National Biosolids Public

Sarber also recommends targeting

Acceptance Campaign" is master
minded by Powell Tate, a blue-chip
Washington-based PR/lobby firm
that specializes in public relations
around controversial high-tech,
safety and health issues, with cli

the local media with a "a pre-emp

ents from the tobacco, pharmaceuti

sludge campaign struck like a blitz
krieg, deploying "third-party"

cal, electronics, and airlines
industries. Jody Powell was Presi
dent Jimmy Carter's press secretary
and confidant. Sheila Tate similarly

served Vice-President George Bush
and First Lady Nancy Reagan. Tate
is also the chair of the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting.

tive strike" to "get positive messages
out about the project before the

counter-messages start."
When the proper groundwork
had been laid in Holly, Sarber's pro-

s c i e n t i fi c a d v o c a t e s t o a s s u r e l o c a l

citizens of the safety of sludge and
using local "opinion leaders" to per
suade other community members
that they had "taken the time to
learn about the project and are com
'

Private waste disposal firms

fortable with it from
an
environmental

standpoint." When

such as Enviro-Gro Tfech-

G o v. R o m e r t h r e w a

nologies (a
sludge

shovel

full

of

New

York City "biosol

h a u l e r

ids" on a Colorado

now op

erating

field, Sarber said,

u n d e r

"it was apparent

the name

that the initial

Whe e 1 e -

siting of the

project had

brator) also
rely heavily

been success

on PR pros to

ful."® ■

convince the

public that toxic
waste is good

l."For WPCF:

New Directions,"
Engineering

for it. Kelly Sar-

ber, a PR special

News-Record,

April 10,
1986, p.

ist in sludge crisis
management, is es

60,

pecially proud of her

2. Pat
Costner

PR work in 1991-92,
when she quietly

and Joe

lined up business lead
ers and politicians to
help Enviro-Gro target
the small rural town of

Holly, Colorado as
dumping site for New
York City sludge.
"It's a scary thing at first
to take New York's waste and spread
it on the land that supports you,"
Sarber admitted. "In fact to some

people it's the most scary thing they
can think of. But after a little educa

tion, most people eventually come
around."®

Sarber dropped the "education"

euphemism in a paper aimed at PR
professionals where she called "con
trolling the debate ... the most im
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sexy, scantily-clad sun worshippers
overexposing themselves to UV rays,
while slathering on suntan oil.^®
Synthetic Grassroots
PR firms oftenbypass activist organiza
tions and custom design their own
"grassroots citizen movements" using
rapidly evolving high-tech data and
communications systems. Known in
the trade as "astroturf," this tactic is de

fined by Campaigns & Elections maga
zine as a "grassroots program that
involves the instant manufacturing of
public support for a point of view in
which either uninformed activists are

recruited or means of deception are
used to recruit them."*''

Astroturf is particularly useful in
countering NIMBY or "Not in my back
yard" movements — community groups
organizing to stop their neighborhood
from hosting a toxic waste dump, porno
bookstore, or other unwanted invaders.

John Davies, who helps neutralize
these groups on behalf of corporate cli
ents such as Mobil Oil, Hyatt Hotels,
Exxon, and American Express, describes
himself as "one of America's premier

grassroots consultants." His ad in Cam
paigns & Elections (see p. 18) is designed
to strike terror into the heart of even

the bravest CEO. It features a photo of
the enemy: a "little old white-haired
lady" holding a hand-lettered sign, "Not
In My Backyard!" The caption warns,
"Don't leave your future in her hands.

Traditional lobbying is no longer
enough....To outnumber your oppo
nents, call Davies Communications."*®
Davies promises to "make a strategi
cally planned program look like a spon
taneous explosion of commxinity support
for needy corporate clients by using

ItKnton,

"Sewage Treatment
Plants," We All Live Downstream:
The Mississippi River and the National Toxics
Crisis, Dec. 1989, pp. 35-37, Sludge definition from;
Gareth Jones, et al., HarperCollins Dictionary of
Environmental Science (New York: HarperPerennial,1992), p. 372,
3. Patricia L. Deese, et al.. Institutional Constraints
and PubhcAcceptance Barriers to Utilaaiion qf Munic^l Wastewater and Sludge for Land Reclama
tion and Biomass Production (Washington, DC: US
Environmental Protection Agency, 1981), pp, 3, 22,
27, 33-34,

4. Stanford L, Tackett, "The Sewage Sludge Scam,"
The Gazette, Indiana, Penna,, Oct, 2,1994.
5. Michael Specter, "Ultimate Alchemy: Sludge to
Gold: Big New York Export May Make Desert and
Budget Bloom," yeuj York Times, Jan. 25,1993, p.
Bl.

6. Kelly Sarber, "How to Strategize for Successful Pro
ject Development,"BioC^cte, April 1994, pp. 32-35.
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mailing lists and computer databases to
identify potential supporters." He claims
his telemarketers will make passive

supporters appear to be concerned ad
v o c a t e s . " We w a n t t o a s s i s t t h e m w i t h

letter writing. We get them on the phone
[and say], 'Will you write a letter?'
'Sure."Doyou have time to write it?"Not
really' 'Could we write it for you?... Just
hold, we have a writer standing by'"
Another Davies employee then helps

create what appears to be a personal
letter. If the appropriate public official
16. Video News Release, Press kit from Hill & Knowlton on
behalf of Partners for Sun Protection Awareness, 1994.
17. "Grassroots LobbyingGlo8sary,"Camjja^7W <6 Sec
tions, DecyJan. 1995, p. 22.
18. Advertisement, Campaigns&Elections, DecyJan. 1995.
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is "close by, we hand-deliver it. We These professional grassroots orhand-write it out on 'little kitty cat sta- ganizers dress carefully to avoid look-

tionery if it's a little old lady. If it's a ing like the high-priced, out-of-town

business we take it over to be photocop- hired guns they really are. "When I go to
ied on someone's letterhead. [We] use a zoning board meeting," Whitney ex-

different stamps, different envelopes.... plained, "I wear absolutely no make-up,

Cretting a pile of personalized letters I comb my hair straight back in a pony-

that have a different look to them is tail, and I wear my kids'old clothes. You
what you want to strive for."^' don't want to look like you're someone
from Washington, or someone from a

Blending In corporation.... People hate outsiders;

"Grassroots" PR is the specialty of it's just human nature.'
Pamela Whitney at National Grass
TOth enough money, the same tech
roots & Communications, the firm that niques
n
can be applied on a national
As the health care debate heated
spied
on
Lynn
lyiczak.
sscale.
(
"My company basically works for u
up in the early days of the Clinton ad
Blair G. Childs master
major corporations and we do new mar- ministration,
n
ket entries," she says. "Wal-Mart is one m i n d e d t h e C o a l i t i o n f o r H e a l t h
of our clients. We take on the NiMBYs IIin s u r a n c e C h o i c e s ( C H I C ) . A n i n s u r
and environmentalists." They also aance industry front group, CHIC re

work for "companies who want to do a
better job of communicating to their
employees because they want to remain
union-free. They aren't quite sure how

ceived major funding from the
c(
National Federation of Independent
N
B
Bu s i n e s s e s a n d t h e H e a l t h I n s u r a n c e
Association
of America (hiaa), a trade
A

to do it, so we go in and set that up." group
g
of insurance companies. Ac

Mth its $10 billion-a-year

cording to Consumer Reports,
"The HLAA doesn't just support

' the coalition; it created it from
scratch."^^

Health polling
reformtoopponents
used
bankroll and its weaponry^' opinion
develop a pointby-point list of vulnerabilities in
of persuasion, the PR
the Clinton administration pro
posal and organized over 20 sepa

rate coalitions to hammer away
industry can often outat each point. Each group chose a
with "a general positive re
maneuvei; overpower, andI nameaction....That's
where focus group

outlast citizen reformers.
O n e o f N a t i o n a l G r a s s r o o t s ' fi r s t

tasks, after information gathering/spy
ing, is to set up its own local organiza
tions by hiring "local ambassadors who
know the community inside and out to
be our advocates, and then we work

with them," explains Whitney. "They
report to us. They are on our payroll,
but it's for a very small amount of

money. [0]ur best community ambassa

and survey work can be very
beneficial," explained Childs. "
'Fairness,' 'balance,' 'choice,' 'coa

lition,' and 'alliance' are all words that
resonate very positively."^^ Childs, who
has been organizing grassroots support
for the insurance industry for a decade,
wasn't the only PR genius behind the
anti-health care campaign, but his coa

lition can honestly claim the kill.
Chic's multi-coalition strategy as
sured numbers and cover, and took ad

lot of time on their hands." They are su

vantage of different strengths. "Some
have lobby strength, some have grass
roots strength, and some have good
spokespersons," Childs said. In its cam
paign against "mandatory health alli
ances," CHIC drew in "everyone from the

pervised by professionals with "field or

homeless Vietnam veterans....to some

ganizing experience" on electoral
campaigns who "can drop in the middle
of nowhere and in two weeks they have
an organization set up and ready to go."

very conservative groups."^^ It also

dors are women who have possibly been
head of their local PTA; they are very
active in their local community — or
women who are retired and who have a

19. John Davies speaking at "Shaping Publicop. cU.

24

20. Pamela Whitney speaking at "Shaping Public Opinion...,"op. cit.
21. "Public Interest Pretenders," Consumer Reports,
May 1994, p. 317.
22. Blair Childs speakingat "ShaptngPiMcOiton...,"(:!p.dIL
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sponsored the legendary "Harry and
Louise" TV spot which, according to the
New York Times, '"symbolized everything
that went wrong with the great health
care struggle of1994: A powerful adver
tising campaign, financed by the insur
ance industry, that played on people's

fears and helped derail the process."^
Chic and the other coalitions also used

direct mail and phoning, coordinated
with daily doses of misinformation from
radio blowtorch Rush Limbaugh, to
spread fears that government health
care would bankrupt the country, re
duce the quality of care, and lead to jail
terms for people who wanted to stick

with their family doctor. Childs ex
plained how his coalition used paid ads

on the Limbaugh show to generate thou
sands of citizen phone calls from the
show's 20 million listeners. First, Lim
baugh would whip up his fans with a
calculated rant against the Clinton
plan. Then, during a commercial break,
listeners would hear an anti-health care
ad and an 800 number to call for more

information. The call would ring a tele
marketer who would ask a few ques
tions, then "patch them through"
electronically to their congressmembers' office. Staffers fielding the result
ing barrage of phone calls typically had
no idea that the constituents had been

primed, loaded, aimed, and fired at them

by radio ads paid for by the insurance
industry, with the goal of orchestrating
the appearance of overwhelming grass
roots opposition to health reform.^®
When the health care debate began
in 1993, Childs said, popular demand
for change was so strong that the insur
ance industry was "looking down the
barrel of a gun." By 1994, industry's
hired PR guns had shot down every pro
posal for reform.

Managing the Media
Many PR pros think that the media,
both national and local, are easier to

handle than the public. To begin with,
the media itself is a huge, profitable
business, the domain of fewer and fewer

giant transnational corporations. Not
surprisingly, these transnationals often
find that their corporate agenda and in
terest are compatible with, or even
identical to, the goals of the PR indus-

tiys biggest clients. While this environ23. Ibid.

24. Robin Toner, "Harry and Louise and a Guy Named
Ben," New York Times, Sept. 9,1994.
25. Blair Childs, "Shaping Public Opinion...," op. cU.
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ment maybe demoralizing to re
sponsible journalists, it offers a
veritable hog heaven to the pub
lic relations industry.
In their 1985 book, Jeff and

Marie Blyskal write that
PR people know how the press
thinks. Thus, they are able to
tailor their publicity so that

journalists will listen and cover
it. As a result much of the news

you read in newspapers and
magazines or watch on televi
sion and hear on radio is heavily
influenced and slanted by pioblic relations people. Whole sec
tions of the news are virtually

owned by PR....Newspaper food
pages are a PR man's paradise,
as are the entertainment, auto

motive, real estate, home im
provement and living sections...
Unfortunately, 'news' hatched

by a PR person and journalist
working together looks much
like real news dug up by enter

The successful movement to stop HydroQuebec from building a dam that
would have flooded thousands of square miles of Indian land and polluted the
environment was maintained by grassroots activists in Canada and the US.

prising journalists working in

dependently. The public thus does
not know which news stories and

journalists are playing servant to
PR.2®

gether. But the smaller stations across
the country lap up stuff like this."^®
With few exceptions, broadcasters as a
group have refused to consider stand
ards for VNRs, in part because they
rarely admit to airing them. But when

rian Robert McChesney finds it is "no
surprise that the private sector, with its
immense resources, has seized the
initiative and is commercializing cy

MediaLink — the PR firm that distrib

berspace at a spectacular rate — effec
tively transforming it into a giant
shopping mall."®® PR firms are jumping

uted about halfofthe 4,000 VNRs made

on the online bandwagon, establishing

effect, a canned PR product. Most of
what you read in the paper and see on

available to newscasters in 1991 —

"world wide web" sites and using sur
veys and games to gather marketing

television is not news."^'

all had used VNRs supplied free by PR

and opinion information about the us

ers of cyberspace, and developing new

covered that they could film, edit, and

firms. CBS Evening News, for example,
ran a segment on the hazards of auto
matic safety belts created by a lobby

produce their own news segments —

group largely supported by lawyers.^®

"Today, with many more options
available, PR professionals are much
less dependent upon mass media for

As a result, notes a senior vice-presi
dent with Gray & Company public rela
tions, "Most of what you see on TV is, in

The blurring of news and ads accel
erated in the 1980s, when PR firms dis

even entire programs — and that
broadcasters would play them as
"news," often with no editing. Video
news releases (VNRs), typically come
packaged with two versions: The first is
fully edited, with voiceovers pre
recorded or scripted for a local anchor
to read. The second, a "B-roll," is raw

footage that the station can edit and
combine with tape from other sources.
"There are two economics at work

surveyed 92 newsrooms, it found that

Cyberjunk Mail
The PR industry is innovating rapidly
and expanding into cyberspace. Hyped
as the ultimate in "electronic democ

racy," the information superhighway
will supposedly offer "a global cornuco
pia of programming" offering instant,
inexpensive access to nearly infinite li
braries of data, educational material
and entertainment. But as computer

here on the television side," explains a

technology brings a user-friendlier ver

Gray & Company executive. "The big sta
tions don't want prepackaged, pretaped.
They have the money, the budget, and
the manpower to put their own to-

sion of the internet to a wider spectrum
of users, it has attracted intense corpo

26. Jeff and Marie Blyskal, How the Public Relations
Industry Writes the News (New York: William Morrow&
Co., 1985), p. 28.
27. Trento, op. cit., p. 233.
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rate interest.

Given that a handful of corporations
now control most media, media histo-

techniques to target and reach report
ers and other online users.

p u b l i c i t y, " w r i t e s i n d u s t r y p r o K i r k
Hallahan in Public Relations Quar
terly. "In the decade ahead, the largest
American corporations could under
write entire, sponsored channels. ...
[which] will be able to reach coveted su

per-heavy users ... with a highly tai
lored message over which [corporations

could] exert complete control."®^
Fighting Back at Flacks
The groups that most scare the PR in
dustry are the local grassroots groups
(continued on p. 57)
30. Robert W. McChesney, "Information Superhighway

Robbery,"7n These Times, July 10, 1995, p. i4.

28. Ibid., p. 245.

31. Kirk Hallahan, "Public Relations and Circumvention

29. David Lieberman, I'ake News," TV Guide, Feb. 22-

28,1992, p. 10.
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of the Press," Public Relations Quarterly, Summer
1994, pp. 17-19.
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Out But Not Down

Colin Powell
By William Blum

Pmjuell built a career on pleasing those in power. To that end he misled Congress, helped cover up war
crimes, and oversaw civilian massacres. No longer a candidate in ^96, he still casts a long shadow.

Noolngeracandiaetnihte1996

that: "Powell has never felt a need to re
..ran

presidential race, Colin Powell's
popular support rests on fac

bel or to assert his own desires apart
from others around him. Every choice he

tors that may in fact be enhanced by his

makes is taken with an awareness of

unwillingness to enter the sullied politi

those [choices] others made before him.

cal arena. With his "above the fray" im

Each is made with an interest in the ef

age, he seemed to offer a change from
the self-serving nastiness and corruption
that has become synonymous with Wash
ington politics, while his decisive mili
tary triumph in Desert Storm had given
hope that social problems could be

fects it will have on others."'

And while the effects have pleased

P-

'

his superiors, they have often been dev
astating for hundreds of thousands of
others around the world.
As chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(JCS), Powell played a key role in the

solved as neatly as military ones. Even
from the sidelines, Powell's enormous

December 1989 invasion of Panama,

launched with full knowledge that "We
are going to hurt people," as he put it.^

popularity with voters and his influence
w i t h o f fi c i a l s w i l l i n s u r e h i s c o n t i n u e d

The bombing devastated residential ar
eas, killed or ipjured thousands of civil
ians, and forced thousands more into

clout and extend the virtual immunity he

was granted by the media.
What political fire Powell drew, came
largely from the religious right which
disapproved of his stands on abortion,

homelessness. The US kidnapped
Panamanian leader Manuel Noriega (a
longtime ally and CIA asset) and threw

affirmative action, and school

him ina Miami prison. After it was over,

prayer. Questions raised
by the left about his pos

Panama continued to enjoy high levels
of drug trafficking and civil corruption,
but its leadership understood its servile
relationship to Washington.

sible complicity in inter

nationally defined war
crimes were ignored. Not
surprisingly, the busi

Ayear later, Powell added to his war

trophies. While voicing support for

ness, military, and intel

ligence elites found much

the

World

to like in Powell's "middle

B a n k , I M F,

of

views. The

and the other

general is a proven anti-

elements that

communist

make

the

road"

intervention

the

ist prepared to carry the

world safe for

superpower banner into

transnational

combat.

corporations.
D u r i n g

He

is

well-

schooled in the care and

feeding of local dictators
and friendly torturers,
and although he may not

his two dec
ades of Pen

tagon and

be "passionate" about a
"calling" to electoral politics, he is a pas
sionate believer in the market, NAFTA,
William Blum is author of KiUing Hope: US. MiUlary
and CIA InUrvenlions Since World War II (Monroe,

Maine: Common Courage Press, 1995). Photo: Book tour,
Washington, D.C,
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White House

sanctions, he served as chief architect of

the most concentrated aerial onslaught
in history. "Just hours after Kuwait was

overrun by Iraqi troops," reported
Newsweek, "Powell proposed a plan to
President Bush for the largest mobili
zation of US combat power since Viet
nam. 'From the very beginning,' says a
senior Bush official, 'Colin's point has been

to go with everything we've got as fast
as we can get it there.' More than any
one, Powell is responsible for shaping
the US military response in the Gulf."^

positions, he accumulated a coterie of
admirers due in no small part to the fact
that he has spent his entire adult life not

1. DmA^oihtSacredHonor.ABiographyqfColinPomU
(Grand Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan Publishing, 1993).
2. Bob Woodward, The Commanders (New York: Simon

making waves. David Roth, his former
aide and authorized biographer, wrote

3. "Bush's General; Maximum Votco,'Newsweek, Sept.
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& Schuster, 1991), pp. 156-74.

3,1990, p. 36.
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The results were described as a tur

key shoot. In 40 days, 177 million
pounds ofbombs were dropped on Iraq,
hundreds of thousands died, including
tens of thousands of children, the envi
ronment was devastated, and the an

cient city of Baghdad laid waste. In the
course of the ground war, US troops
bulldozed alive hundreds of retreating

Iraqi soldiers.^
With Kuwait returned to its rightful
dictators, Powell visited Central Amer
ica and, in the midst of crucial peace ne

gotiations between the government of
El Salvador and the FMLN rebels, an
nounced that if the two sides failed to

reach an accord, the US might inter
vene militarily as "we did in the Persian
Gulf... to defend liberty." The rebels,

having no doubt that the death-squad
Salvadoran government was the side
Powell associated with liberty, charged

that his statement had thrown an

Residential neighborhood El Chorrillo after US invasion of Panama,

added difficulty into the negotiations.®

which Powell defended as necessary to protect US lives.

Between 1983 and 1989, as Defense

This can-do pragmatism —

Secretary Caspar Weinberger's senior
military assistant and Reagan's na

Powell's responses were

shown the same confusion between lib

"at least misleading" and

erty and apro-US stance. In Nicaragua,
he unconditionally supported the Con-

could be "used to impeach

maining polite and likeable, he

his credibilty." —IraWContra Report

tiveness to be derailed by the
fine points of the truth. Asked to

tional security adviser, Powell had

tras, known widely for rape, torture,

murder, and drug trafficking. Powell
lobbied Congress on their behalf and
his National Security Council re
stricted government cooperation with a
Senate committee investigating the
Contra drug connection. He helped
sabotage Central American peace ef
forts because they were not turning out
as Washington wanted. Powell and
Iran-Contra scoundrel Elliott Abrams

went around visiting the region's presi
dents, using threats of foreign aid cuts
to induce them to denounce Nicara-

guan president Daniel Ortega and to
have them claim that Nicaragua was

violating the peace agreements.®
4. For Powell's role in the Gulf war, see ibid., p. 36; "Man
aging the War," Business Week, Feb. 4,1991, p. 36. Pow
ell's advocacy of sanctions may have derived less from
humanitarian concerns than from his belief that the US

should not commit troops until conations virtually guaran
teed victory. On Iraqi troop burial, see John G. Heidenrich,
ForeignPoHcy, "TheGulfWar How Many Iraqis Died?" Mar,

22,1993. "One brigade commander speaking later of those
buried, 'For all 1 know, we could have killed thousands.'"
5.El£Hario deHoy (San Salvador), Apr. 9,1991, pp. 3,

l)ElMundo (San Salvador), Apr. 10,1991, pp. 6,27.

6. Jim Wright, WorthIlAll:My War for Peace (Washing

ton, D.C.: Brassey's, 1993), pp. 151, 171-75, 192; Holly
Sklar, Washington's War on Nicaragua (Boston: South
End Press, 1988), p. 386; George Shultz, Turmoil and
Triumph: My Years as Secretary of Stale (New York:
Scribneris, 1993), p. 966; Colin Powell with Joseph Per-

s\eo,My American Journey (NewYork: Random House,
1995), pp. 339-40,367).
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knowing how to play the game
and win — is a large part of the
general's underlying appeal to
both elites and voters. While re
is not a man to allow his effec

justify the Panama invasion, he

Then in 1988, as the cover-up contin
ued, Powell declared that the National
Security Council — scarred by Iran-

declared: "We went in to protect the
lives of Americans ... also to restore de

mocracy to Panama." The first part of

Contra — had been restored under his

his statement is demonstrably false, a

leadership as a "moral operation."' Not

pretext put forth by Washington to jus
tify numerous military interventions
(the previous one being Grenada,
1983), while the second part was nei

once in his 643-page autobiography
does he touch upon the Contras' repu
tation.

ther an actual motivation for the inva

Bringing Skills to Politics

sion nor the result.^® But the words

Colin Powell's image is as a new kind of
straight-talking and candid leader, above
the ideological fray, beyond left and right,

sounded good, as any politician knows.
Speaking about the Philippines in
1990, Powell displayed his well-known
sense of humor, declaring that Wash
ington's "principal objective" in the
Philippines was not to protect U.S. mili
tary facilities, but rather "to support
the Philippines as a democracy."^^ This,

"anti-polarization," say his friends.®
I enjoy a certain place in American
sociely. I know how to get people to
gether. It has been said I'm a consum
mate insider, a conciliator, a facilitator.

That's right. I know how to organize
people with different views, different
backgrounds, to come together and
work for a common purpose.®
7.
UPI, "Gen. Powell Says NSC Again 'Moral Operation,'
" Washington Post, Oct. 28,1988, p. 3.
8. Joe Hein, "Can Colin Powell Save America,"
Newsweek, Oct. 10,1995, p. 26.
9. Interview with Powell, The Diane Rehm Show, Sept.
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after the US had maintained the dicta

torial regime of Ferdinand Marcos for
more than 20 years and abandoned him
four years earlier only when he was
19,1995, WAMU-FM, Washington, D.C.
10. KevinBuckley,/'anama, The WhoteSlory (NewYork:
Simon & Schuster, 1991), pp. 187,191,228-29. For afuU
account see WlMam Blum, , pp. 305-14.
11. "U.S. Foreign Policy in a Changing World," Mar. 23,
1990, VitalSpeechesoftheDay, May 1,1990, p. 420.
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judged a liability to the US goal of keep
ing the left from taking power.
Like a good politician, Powell is
adept at deflecting questions. Asked by
a talk show caller if he'd cut the defense

budget to finance social programs, Powell
replied that while he headed the JCS,

"the armed forces were brought down
in size by 30 percent."^^ jje left it at
that, giving the false impression that

the defense budget had been cut by 30
percent.

And like a good general, he can cover
his flank. On the same talk show, Pow
ell criticized some Republican policies
for "demonizing" people on welfare, not

those asking for corporate welfare. The

could be "used to impeach his [Powell's]
credibility.""
Two decades before, in Vietnam, he
also backed his team despite evidence
of wrongdoing — in that case by turn
ing a blind eye to reports of war crimes.
In 1968, Pvt. Tbm Glen vrrote a letter to
Gen. Creighton Abrams, commander of

power."" In early December 1989,

brigade that had carried out the My Lai
massacre, and he had learned of it, al

shortly before making these remarks,
Powell, as chair of the JCS, had ordered
a military intervention into a purely in
ternal matter. Taking President Corazon Aquino's side against military
rebels, US warplanes flew air cover for

though without any such label.

Maj. Colin Powell, who was asked to

have a hard time voting for Powell as a

check out the charges and draft a reply.

Republican, Powell said: "I know Newt
Gingrich and Bob Dole quite well, and

Without meeting with Glen, Powell con

perate straits," but not on "K Street, the

Powell dismissed a letter

cluded that the accusations were false,
except, possibly, for "isolated
cases." All new soldiers arriving
in South Vietnam, he wrote
soothingly, received lessons on

fW51L
on importance
of treating
the
Vietnamese with
courtesy and
written

chaigmg war crimes
by a soldier in the brigade9
that carried out My Lai.

respect and on obeyingthe Ge-

neva Conventions on proper
treatment of prisoners. "In di

rect refutation of [Glen's] por
trayal," wrote Powell, "is the
fact that relations between

these are gentlemen representing a
party that really does care about the
poor."^'
That Colin Powell is an expert team

A m e r i c a n s o l d i e r s a n d t h e \ fi e t n a m e s e

player is clear, but at least two incidents

no mention of Pvt. TDm Glen, his letter

raise the troubling question of just how
far he will go to protect the team and his
position in it. His performance during
the Iran-Contra affair is revealing. The
Office of the Independent Counsel, in
vestigating illegal missile shipments to

or the response.

Iran in 1985, concluded that "most of

Powell's early statements regardingthe
Iran initiative were forthright and con
sistent. But some were questionable
and seem generally designed to protect
Weinberger." The report concluded that
Powell's responses to questions con
cerning the existence of a Weinberger
diary were "at least misleading" and

There's a reason for this. That reason

them. Glen was a member of the same

African American caller who said he'd

who are more in need and in more des

And we are loved. In the Pacific re

gion, "we have so many friends ...
has many dimensions — among them
our values, our economic system, and

famous lobbying quarter here in Wash
ington." Minutes later, in response to an

of change more on those of our citizens

tion on us."^'

US forces in Vietnam, reporting that
US troops gave captives "severe beat
ings and torture at knife point" and
used "aroused scout dogs" to terrify

How could the Army expect to win
hearts and minds. Glen asked Abrams,
when US soldiers "for mere pleasure, fire
indiscriminately into Vietnamese homes
and without provocation or justification
shoot at the people themselves?"^®
Soon, Glen's letter worked its way to

policies, he said, "tend to put the burden

vital interests of America," he intoned,
"no matter how far from our shores they
may be. ... We are leaders because na
ture and history have laid that obliga

people are excellent."" You could al
most hear the heels click.

In his autobiography, Powell makes

Wo r l d Vi e w T h r o u g h B l i n d e r s
While Colin Powell cultivates the image
o f a n i n d e p e n d e n t t h i n k e r, i n t h e
sphere to which he has devoted his life

— foreign policy, militaiy and world af
fairs — he is depressingly doctrinaire.
His convictions are indistinguishable
from those of Ronald Reagan or George
Bush; his patrio-babble is as trite and
grandiose as that of John Foster Dulles.
'The vital interests of mankind are the
Pinal Retort of the Independent Counsel for
Iran/Contra, v. 1, Aug. 4,1993, pp. 431,438-39.

our altruism. Also, there is the dimen

sion of power — in our case, of super

government forces and fired on rebel

aircraft on the ground to prevent their
takeoff. The coup attempt fell apart."
The incident continued a century of
Yankee imperialism in the Philippines
and was for Powell another example of
the Cold War worldview that the US up
holds all that is good and ordered
against a hostile chaotic world. "We

need to stay in East Asia and in the Pa

cific," Powell insists. "Nature and poli
tics can't tolerate a vacuum. Were we to

depart from the region, it would create
one of the largest political vacuums in
history — a vacuum we cannot afford to
have.''^® The notion of a political vac
uum existing in lands already filled
with people is of course one of the oldest
rationalizations for imperialist — and
usually racist — intervention.
This Manichean mindset has led
Powell to demonize those societies that

reject the US model and oppose US for
eign policy objectives: Cuba is "an eco
nomic basket case," he has said on more
than one occasion. (What then can the

man think of the quality of life in the
rest of the Third World?) Nicaragua un
der the Sandinistas was a "tyranny."
And with the exception of these two be
nighted societies, the rest of Latin
America was "democratic."

So unconditional has his support

been for Washington's Cold War poli
cies, that he spoke out strongly for the
same side of the Angola conflict that
17. Colman McCarthy, "Powell Blinds With a Big Gun's
Flash," Washington Post, Oct. 12,1993, p. Cll.
18. "U.S. Foreign PolicyinaChan^Worid,"op. at, p. 421.
19. Michael R. Gordon, "US Says Bush Used Fighter Jets

12. Rehtn, op. cU.

15. Michael Bilton and Kevin Sim, Four Hours in My

Lai (New York: Viking, 1992), pp. 175,209-13.

13. Ibid.

to Save Aquino From Rebel Siege," Afeai York Times, Dec.
2,1989, pp. 1,2; Powell and Persico, op. cU., pp. 440-44.
20. "U.S. Foreign Policy in a Changing World," op. oil.,

16. Ibid.

pp. 419-20.
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South Africa was fighting for
and supported business deal

ings with apartheid South Af
rica.^* In January 1987, only
months after the Reagan ad
ministration was caught — in
violation of stated policy —

providing information to the
South African intelligence
services about Nelson Man
dela's banned African N ational

Congress, Powell became Rea
gan's deputy national security
adviser.^^

Addressing the National
Press Club, Powell described
the war in Afghanistan as sim
ply "a Soviet invasion and
war," ignoring massive US cov
ert paramilitary involvement
and CIA direction. He lavishly

praised the US's allies in the
war, Islamic fundamentalists,
a number of whom have en

gaged in terrorism and emerged
as sworn enemies of the US.^
At
with

Gulf War casualties included not only those on the "highway of death," in which the
US bombed a retreating Iraqi military convoy, but a continuing toll of civilian victims
of the wholesale destruction of the Iraqi infrastructure by the US-led attack.

Home
the

Elites

These views played well with those in a
position to help Powell, who for his part,
knew how not to make waves. He "came

of age at the dawn of the civil rights
movement," Charles Lane has ob
served, "agreed with its goals, wit
nessed some of its most violent days
fi r s t h a n d a n d b e n e fi t e d f r o m i t s

achievements —yet did not participate
himself."^ But alongside his unequivo

lessons of the military model do not con

W h a t Yo u S e e v. W h a t Yo u G e t

tradict conventional wisdom.

Clearly there is a neat mesh between

On the issue of education, he turns to

the military for guidance. One ofhis pet
projects is the Junior ROTO program,
which he calls "the best opportunity for

the Department of Defense to make a
positive impact on the nation's youth."

About this, Washington Post columnist
Colman McCarthy has observed:
"America's schools are impoverished
and violence-ridden and the solution to

cal condemnation of racism, Powell
evinces a wholehearted belief in the

these social problems is to militarize
kids and cajole them into embracing the

system that has allowed him to prosper.
He states that poverty in socialist coun

government's war plans?"^®

tries is a direct result of socialism, but
that economic and social problems in
the US "are challenges to policy, not

sponded: "I'm still learning ... I don't

challenges to the essence of the system
or to the structure itself."^®
If Powell draws his worldview from

Asked about health care, Powell re

have an answer ... except I'm very in
trigued by what I see as I travel around
the countiy in corporate life, where pri
vate industry is doing more and more to
get the costs down and to spread the

civics books, he draws what policy for

b e n e fi t s o u t . " ^ ' '

mulations he has put forward from his
life as a soldier — but only when the

The facts are surprising enough, but
the statement turns bizarre on the lips
of a man who has received free govern

21. Joe Davidson, "Powell Is Hailed, But Invasion Is
Q u e s t i o n e d , " M a r. 1 9 9 0 , p . 2 7 .
22. Seymour Herah, "U.S. Is Said to Have Given Pretoria

ment-paid health care all his adult life;
whose son's life was saved by free mili
tary medical care after an accident.
Why on this vital question does Powell
turn away from his life experience and
instinctively side with private industry?

Intelligence on Rebel Organization," New York Times,

July 23,1986, p. 1. CIA information to South African in
telligence in 1962 had led directly to Mandela imprisonmentfor 28 years. The Times (London), Aug, 4,1986, p, 10.
ZZ.DeparimentofStateBulletin, Jan. 1989,p.30;Blum,
op. cil, chapter on Afghanistan, pp. 338-52.
24. Charles Lane, "The Legend of Colin Powell," The New
Republie, Apr. 17,1995, p. 21.
25. Department of State Bulletin, op. cil.
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26. Colman McCarthy, op. cit.
27. Rehm, op. ciL
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Powell's views and those of the busi

ness, political and military elite who
look with favor on his candidacy. Not so

clear, however, is whether or not the
general has moral qualms about the
services he has rendered: whether he

has second thoughts about leading the
Gulf War massacre, wishes he had
taken Private Glen's reports of war
crimes more seriously, regrets civilian
deaths in Panama, is sorry he misled
Congress, or is squeamish over his sup
port for the odious Contras, Afghan mujahadin and the apartheid forces of
southern Africa. In any case, by his own
moral code, these actions cannot be ex

cused by claiming he was "only follow
ing orders." Speaking to midshipmen at
Annapolis in January 1993, he told
them that if they found the new plan on
gays in the military "completely unac
ceptable and it strikes the heart of your
moral beliefs, then I think you have to

resign."^® As for himself, Powell has
never mentioned any disagreement se

rious enough to even consider such a
strong moral stand. He has always fol
lowed the path that pleased his supe
riors and served elite interests. No

wonder the old boys still love him. ■
28. Elizabeth Drew, On the Edge: The Clinton Presi
dency (New York; Simon & Schuster, 1994), p. 45.
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Haiti f(wes aUrOut ecomrnk warfare and increasing unrest as the US-daminated World Bank

and IMF wrestle Aristide and the popular movements for control of the country.
by Laurie Richardson and Jean-Roland Chery

a
Ista
flUSro
topsnivadedHaiti

hemisphere's poorest nation. While
US/UN troops still patrol the streets,

Raoul Cedras and the return of demo

the US-dominated international eco

zuela to understand the cost in jobs, in
dependence, and increased maldis
tribution of wealth that accompanies
the internationally imposed regime of

cratically elected populist president

nomic institutions, the World Bank and

SAPs. With time running out, the popu

Jean-Bertrand Aristide from a three-

Internation Monetary Fund, are impos
ing an order of their own. They are pres

lar movement is debating strategies of
resistance and calling on the govern

suring Haiti to accept a structural

ment to take a clear stand. One of the

recent casualties of the increasing pres

and Development Fund for Haiti's Peasant Movement of
Papay (MPP). Jean-Rolaad Cheiy is a reporter for the
Por^au-P^ince-based Radio Haiti Inter, one of the

adjustment program (SAP) and to im
plement the wholesale privatization of
Haiti's complex of state-owned enter
prises (SOEs).
The same scenario has been played

country's most front-line and listened-to stations. Fur

out across the developing world. Haiti's

to "uphold democracy." With the

^removal of military coup leader

year exile, the battleground has shifted.
The stakes, however, remain the same:
political and economic control of the
Laurie Richardson travels to Haiti regularly as the as
sistant director of MPP-EDF, the US-based Education

ther information, contact MPP-EDF, 25 West Street,
2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02111; (617) 542-1140.
Photo: Humanitarian aid sold on the open market.
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the economic enforcers from the US and

popular movement has only to look to
neighbors such as Nicaragua and Vene

CAQ

sure was the frayed alliance between

President Aristide and his prime minis
t e r, f r e e - m a r k e t e e r S m a r c k M i c h e l .

Michel's resignation in mid-October
opened the door for the formation of a
new government more actively commit

ted to standing its ground against the
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SAP. But it remains to be seen

whether a country still reeling from

three years of death-squad dictator
ship will be able to pass up the carrot
and dodge the stick. "The interna
tional balance offerees is against us,"

explained a Haitian official charged
with overseeing the fate of the SOEs.
'The government is forced to negoti

ate with a knife at its throat and its

back against the wall."^
The American Plan Returns

Few countries in this position have
managed to stave off submission to
the neoliberal economic model, or

what the IMF prefers to call "entry
into the global economy." Since the
1980s, however, Haitians have
steadfastly resisted the famous
"American Plan," a neoliberal eco
nomic model which, as almost any

peasant can explain, aims to force
them off the land and into low-wage

assembly plants. Its SAP is de
signed to wrench open Haiti's econ
omy by eliminating import tariffs,

Peasant march, 1995, to protest growing US control. The sign reads: "Down
with the invasion of foreign food." "Humanitarian aid" floods Haiti, it undercuts

domestic production and drives the country into dependency on US Imports.

privatizing all SOEs, suppressing
wages, eliminating subsidies, and
deeply cutting public sector spending.
It aims to increase foreign exchange (es
sential for paying off mounting debt) by
shifting production away from food for
domestic consumption to exports pro-

tional capital, and a national economy

Divide and Conquer

mired in debt and dependent on im

The ensuing battle over privatization of
state-owned enterprises, while only one
element ofthe struggle over the SAP, il

ported food and markets controlled by
transnational corporations.
Haitians see the coup which cut

short Aristide's populist reforms and
sent him into exile as part ofthe
process of integratingHaiti into

l u s t r a t e s t h e d i ff e r e n t i n t e r e s t s i n v o l v e d

and the strategies used by the various ac

It is unclear whether a

t h e n e w w o r l d e c o n o m i c o r d e r.

country still reeling from

"The wealthy countries took ad
vantage of the coup in order to

tors. Aristide initially believed he could
deflect full-scale privatization by com
mitting instead to "democratization."
Under this alternative plan, the sale of
any SOEs would have to ensure the

advance their plan to destroy

broad distribution of shares and

the peasant economy, to push

counter Haiti's top-heavy concentration
of wealth. Aristide was ultimately rely
ing on the incoming parliament, ex
pected to be controlled by his followers

three years of death-squad
dictatorship will be able to
pass up the carrot and
dodge the stick.

forward their neoliberal eco

nomic model," Haiti's largest
peasant organization, MPP,
said recently. 'They linked the
return of democracy with the
plan to auction off the country

and its people."^

duced in export assembly industries,
agro-exports such as coffee and exotic
fruits, and tourism. The result for Haiti

For Aristide, the quid pro
quo was not subtle. In exchange
for his return to power, the interna
tional community demanded that he
sign on to a strict SAP. Seeing no alter

will be the same as it has been around

native if it wished to return, the Aris

the world when SAPs rule: a populace

tide government signed on the dotted
line in August 1994 and again in Jan
uary 1995; it was rewarded with pledges
of some $1.2 billion in loans and grants.®

hooked into a cash economy, a tiny, often

corrupt elite propped up by interna1. Interview, Ernst Exceus, director, Office for the De
mocratization of Public Enterprises (UDEP), Oct. 5,1995.

Although officially a Haitian agency, UDEP was created
in April at the behest of the international financial com
munity and is financed with US Agency for International
Development (AID) money.
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2. Peasant Movement of Papay (MPP) press release;
Sept. 30,1095. Information about and statements from
the MPP are available from MPP-EDF.

3. Often called the Paris Accords, the official Haitian

CAQ

from the Lavalas movement, to block

legislation institutionalizing the SAP.''
Electoral tussles, however, would

delay the seating of parliament until
late October 1995 and leave economic

matters in the hands of government
ministers who, under Haiti's constitu

tion, have substantially more power
than the president. Unfortunately, the
government, a reconciliation coalition
government documents are: "Strategy of Social and Eco
nomic Reconstruction," Aug. 22,1994, and an untitled
document presented to the international donors' Con
sultative Group and dated Jan. 24,1995. See also, UN
Development Program, "Emergency Economic Recovery
Program," July 1993; and Oxfam America, "Rebuilding
Haiti; Views from the Grassroots on Haiti's Reconstruc

tion Needs," May 1995.
4. SeeespeciaDy "Preambule au conlrat avec le SFl,'Haiti
enMarche, Sept 6,1995. Also, Paris Accords, op. cit.
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imposed by the United States as an

strategy of relying too heavily on a ne

Stealth Privatization

other price of the return, was hardly
united in opposition to structural ad

gotiated return — argued that Aristide

In December 1994, as the populace con
tinued to pressure the government,

justments. Prime Minister Michel, cho
sen for his private sector credentials,

was not the enemy, but he had faced an
extremely unfavorable balance of
forces as he tried to give the popula

insisted on neoliberal technocrat

tion a chance to catch its breath before

Marie-Michel Rey as finance minister
and whiz-kid Leslie Delatour as gover
nor of the Central Bank. Delatour, fi

continuing its struggle.

nance minister under Gen. Henri

This split, along with the general
population's blanket trust in Aristide's
ability to resolve things, created division

Namphy in 1987 anda main architect of

over where to put the blame and slowed

the current SAP, smoothly

the government took another step
in accepting the SAP process. It com
missioned the Washington-based Inter
national Finance Corporation (IFC) to
evaluate state holdings and determine
which should be "democratized" and

how. The IFC, virtually a subsidiary of
the World Bank, began by recommend
ing privatization models for

serves up the neoliberal evan-

the first nine out of a poten

^lism essential to maintain
ing the New World Order.
The popular movement, for

tial list of over 40 state as

its part, was united in opposi

ies to public scrutiny and de
bate, the government began

sets. And while refusing to
open the contents of the stud

tion to the international com

munity's agenda. There had
been broad opposition to any

to implement IFC recom
mendations.

US/UN military intervention

At the top of the IFC's list

— considered neither neces

were Ciment d'Haiti (cement

sary nor designed to reverse
the coup. Popular organiza

works) and Minoterie (flour

mills),'' considered easy tar
gets because they had been
idle since their closure by the

tions were also united in their

rejection of SAPs in general
and privatization in particu

military during the coup. Al
though the workers pro
tested that the enterprises
were viable, pointing out
that they had quickly been
brought from net loss to net
profit before Aristide's ouster,
the government argued that
the coup had worsened mat

lar. They dismissed the argu
ment

that

the

state

was

inherently incapable of man
aging enterprises, pointing to
the pre-coup successes of the
Artistide government in
bringing key state-owned in
dustries into the black.® Fur

thermore, they argued that
since the rich traditionally
avoided taxes, the state

ters and that the state lacked

the funds needed to get them
up and running. Indeed,
Michel often acknowledged
that "the three years of the
coup already performed 60

needed revenues generated
from the SOEs to pay for des
perately needed social serv
ices: Up to 70 percent of the

percent of the structural ad

population is malnourished,
three-quarters lack health
care, half the rural and a third
of the urban population lack
potable water, and there is an
80 percent illiteracy rate.

Yet despite agreement over many
basic issues, popular organizations

justment."®
When Michel put the two
enterprises on the market in
Cite Soieil

August, bidders reportedly
included eight international
fi r m s a n d o n e H a i t i a n c o m

pany. Or so it appeared. In fact, a source

were split over the conditions of Aris-

the building of popular protest. Never
theless, with such elements of the SAP
as the slashing of import tariffs start

tide's return and deeply divided in their

ing to hit home and pull down the al

was in on every bid for the cement

assessments of the president's motives
in sanctioning intervention and signing

ready reeling economy, the dynamic
shifted. By spring, demonstrations

the Paris Accords. Vanguard sectors
considered Aristide a complete traitor,
an "Uncle Tbm" working hand-in-glove

were a regular occurrence on the streets

with Uncle Sam. The more mass-based

quarters in the rural town of Papay to

sector — while criticizing Aristide's

denounce the SAP and demand that the

5. "Temoignages surles Performances Economiques du
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vealed that the powerful Mevs family

Aug. 19,1995, "Neoliberalism in Haiti; The Case of
Haililnfo, Sept. 16,1995.

of Port-au-Prince, and in March, over

7. Others include the electric and telephone companies,

5,000 peasants gathered at MPP head

8. "Temoignages sur les Performances Economiques...,"

government explain its policy.®

Gouvernement Aristide/Preval," Cabinet Particulier du

President de la Republique, June 1994, pp. 21,28.

i n t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l fi n a n c i a l s e c t o r r e

6. On the tariff issue, see "Producers Struggling," ffotW

CAQ

the ports, the airport, and the cooking oil plant.

op. dt. From Feb. 1991 to May 1991, Ciment went from
a net loss of 4.5 million gourdes to a net gain of 100,000
while Minoterie moved from a net loss of almost 3 million
gourdes to a net profit of over 1 million gourdes. "Ki Sa
Yo Rele UDEP," Sept. 1995. Ciment was said to require

S3 million; Minoterie, S4 miUion; Teleco, S200 million;
and BDH, $100 million to get up and running.
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works via proxy.® The Mevs empire
reaches into most sectors of Haiti's

economy, making them one of the
w e a l t h i e s t a n d m o s t i n fl u e n t i a l f a m i

lies of Haiti's mafia elite. Ardent sup

porters of the coup until the tide turned,

the family now finds reconciliation can
be profitable.

It is not alone. Although control of
Port-au-Prince's main Port Authority

(APN) has yet to be subcontracted, in
May, Haiti's satellite ports were handed
out like party favors to those who had
bankrolled the coup. The Mevs got Cit6
Soleil; the Brandts, Fort Liberty; and

the Bigios, Miragdane.^®

These local piranha will likely lose
out to bigger foreign fish if the recom
mended 30-40 percent of the telephone
company, Tbleco, is sold off. But regard-

Haiti's satellite ports
were handed out like

party favors to those
who had bankrolled

the coup.

j H tIT KASrtCNT
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TEARING
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the Mevs, the ultimate losers willbe the
Haitian people. Profits generated by

INSTEAP OF «0(PiERrimN5 TNUE m

UPREN IT I& A OVER Tmi*%ou.o

Te l e c o w e r e s u f fi c i e n t t o m a i n t a i n A r i s -

ONE wifeH HAS AS ITS /^AlN

tide's government-in-exile during the
coup and they currently offset subsidies
to the electricity company. Teleco work

kPOH INTERESTA WEAPON MME

ers maintain that the company made

$27.5 million in 1993-94 and could,
"with a little investment and the expul
sion of Macoutes and thieves," make
$53million.^^

Speaking to President Aristide at
the National Palace on September 5, a
union leader from Ciment d'Hai'ti

bluntly described the ultimate impact
of the proposed privatizations. "Tb pri
vatize the cement works along with all

the other targeted enterprises is to say
that we completely withdraw all eco
nomic power from the state and give it
to a private sector which is against the
9. Because deals were so secretive, individuals with di
rect access to bids requested anonymity.
10. Decisions were announced at the close of the Eco

nomic Symposium held at the National Palace in May
1995, where over 400 Haitian investors were wooed by
the government.
11. "Confidential Memorandum #EBS/95/18," to IMF Ex
ecutive Board members, Feb. 17,1995, p. 6, "Privatiza

tion; Protests Spreading,"Sept. 13,1995.
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"The Third World War" by Peter Schumann
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exploiti-a-teller
'Exploit-a-Teller" by Dana Scheurholz and Sandy Chioffi

1,000, pillaged the pension fund, sold

the government told the IMF in Febru

see the need to have a president. All we

fuel meant for the turbines, and stole

have to do is turn the country over to the
bourgeoisie so they can do with it what

ary it was considering immediate dives

parts out of company trucks. Unionists

titure or a management contract with

charge that acts of physical sabotage
continue in order to convince the public

an international utility company.^®

that EDH should be privatized.

tage of the Mevs family, which is ma
neuvering either to buy EDH or render

people. In these circumstances, I don't

ever they wish."^^
Rewarding Criminals with
Sweetheart

Deals

The case of Haiti's electricity company,
EDH, is particularly revealing. Prior to
the coup, the Aristide government was
routing out corruption and, reports un

They also argue that the enterprise
can once again turn a profit. According
to Clerveau, in addition to the large vol
ume of EDH power now being usurped
through illegal hook-ups (13 percent by
the poor and 37 percent by the rich),

ion leader Jean Harry Clerveau, losses
from illegal electrical hook-ups dropped
from 36 to 24 percent and were pre
dicted to level out at 5 percent. Even

people with legal connections owe EDH

with the theft of current, the utility was

projected to make a profit of $1.5 mil-

according to a September report on
state TV. (Haitians found grim humor

lionin 1991.^^

in this theft; it is generally believed that

it obsolete.^® Although bidding on a
management contract has yet to be pub
licly announced, a source in an interna
t i o n a l fi n a n c i a l i n s t i t u t i o n r e v e a l e d

that as of September, at least three for
eign companies had already submitted

about $18 million. Among those pirat

proposals. One of them. Smith Cogen-

ing EDH power is Fritz Mevs — about

eration (Smith Co), is headed by former
Oklahoma governor David Walters, a
bigwig in President Clinton's election

$700-a-month's-worth at one site alone

During the coup years, however, EDH

Fritz's brother Bernard was electrocuted

was ravaged. The military added 3,000
of its cronies to an existing payroll of

while adjusting an illegal hook-up at an
other family-owned plant.) Nonetheless,

12. "Smarck Michel: les vrais buts de son voyage aux
Et&ta-Vnia,'HaitiProgris, Sept. 13,1995,
13. "EDH Is Owed Millions,"Sept, 30,1995;
and "Privatization: What The Haitian People Can Ex
pect,"/foiti/ryb, Feb, 25,1995

14. "Workers Protest PutachistCoiTuption,"ffatii/;yb,
Nov. 5,1994; and "Le Mythe de la Superiorite de la Gestion Privee," Magazine 16 Decembre, supplement to
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EDH's problems work to the advan

Naili en Marche, Aug. 30,1995.
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campaign who got off with a misde15. "EDH Is Owed Millions," op. cit.; and "Confidential
Memorandum lfEBS/95118," op. cit.
16. "Privatization: What The Haitian People Can Ex
pect," op. cit.; also Village Voice, Nov, 1,1994, cited in
"Workers Protest,,.," op. cit. In a typical "reconcili
ation" deal, the family is renting an electricity-generate
ing barge to the government for S13 million a year and
is reportedly planning a joint venture with Florida
Power and Light for a 110-megawatt plant which would
effectively replace EDH.
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meanor conviction after being indicted
for fraud in his own campaign. Despite
the fact that Smith Go's bid was, accord

ing to our source, "totally unsound,"
with costs double those of the nearest

contender, the Clinton administration

put pressure on Haitian officials to en

ter into a contract with the disreputable
ex-governor. Nor was Walters' the only
shady contract; the proposed contract
would have granted an electricity mo
nopoly to Smith Co and an "unspecified"
third party, one of the notorious Mevs.
A Change of Strategy

Although Aristide had quietly ceased
attending cabinet meetings in March
out of frustration with the reconcili

ation government, the split with his
prime minister became very public five
months later. In August, when Michel
officially put Minoterie and Ciment on
the market, a spokesperson for Aristide
said the president had not been in
formed. With protest building and cyni
cism regarding his professed ignorance
growing, Aristide ceased all talk of "de
mocratization," holding instead a series

of public meetings with popular leaders
and launching a propaganda offensive
against privatization.

Flustered by the latest develop
ments, the World Bank, the IMF, and

AID embargoed up to half the projected
$300 million, plus budget monies
needed for the new fiscal year. Michel
w a r n e d t h a t t h e fi n a n c i a l h o u s e o f
cards was about to come down. "If the

reception was less formal a few days later
when the donors reciprocated with a visit
to Port-au-Prince. They were greeted by
thousands of protesters chanting

would be made public on October 16.
But just days before the sales were to be

owe them; we don't owe them! It's the

consummated, the cabinet refused to

heads of state who owe them!"

approve Michel's letter of intent. His
subsequent resignation pulled the
plug, at least temporarily, on the
planned privatizations.

Aristide himself upped the ante in a
September 28 interview with state TV
and radio. "We have always said that
we wouldn't sell Haiti, wholesale or re

tail, " he said. "[I]f I learn of anyone who
dares sell state property in the name of
privatization, I will have them arrested
immediately ... Parliament will have to
pronounce itself on the issue of privati
zation. Everything should be taken
care oflegally."
New Room for Maneuver?

The next phase of the battle will be
fought out within the newly elected
Parliament, and will test the savvy and
cohesion of its 80 percent Lavalas ma

jority under tremendous political and
economic pressure. The inexperienced
Lavalas bloc contains three political

parties, and even within the GPL, the
strongest and largest by far, views
range from radical populist to bour
geois reformist.^
While parliament may lack unity,
there will be no shortage of AID"democracy enhancement" money available to
foster division and orient legislation.^'
Already, the nouveau-capitalists in
CLED — a distinctly political "business
association" with ties to the rightist,

Washington-based Center for Democracy

ment does not go forward ... the govern
ment will be facing enormous budgetary

the Analysis of Economic Legislation" de
signed to lobby lawmakers to support the

shortfalls of which the consequences
will be incalculable, both in the eco

free market, the opening of the economy,
and the need to privatize.

nomic as well as the social spheres."'®
In an attempt to shake loose the fund
ing, Michel and his economic entourage
undertook a public relations blitz of their
own in early September. Tburingthe US

Although Michel would have been
replaced by the incoming Lavalas par
liament, his failure to deliver the priva
tization package hastened his
departure. Four days after Aristide's inyour-face challenge, the IMF and World
Bank dispatched a team to Haiti, de

donors, the US government, Congress,

officials announced that the winning
bids on Minoterie and Ciment d'Hai'ti

"Down with the IMF!" and 'They say we

various sectors do not play their part —
and therefore if this structural adjust

for a week to meet with the international

nors had finally won when government

— announced the formation of a "U nit for

Michel's successor, former foreign

minister Claudette Werleigh, replaced
his reconciliation government with
ministers close to Lavalas and poten

tially more inclined to put up a struggle

"We have always said
that we wouldn't sell

Haiti, wholesale or
retail. [l]f I learn of
anyone who dares sell
state property in the
name of privatization,
I will have them

arrested immediately."
— Pres. Aristide

against the international community. Af
ter a disappointing initial declaration
upon returning from UN ceremonies in
New York that "we will be working in the
same vein as the previous government,"
Werleigh has stressed the necessity for
the population at large and their elected
representatives in parliament to en
gage in a broad debate over the privati
zation question. In an attempt to break
the back of the new government, AID
and the banks continue to hold back

the diaspora, the NGO/solidarity sector,
the media, and practically anyone who

manding a letter of intent to privatize

millions in funding, declaring openly

in exchange for the release of $100 mil

that privatization is the bottom line.

would listen, they reported that the Hai

lion in blocked funds. It seemed the do-

tian government was united, the SAP on

trac^ and the protests marginal.'® The

20. Formed in Mar. 1995, the political platform of
Lavalas contains the large, Aristide-centered OPL and
the much smaller PLB and MOP, whose leaders have his

17. See "Le Mythede la Sup^riorite de la Gestion Priv6e,"
op. oii.; "Le Danger d'lgnorer les Revendications du
People," Magazine 16 Decembre, supplement to Haiti
euMarche, Sept. 13,1995.

torical ties with Aristide. For discussion of currents

18. 'Privatisation: Mise en ventedesentreprises d'Etat,"

Haiti en March3,k\i%. 23,1995.
19. Michel, press conference. New York, Sept. 9,1995.
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Meanwhile, in the run-up to presi
dential elections scheduled for Decem

withinXatia/os and its popular base, see Marx V. Aristide
and Laurie Richardson, "Haiti's Popular Resistance,"
NACLA Report (New York), Jan./Feb. 1994.
21. For more on "democracy enhancement," see Jane Re
gan, "A.I.D.ing US Interests inHaiti," CoverlAction, Vfinter 1994-95.
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ber 17,^^ Haiti is threatening to explode
in the face of the international commu22. Aristide is constitutionally barred from succeeding
himself, and judging it unfeasible to heed the demands
of the masses that the president remain in office for three
more years to recover those lost to exile, Lavalas lead
ership has chosen Rene Prdval, widely considered to be a
stand-in or doublure for Aristide, as their candidate.

3 5

sent, both the Haitian people
and the international commu

nity understand that they are
inextricably linked, and that

the best, and perhaps only, hope
for derailing the various compo
nents of the perennial American
Plan for Haiti remains popu
lar mobilization. As such, the
international community is
prepared, shouldthecarrot lose
its allure, to wieldthestick.
A

c o n fi d e n t i a l

UN

"risk

as

sessment" from September

A cache of weapons
found at the Portau-Prince home of

former military
dictator Prosper
Avril fueled pubKc
outrage.
warned that "the population,
which had been willing to wait
for improvements in their situ

ation ..., is now becoming more
vocal about their plight." Also of
concern were "Lavalas activists

in Parliament," who will push
for "populist policies such as in
creased wages, a halt to privati
zation, and price controls," and

who "will have the effect of pull
ing President Aristide's policies
to the left." The US military

Time is up for the World Bank

analyst went on to warn that de
bates in Haiti's Parliament

'Time Is Up" by Max Schumann

might "play themselves out 'in
the streets,'" in potentially vio
lent demonstrations that would

nity. On the day Werleigh's government

was ofUcially installed, gunmen opened
fire on two of the newly-elected Lavalas
deputies, killing one and seriously in
juring the other. A cache of weapons
found at the Port-au-Prince home of for

mer military dictator Prosper Avril fu
eled public outrage. In major cities

around the country, burning barricades
were erected and the population began
searching for weapons and destroying

strongest tone yet. He ordered the na
tional police to carry out disarmament

sweeps and encouraged the population
to participate. "The powerful weapons
of the international community are there
to accompany the Haitian people in dis
arming all the criminals, ...if not, we'll tell

them that the game is finished....This ques
tion of sitting and waiting for these foreign
ers to provide us with security is over."

"scar[e] off potential investors" and "al
ienate the economic elite, which in turn
could lead to a more serious security problem."23

Indeed, nowhere in the world does

structural adjustment go down easily.
"The SAP requires the strengthening of
the internal security apparatus," points
out economist Michel Chossudovsky,
whereby "political repression ... sup-

the homes of those connected with the

Should the Carrot Fail

coup regime. Addressing the funeral of
the slain deputy, Aristide spoke in his

While the security issue seems to have

date," (Marine) M^or John L, Shissler, II, internal

eclipsed the economic agenda at pre

tained by Inter Press Service.
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23. "Threat Estimate for the Remainder of the Man

document of the UN Mission in Haiti, Sept. 1,1995, ob
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ports a parallel process of'economic
repression.' Yet Aristide, upon
his return, dealt a blow to Haiti's in

ternal security apparatus by virtu
ally dismantling the military. Thus,
until the US can reconstitute it

through a "new" police force made
up of former soldiers with new and
improved training, it appears the
task will fall to the occupation
forces. In October, UN officials in
Haiti announced that troops may

\ U)(rdd. . i4jh4t.
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stay for up to six months beyond the

current exit date of February 1996.^®

On October 19, a Washingix>n Post
editorial noted "rising anxiety

among desperate people" and won
dered whether "the United Nations

ought to ask itself whether Febru
ary is not a bit too soon to leave."
Haiti's popular movement is at
o n e o f i t s m o s t d i f fi c u l t c r o s s r o a d s

yet, with no easy way forward.
Thrust into the front lines ofthe in

ternational struggle against struc

tural adjustment, it is reaching out
to its counterparts around the
world to learn from their experi
ences. And while it will be impor
tant for activists in Haiti to promote

an open debate and determine what
strategies will bring the movement
together, that effort cannot take
place in isolation. The problem of
structural adjustments is global
and without international organiz

ing against this economic warfare,

IfUkJ. OUhM^ drdi/jty- /M/'
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Haiti's popular movement, no mat

.

ter how organized and valiant,

\3
i

doesn't stand a chance. ■
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"The Eagle

Is Landing," The Nation, Oct. 3, 1994; Chavannes
Jean-Baptiste, "Haiti: A Fragile Situation," Crossroads, Dec.-Jan. 1994-95.

'Airport in Zaire" by Dale Wittig

Even the odds. Taking on the right is going to be
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24. Quoted in "SAP: The Outcome of a Policy of Ca

pitulation,"ffotK/yo,
Feb. 11,1995.
25. On the occupation, see Allan Nairn,
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Addressing the UN Class of '95
by Phyllis Bennis
the UN. Although Clinton made brief

sioned more criticism in the US than

predictable. Although few of the
speeches kept to the five-minute limit,
they were at least by UN standards
mercifully short—except in the case of
President Clinton, who took advantage

celebration. Much of it focused on how

of a UN-granted exemption based on

the UN fails in peacekeeping and un

his status as head of the host country to

his October 22 speech. "But my fellow
Americans should not forget that our

dermines US efforts around the world,
burdens US taxpayers, sustains a
bloated bureaucracy, and ultimately

drone onfor 14andahalf minutes.

values and our interests are also served

|his month's unprecedented pa

T!

rade of more than 150 heads of
state

to

commemorate

the

United Nations' 5Dth anniversary occa

supports a mob of ungrateful Third
World nations with their collective

hands out. What doesn't get talked
about very often is the questionofpo wer
at the UN — and the consequences of
Washington's fundamental control of
the organization.

Whenever you get a critical mass of
presidents, kings, emirs, prime minis
ters and other assorted top-level politi
cians assembled in one place (a critical
mass usually starting at two), the ratio
of form to substance sl^Tockets. When
you have the leader (or, in a few cases,
second-in-command) of virtually every
c o u n t r y i n t h e w o r l d g a t h e r e d f o r,
among other things, a 1995 "class
photo," the speeches tend to be, at best,
Phyllis Bennis is a I I'l-based journalist. Her newest
book is Calling the Shots: How Washington Dominates

Today's UN. It has just been released by Interlink Pub
lishing Group in Northampton, Massachusetts. (For in
formation or orders call 1-800-238-LINK.) Photo: UN.
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mention of the importance of the UN,
he seemed to subtly damn it with faint

praise. "Some people ask, why should
we bother with the UN," Clinton said in

by working with the UN.

The issues Clinton stressed
are of little interest to the

vast majority of the world's

The UN helps the peace
makers, the care providers,
the defenders of freedom

and human rights, the ar
chitects of economic pros
perity, and the protectors of
our planet..." One might
have thought that it was

population.
For most of the press corps, swollen

Washington that was pro
viding an international
cadre of peacekeepers, hu
man rights and development workers,

from the 150 or so regular UN reporters
to over 3,000 accredited specially for the

and environmental activists across the

50th anniversary events, the main

from the UN.

events were the speech of their own
president, and those of the Big "C"s —
Clinton and Castro.

The Big "C"s
The differences between the content of

globe, perhaps with a bit of assistance
What substance there was in Clin

ton's speech promoted a technical, lawand-order approach to world problems.
Since the end of the Cold War, the presi
dent asserted, the world's problems
have been primarily crime, drugs,

those two speeches and how they were
received illustrates the sharp North-

money-laundering, and terrorism, and

South divisions in the world and vsdthin

tional cooperation. But the issues Clin-
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ton stressed are, in fact, of little interest
to the vast majority of the world's popu
lation. Not surprisingly, the speech gen
erated a tepid reaction from the press

ington's approach to the world organi
zation. Instead of urging reforms that
would defend the UN's role as a truly
global voice, the US increasingly openly

and fellow heads of state alike.

views the UN as an adjunct to, or in
strument of, its own foreign policy.

Fidel Castro, on the other hand, ap

posal for Security Council reform is
simple: Add Germany and Japan as
permanent members in recognition of
their economic prowess (and in hopes

that they would assume some of Wash
ington's long-unpaid dues).

But Security Council reform itself is

pealed directly to the "legions of the dis
possessed" who have borne the costs of
a post-Cold War era in which the arms

Christopher's was one of a long line
of General Assembly speeches in which
foreign ministers addressed the ques

race continues and the quest for nu

tion of UN reform. Most of his counter

clear and military domination destroys

parts, like the heads of state who

shown by the fact that Clinton's speech
ignored the issue of Security Council
restructuring altogether. United Na

lives and decimates the planet. While

followed a few weeks later, asserted

tions reform, he said, means "ending

Clinton claimed that the information

that UN reform must be rooted in the

b u r e a u c r a t i c i n e f fi c i e n c i e s a n d o u t

and technology age has brought us all
closer together in a global viUage, Cas

expansion of UN democracy. Many
countries are quietly concerned that

dated priorities." Given that pressure

tro excoriated the reality that the

since the end of the Cold War, there
have been few checks on, and no real

"breakthroughs in science and technol
ogy...do not reach the majority of hu
manity..."
Much was said in the media about

the warmth and intensity of the long

ovation that greeted the Cuban leader's
speech, but little was reported of the
content which generated such enthusi
asm. Castro spoke truth to the UN's as
sembled world leaders and the cheers

were not only for the head of one of the
few nations that still dares challenge
US domination, but also for Castro's

message that the original promise of
t h e U N h a s b e e n s a c r i fi c e d t o F i r s t
World interests.

W h a t I M e a n t Wa s . . .

In general, though, the days of pomp,
ceremony, and speechifying that ac
companied the anniversary revealed

world body for its next half century.

When Secretary of State Warren Chris

Transnational Corporations, as well as
new efforts to undermine the South-ori

tion of the world body. Most believe that
real reform would require restructur

ented research agencies UNCTAD (UN
Conference on Trade and Development)
and UNIDO (UN Industrial Develop

ing the Security Council. Currently,
any of the Permanent Five (the WWII
victors: the US, France, the UK, China,
and Russia) can veto decisions of the

Security Council (which includes 10 ro
tating members, none of which has veto

ment Organization), Clinton's defini
tion of "outdated priorities" is clear.
Christopher spoke of UNCTAD, too, urg
ing that the UN ensure that its func
tions "do not duplicate the new World
Tr a d e O r g a n i z a t i o n . " U n
like UNCTAD. the WTO, the
newest

The U.S. increasingly

incarnation

of

the

General Agreement on Tar
iffs

openly views the UN as an
adjunct to, or instrument
of, its own foreign policy.

and

Trade

and

one

of

Washington's latest favor
ites among multilateral or
ganizations,

was

consciously created to be an
swerable only to the world's
wealthiest economic pow
ers. Despite flow-charts to

earlier Freudian slips. In these, US offi

ing the hot issue of how to reform the

by the United States has already re
sulted in the scrapping of the Center on

challenges to, Washington's domina

few insights as interesting as a couple of
cials unwittingly spilled the beans
about Washington's intentions regard

not high on Washington's agenda, as

the contrary, it remains un
power). Not only, reformers demand,

accountable to the far more democratic

must a more democratic Security Coun
cil include a more representative group
of nations, but the veto of the Perm
Five must be mitigated so that the

U N G e n e r a l A s s e m b l y.
As to UN financial reform, Christo
pher and Clinton might both have been
imposing a US-style corporate downsiz

topher appeared before the General Assembly on September 25, he was

views of other nations cannot be so

ing campaign: Cut UN staff, tighten UN

consistently ignored and so easily

supposed to say, "the United Nations
must emerge from the reform process

overruled. Among the suggested pro

budgets, obey the US-selected adminis
trative overseer, and keep the UN's eyes

better able to meet its fundamental

goals." Instead, he announced that "the
United States must emerge from the
[UN] reform process better able to meet
its fundamental goals."
A few days later, at a gala UN recep
tion, the head of the UN Association of
the US, John C. Whitehead, introduced
Boutros Boutros-Ghali as "the secre

posals were limiting use of the veto
solely to matters of military deploy
ment; expanding the Council to in
clude permanent members from the
South; and eliminating the veto alto
gether. But there is no indication that
the veto-wielding powers themselves
have any intention of accepting any di
lution of their authority.
But Washington's approach to re

on the bottom line. Clinton claimed he

is determined to keep Washington's fi
nancial commitment to the UN—but did

not explain how or when Washington, by
far the UN's biggest scofflaw, would pay

up its $ 1.3 billion in unpaiid dues.
UN financial reform is, for Washing
ton, delinked from its responsibility to
pay its dues. The real issue, Christo
pher claimed, is not the near-bank
ruptcy of the UN, forcing massive cuts
in vital programs. Rather, it is how

tary general of the United States."
Presumably just slips-of-the-tongue,
these stumbles reflect the profoundly

forming the Council does not aim to in

troubling (though hardly surprising
and certainly not new) reality of Wash

designed to maximize Washington's

"money is wasted in New York, Geneva
or \^enna," and how "time is lost to bu

own power. The administration pro

reaucratic inertia." Instead of acknow-
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Castro Speaks to the "Legions of the Dispossessed"
The obsolete veto privilege and the ill-use of
the Security Council by the powerful are exalting a
new colonialism within the very United Nations.
Latin America and Africa do not have one single

permanent member in the Security Council. In
Asia, India has an almost one billion popxilation

but it does not enjoy that responsibility.
How long shall we wait for the democratization
of the United Nations and for the independence
and sovereign equality of states to become a re
ality? How long before non-intervention in the
internal affairs of states and true international

cooperation take their rightful places?
Breakthroughs in science and technology are
daily increasing in number but their benefits do
not reach the majority of humanity and they es
sentially continue to be at the service of a reck
less consumerism which is wasting limited
resources and threatening life on earth. How

long shall we have to wait before rationality, eq
uity, and justice prevail in the world?
The forests are decreasing, the air is being poi
soned, the rivers are being contaminated. Count
less species of plants and animals are p>erishing.
The soils are impoverished. Old and new epidem
ics are expanding while population grov^^ and the
legions of the dispossessed continue to multiply.
Will the next generations reach the promised

land pledged half a century ago? How many hun
dreds of millions have died without ever seeing
it? How many have fallen victims of oppression,
plundering, poverty, hunger and disease?
We lay claim to a world without hegemonism, without
nuclear weapons, without interventionism, without ra
cism, without national or religious hatred, without outra
geous acts against the sovereignty of the peoples, without
universal models that totally disregard the traditions and

Castro's solidarity with Third World issues endears him to
many and draws US enmity. Here, in 1993, with Nicaragua's exPres. Daniel Ortega, receiving gift from an indigenous woman.

H

alf a century ago, the United Nations Organization
was born after the conclusion of a monstrous war

where 10 million lives were lost at its peak mo
ments. Presently, 20 million men, women and children are
dying every year of hunger and curable diseases. Some
wealthy nations have an 80-year life expectancy while oth
ers have hardly 40, so there are billions whose lives are cut
off. How long shall we wait for this carnage to end?
The Cold War is over but the arms race goes on and nu
clear and military hegemonism perpetuate themselves.
How long shall we wait for the total removal of all weapons
of mass extermination, for universal disarmament, and for
the elimination of the use of force, arrogance, and pressure

culture of all the elements ofhumanity.

We lay claim to a world without ruthless blockades that
cause the death of men, women and children, youths and
elders, like noiseless atom bombs.

We lay claim to a world of peace, justice and dignity
where everyone, without exception, has the right to well-be
ing
and
life.
■ — . Pres.
, Fidel
,
«Castro
UN General Assembly, Oct. 22,1995

in international relations?

ledging the effects of US financial delin
quency in precipitating the crisis, he
called for cutting the already strippeddown UN staff — ignoring the fact that
the UN's world-wide total of52,000 em

ployees (including every position from
drivers and security guards to directors
and general secretaries) is smaller than

It was in the last line of his speech
that Secretary of State Christopher
gave it all away. Not to worry, Christo
pher reassured everyone, including the

right-wing unilateralist faction of Con
gress, Washington's version of UN re
form would not lead to more democracy

the number of civil servants in the state

for the UN. In fact, it needn't have much
to do with strengthening the world or

of^^^oming, population 450,000.'

ganization at all. US power would win
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out over internationalism and democ

racy. "We must renew and reform the
UN," Christopher concluded his speech,
"not for its sake, but for our own." ■
1. Erskine Childers with Brian Urquhart, Renewing the

United Nations System (Uppsala, Sweden: Dag Hammarskjold Foundation, 1994), p, 28. In fact, the very day
after Christopher's speech, the US opposed the secretarygeneral's suggestion, driven by the threat of UN bank
ruptcy, that perhaps the UN should be allowed toborrow

funds from the World Bank to cover its mounting debts.
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Econoimc Intelligence:
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-i.

President Clinton used his July 14 speech at CIA headquarters to defend the agency's budget
and to push for increased emphasis on economic espionage.

Spying for Uncle Sam
by Pratap Chatterjee
In the space of a month this fall, the
US intelligence community engineered
a series of high-profile events to hype

its "new mission." Near Washington on

service for key US companies, ostensi
bly to warn about the dangers of foreign
espionage. The FBI also hinted it would

And high government officials have

soon offer more programs for US firms,

companies that bid against US firms.

been toutingits role in trade negotiations
and uncovering corruption by foreign

September 18, the National Counterin

including security checks on foreign

telligence Center (NACIC) (see box, p. 43)
hosted a two-day public seminar on the
threat from foreign industrial spies. Ed

joint venture partners.^
Ten days later, Commerce Secretary
Ron Brown told Congress that his

Appel, director of counterintelligence

agency had documented nearly a hun
dred cases of foreign firms using brib

crusade couldn't be better. For decades,
their services were desired and their

underestimated the foreign threat to
intellectual property and other proprie

ery to win contracts. He put the value of
those contracts at $45 billion, and esti
mated that bribe-offering foreign firms

tary information.^

win 80 percent ofthe deals they bid on.^

countries would fall under its spell
guaranteed that the community would
get almost limitless resources. By the

programs at the National Security

Council, warned that US companies

Less than two weeks later, the FBI
began a special "threat awareness" fax
Pratap Chatterjee is global environment editor at the

The CIA was ahead of the curve. Dur

ing the summer, it had been quick to boast
to Congress that it had helped US busi
nesses win $30 billion in contracts.^

wire agency. His articles have appeared in Yomiuri

(Routledge, 1994), an analysis ofthe 1992 Earth Summit.
1. "Keeping the Company Door Shut," Intelligence
Newsletter (Paris), Sept. 28,1995.
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Threat

For the intelligence community, and es
pecially the CIA, the timing of this new
US spies rested secure knowing that
budgets safe. The Soviet Union's "evil
empire" and the fear that Third World

time the Berlin Wall fell, the CIA alone
counted20,000 full-time employees and

a $3 billion budget.®

Washington otficea of Inter Press Service, a Third World
Shimbun (Tokyo) and the Financial Times (London),
among others, He is co-author of The Earth Brokers

The

2. 'Who's Who: InteUigence Newsletter,
Sept. 28,1995.

3. David Sanger and Tim Weiner, 'Emerging Role for the
CIA: Economic Spy," New York Times, Oct. 15,1995.
4. James Risen, 'Clinton Reportedly Orders CIA to Focus

on Trade Espionage,'iosAnpctes Times, July 24,1995.
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Now the spy establishment faces
threats of a different sort. The Cold War
5. John Pike, 'Uncloaked Daggers: CIASpendingforCovert Operations," CAQ, n. 51 (Winter 1994-95), p. 49.
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Chilean presidency, they both backed a
military coup three years later that re
sulted in Allende's death and Chile's de

scent into dictatorship.®
Besides past alliances with corpo
rate interests to contain challenges to
US dominion, the CIA also has experi
ence providing information directly to

the private sector. Retired Adm. Stansfield Turner, CIA director under Jimmy

Carter, began a program to provide de
classified intelligence to US companies
at Commerce Department briefings. In
one session, the CIAfilled ina "couple of

dozen" companies on Chinese plans to
build large hydropower projects. Other
seminars covered semiconductors and

aircraft technology.® That program died
when Carter lost the 1980 election.

Corporations help spies help corporations. Here, a GTE Electronic Defense
Systems satellite array used by NSA to collect signals intelligence.
is over, and its future depends on find
ing new public rationales for its exist
ence. Congress has already slashed total
intelligence funding 14 percent from its

1987 high of roughly $34 billion.® Al

though the House passed a slight
spending increase for next year, it did so
only after fending off liberal efforts to cut

threat posed by foreign companies to
US national interests.
T h e o f fi c i a l r e a s o n s t e n d e r e d a r e

threefold: preventing the theft of US
technology, combating bribery or cor
ruption by foreign competitors, and
helping trade negotiators at bilateral or
multilateral negotiations.
So What's New?

Not that aiding US business is anything
new for the spooks. Even at the height of
the Cold War, political and eco

The CIA, badly bruised by
recent scandals, needs to
show it can be useful.
Enter the "new mission."

face of the foe has changed. The threat

is no longer communists, but competing
capitalists. Proponents of CIA coopera
tion with US companies explain that

foreign intelligence services, notably
the French, routinely help their na
tional businesses. For example, France

was accused of bugging the first-class
seats on Air France to eavesdrop on

even deeper.

The intelligence community is also
under scrutiny from several high-level
panels. The House intelligence commit-

Friend or Foe?

Now, the game remains the same, but the

business travelers'conversations.^®

France has long been a favorite tar

get, and with some reason. I n the 1970s,

nomic interests were impossible

French intelligence services obtained
US and Soviet plans to sell fighter air

to separate. "Containing" the USSR

craft to India. Armed with this informa

also meant opening markets to US

tion, Mirage of France won a huge

e c o n o m i c i n fl u e n c e . B u t i n s o m e

contract from New Delhi.

countries, CIAplottingadvanced
narrower corporate interests.
The 1954 overthrow of the elect

The French also claim success in

previous attempts at economic espio
nage. In 1993, the Count de Marenches,

ed government of Jacobo Arbenz
in Guatemala is a case in point.

former head of French intelligence,

The CIA fomented the coup in part

agents uncovered advance information

to help United Fruit, a family-

that the Nixon administration would

claimed

in

his

memoirs

that

French

tee has begun "IC21," a major assess

owned US business, protect its interests

devalue

ment of spy programs, capabilities and
capital equipment needed after the
year 2000. ASenate reviewis also under
way. And the Presidential Foreign In
telligence Advisory Board is also look
ing at an overhaul of the intelligence

in the Central American nation. Allen

made a handsome profit speculating

Dulles, then director of the CIA, sat on
the board of Schroder Bank, United

against the US currency.^^

Fruit's partner in the banana business.'

Philippe Parant, head of the Direction

A year earlier, the agency had

d e l a S u r v e i l l a n c e d u Te r r i t o i r e ( D S T )

community.
The CIA, badly bruised by a series of
recent scandals, needs to show how use
ful it can be. Enter the "new mission";

economic espionage, the clandestine
collection of information to assess the

moved successfully against Iranian
Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadeq
when he nationalized British oil invest

ments. Again in Chile, the CIA worked
hand in hand with US corporations. Af
ter the CIA and telecommunications gi
ant ITT failed in their 1970 attempt to
block Salvador Allende's election to the

6. John Pike, "Spies in the Skies: The National Recon
naissance Office and the Intelligence Budget," CAQ, n.
50 (Fall 1994), p. 49.
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the

dollar

in

1971.

France

F r e n c h e f f o r t s c o n t i n u e t o d a y.

8. William Blum, Killing Hope: US MHHary and CIA Inter
ventions Since World War II (Monroe, Maine: Common

Courage Press, 1995), pp. 64-72 (Iran), pp. 206-14 (Chile),
9. Robert Dreyfuss, "Company Spies," Mother Jones,
May-June 1995, p. 19.
10. RussellWatson, "Trade Spies: The CIA Takes Off the
Gloves," Newsweek, Mar. 6,1995, p. 36.

11. Testimony of Milton Socolar, Special Assistant to
the Comptroller General, House Subcommittee on Eco
nomic and Commercial Law, March 1992.
12. Count de Marenches and DavidAndelman, The Fourth

7. EvanThomas, Tou Can Own the World," Washington

World War: Diplomacy and Espionage in the Age of Ter

Post Magazine, Oct. 22, 1995, p. 21.

rorism (NewYork; William Morrow, 1992), pp. 114-15.
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• The FBI's Development ofEspionage, Counterintelligence
and Counterterrorism Awareness (DEC>0 program circu
lates confidential "threat" updates to defense and national
security companies. Headed by Larry Watson, it is respon

The Newii^paratus
conomic information warfare is good for the spy busiJness. In recent years, an array of overlapping intelli
gence community offices and programs have sprung up to
compete for a piece of the action. Although this list is not
exhaustive — it excludes economic intelligence offices at
Commerce, Treasury, or State, for instance — it does illus
trate the bureaucratic scrambling ignited when new policy

sible for a fax "threat awareness" project set up in October.

DECA created a new "National Security Threat List" of
some two dozen countries that allegedly spy on US com
panies.®
• The Pentagon's Defense Investigative Service developing a
briefing for companies to help them spot foreign spies.

• The CIA's Office of Resources, Trade and Tfechno logy (RTT)

initiatives are annocinced:

prepares information for trade negotiations and watches
"environmental trends and civil technology chgillenges."

• The National Counterintelligence Policy Board (NCPB),
sets broad policy goals. Established by executive order in
1994, it complies reports on foreign economic espionage
and has identified the primary targets as aerospace, de
fense, biotechnology, telecommunications, computer soft

Set up in 1990, it replaced the Office on Global Issues,
which tracked Third World debt.

• The CIA's Community Open Source Program Office (CO-

SPO) is ejqjanding its information gathering activities to in
clude new public information sources such as the Internet.
That program, set up in March 1994, is headed by Joseph
Markowitz, aPh.D.inpsychology.'* ■

ware and hardware, advanced transportation and engine

technology, advanced materials and coatings such as

Stealth technology, energy research, andsemiconductors.^

• The National Counterintelligence Center (NACIC) is an in

teragency group set up in 1994 at CIA headquarters to
combat foreign economic espionage and the theft of tech
nology. Headed by the FBI's Mike Waguespack, it directs
part of the national effort and includes a "threat aware

2. Robert Dreyfuss, "Spying for Dollars," In These Times, Mar. 20, 1995, p. 26.

3. Dreyfuss,tiuf.;and"^o'8Who:LariyWatson,"/nt«U^enoeyeu>siett^,Sept.28,
1995.

4. 'Open Sources a Future Intelligence Newsletter, June 4,1995.

ness" office.^

— this summer became the first French

1. Barbara Starr, "Allies Take Advantage of Open Access," Jane's Defence Weekly,
Aug. 19,1995.

spook to speak on the record when he
addressed participants at a public semi
nar on "Companies and Business Intelli
gence" organized by the Institut des

donesia and China, two lucrative regional
markets, are clear priorities. In 1988,

The following year, Bill Clinton in
vited Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen

Australia opened a new station on its
north coast to eavesdrop on Indonesian
satellite traffic. In 1993, it set up a $250

to attend daily White House CIA brief

Hautes Etudes de Defense Nationale at
the French Senate. The Intelligence

million tracking station in western

Council, which works closely with the CIA.

Australia to monitor Chinese satellites.

Robert Rubin, its first director, has now

Newsletter reported that "Most of
those who spoke at the seminar iden

That station will replace a joint British-

replaced Bentsen as TVeasury secretary.

Australian station in Hong Kong that
will revert to China in 1997.^®
Japan too is active. Its agents re

On July 14, Clinton went to CIA head
quarters to outline his priorities for the
agency. Among them he listed "illicit

portedly aimed an infrared beam at a
window in the Australian embassy in

trade practices." Also in July, economist
Richard Neu drew up a specific plan for

Jakarta, the Indonesian capital, to

economic espionage and counterespio

eavesdrop on conversations inside.

nage for the administration. It would

t i fi e d t h e U S a s b o t h t h e m a i n a d v e r

sary in the war and the best model of
how it is fought."^®
The French Center of Foreign Trade
recently createda new economic intelli
gence office, codenamed R31. The office
will supply information to a new inter
agency group, the Comity pour la Com-

Spinning the Program

ings. He also created a new agency in
January 1993, the National Economic

establish few limits on stealing business
information from foreign companies.
Neu, a former White House adviser, has

petitivit6 et la Security Economique,

In the US, the emphasis on economic es

formed in April by then Prime Minister

pionage has been gathering momentum
for several years, and spying by other

had close ties with the CIA.^®

nations is often cited to justify it. In
1991, President George Bush, a former
CIA director, told an agency meeting
that "we must have intelligence to
thwart anyone who tries to steal our

talkingup the newpriorities. CIAdirector John Deutch said in July that "we
are not going to undertzike espionage for
the sake of commercial advantage of spe
of intelligence will be the Treasury De

ing their intelligence capabilities. How

technology or otherwise refuses to play
by fair economic rules." Robert Gates,

much is for commercial and how much

then CIA director, said a Bush directive

cil, the US Trade Representative and the

for defense reasons is uncertain, but In-

emphasized tracking international eco

Commerce Department, he said.'®

E d o u a r d B a l l a d u r. T h e c o m m i t t e e ,
chaired by Jean Arthuis, minister for
economic planning and development,
will use information gleaned from both
French intelligence services and

French business people.^^
The Australians as well are improv

nomic trends.^'
13. "Ringing the Alarm Bells," Intelligence Newsletter,
July 13,1995.

14. Joseph Fitchett, "French Report Accuses US of In
dustrial Sabotage Campaign," International Herald
Tribune, July 19,1995.
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partment, the National Economic Coun

h]6,''Fortune, Oct 2,1995, p. 55;forGates, Robert Dreyfuss,

"Spyingfor Dollars," In lime Times, Mar. 20,1995, p. 26.
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D^ence Weekly, July 8,1995.
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Others say that senior US officials

invisible hand of the US is the most con

Australia had bugged the new Chinese
embassy in Canberra. The Australians
leaked the story out of pique; the US

abroad will also be able to request infor
mation. "The thinking now is that our
ambassadors should be able to request
the local station chief to get information

venient villain."^

miliar one. In February, France accused
five US citizens oftrying to bribe French

National Security Agency translated

on key contracts — information about
possible competitors, about any illegal
activities such as bribery," said a State
Department source.^"
At a September Senate Intelligence
Committee hearing, Lawrence Sum

government and corporate officials to

pass it onto Australian intelligence. US

For the French, it is certainly a fa

obtain technology and trade secrets.

and analyzed the data before it wotild

Henri Plagnol, a Balladur aide, was

negotiators thus had the upper hand in
negotiations where Australian and US

reportedly courted by a US woman who

firms openly bid against each other for

claimed to be the public relations direc

Chinese contracts.^

t o r f o r a Te x a s r a i n f o r e s t f o u n d a t i o n .

In September 1993, Clinton report
edly asked the CIA to spy on Japanese

mers, second in command at Treasury,

plans to build a zero-emission vehicle

highlighted some areas where spying
couldprove useful:

and to provide its intelligence to the Big
Three US car manufacturers.'^® The

[Tlhere's a role for the intelligence
community to play in detecting for
eign attempts to seek unfair advan

agency subsequently compiled a daily
tip sheet on the Japanese negotiating
position in the recent US-Japan spat
over cars. CIA's ToIq'O station and the

tage over US businesses through
industrial espionage. While we reject

NSA reportedly contributed informa
tion. The team worked side-by-side
with negotiators at the Inter-Continen
tal Hotel in Geneva, reporting, for ex

aneffort to assist our own businesses

through the use of intelligence opera
tions to steal property or proprietary
information from foreign entities,
whether public or private, there is
certainly a need for counterintelli

ample, on conversations between

Nissan and Toyota executives arguing
for a settlement to the trade dispute.^^

gence in this area.^^

That project, with its leaked CIA

boasts of "secret successes," has recently

Nice sentiments, but they fly in the

chilled relations with Japan. It has also
boosted Japan's plans to strengthen its
own intelligence gathering.

face of a lengthening record of US eco
nomic espionage that extends far be
yond defensive counterintelligence
programs.

In fact, the US has been using the same

Philippe Parent, head of the French

espionage techniques it condemns in its

D S T, w e n t p u b l i c w i t h F r a n c e ' s e c o

NOC, NOC, Who's There?
The US has long spied on Japanese
business, making extensive use of yet
another tool in its spy kit, "non-official

competitors. In July, the French busi
ness magazine L'Expansion claimed

nomic espionage campaign in July.

cover" (NOC). In the NOC program, cor

the CIA used disinformation tactics to

Another CIA operative paid Plagnol $100
a pop for information on French negoti

On

the

Offensive

undermine French companies and
frame their executives. It also reported

porations allow the CIA to plant opera
tives among their personnel abroad to

ating positions at General Agreement on

spy on competitors. Japan is a prime
target. According to John Quinn, a for

o f fi c i a l F r e n c h c l a i m s t h a t t h e C I A a n d

Ihriffs and TVade (GATT) talks. Two more

mer NOC officer in Japan, the Japanese

other intelligence agencies, plus pri
vate investigators and major account

CIAagents asked communications min

caught a team of 13 NOC officers in

ing firms, are plotting to destroy French
companies in high-tech industries such

France Telecom engineer to report on

as aerospace and telecommunications.
The magazine named private detective

1989. The 15-year program was broken
up by Japan's Public Security Investi
gative Agency, which simply hired

how to bug French telecommunica

thugs to "bust up the homes and offices

tions.^^

agencies with international practices,
including Kroll Associates, the Triangle
partnership run by former CIA analyst
William Lee, the Futures Group, and

When the French finally blew the
whistle on the spying, which they say
they knew about for two years, they
summoned US Ambassador Pamela

of NOCs," causing the CIA to recall
them in a panic.
"They wanted to know the structure of
the company inside, who were the big
wigs, who were their policy-makers,

SIS International.

istry officials for information about
GATT, while another tried to bribe a

H a r r i m a n t o t h e o f fi c e o fl n t e r i o r M i n i s

where was their R&D section, what was

U S o f fi c i a l s c o u n t e r e d t h a t t h e

ter Charles Pasqua to be reprimanded.

the R&D section working on, what was

French were looking for "a scapegoat for
their business leaders' problems with

Four of the suspects were asked to leave

their budget, what were the critical

the country. (The fifth had already left.)^

the courts and their businesses' prob

Also this spring, upset Australian
spooks leaked reports that the US and

technologies they were developing,"

lems with exports—and, as often, the
20. Interview, July 1995.
21. Federal Documents Clearing House, Transcript of
testimony by Lawrence Summers to Senate SelectCommittee on Intelligence, Sept 20,1995.
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22. Cited in Fitchett, op. cU.
23. William Drodziak, 'French Resent US Coups in New
Espionage," Washington Post, Feb. 26,1995, p.Al.
24. Dreyfuss, "Spying...," op. cU., p. 26.
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25. Rohde, op. oil.

26. Robert Dreyfuss, 'Company Spies...," op. cit., p. 16.
27. Sanger and Weiner, op. cit.
28. The information in this section comes from Robert

Dreyfuss, "The CIA Crosses Over," Mother Jones, Jan.Feb. 1995, p. 71; and Dreyfuss, "Spying...," op. dt.
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such ad was placed in the
Wall Street Journal by the
McLean, Virginia-based
headhunter firm of Stackig,
Sanderson & White.^®

Jll.
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Now. pursuing a world-class career abroad doesn't have to

take you in many different directions. Direct your efforts to
Selwyn. Bryant "and Brooke Associates, an International
search firm representing clients who wish to attract enthu
siastic and experienced professionals for positions based
around the World.

Because we have a diverse client base, we need to fill posi

tions In a variety of areas, among them, high technolo^

research and engineering, physical and biological sciences,
economics, banking and finance, business management

and marketing. These positions do not Involve sales.
We seek to present our clients with the most qualified
professionals In their fields. Therefore, along with relevant

professional experience, you should have a high degree of

initiative and Integrity. Just as Important, you must welcome
the opportunity to work abroad on long-term assignments
and all the challenges that come with life In a forel^ coun
try. Prior experience living and working abroad Is'the most
helpful characteristic In attaining success In these positions.
Other requirements are at least a bachelor's degree:
advanced degrees are highly desirable. Solid written and
verbal communications skills are a must as Is foreign lan

guage capability and adaptability to foreign cultures. U.S.
citizenship or PRA status is required.

As the global market continues to grow, so can you. Explore

the possibilities by writing to: Seiwyn, Bryant and Brooke

Associates, (95-WSJW). P.O. Box 1216, Stamford. CT

06904-1216.
tti' an- atx-cptlngonh wrtltcn Inquiries, hcrausc «)Uf arUIra rommunlcatlon skills are U-x
let ihf Sflrrtlon pnK-es.s. Salar\ and bcncdls arc commensurate ttilh quatineallims. Ml
fees arc paid In our clients. Plea.se note that rcplles util tK> sent onl\ to those applleants

«1*1 arc of contlnulne Intcivsl to our i tlems. Kcprcsentinc l-ijua1 (lpportunll> Rmpkners.

This "blind" notice In the Wall Street Journal

from a non-existent firm was really an ad for
NOCs by a Virginia company hired by the CIA.

U n l i k e m o s t C I A o f fi c e r s

working abroad, NOCs do
not have diplomatic cover,
leaving them vulnerable to
criminal prosecution if
caught, or, as was the case
in Japan in 1989, subject to
"non-official" thuggery.

win a $6 billion deal to modernize

Saudia, the Saudi Arabian airline. The
Saudis awarded the contract to the US

consortium of McDonnell Douglas and
Boeing. French-led Airbus was left out
in the cold."

A Problematic Program
Still, some spymasters have expressed
concerns about economic espionage.

"I'm not sure that it's such a good idea.
What if two US companies are bidding
for the same project? Whom do you fa
vor?" asked Vfilliam Colby."

To u t i n g S u c c e s s
Despite embarrassments

Economic espionage remains controversied inside the CIA. "I'm prepared to

such as the Paris scandal,
US counterintelligence

give my life for my country, but not for a
company," one officer told then CIA
chief Robert Gates in 1992.®^ In reality,
there may not be much difference.

programs can claim some
successes for their corporate
friends. After President

Those companies favored so far have

Clinton intervened with

been major corporations with a history of
feeding off defense contracts. McDon
nell Douglas and Ra3rtheon are the first
and fifth largest recipients of federal con

the Brazilian government,
Raytheon clinched a $1.4
billion contract to set up a
satellite surveillance sys
tem ostensibly to monitor
rain forest destruction, but

tracts; more than half of their sales are
for war-related activities. They won a to
tal of $18.1 billion in business from the

which could also monitor

government in 1993, and in November

drug trafficking and assist
oil prospecting. US officials
also helpfully pointed out
that Thompson CSF, a
French company and Ray

1995, McDonnell Douglas garnered an
other $18 billion contract, this one for

theon's main rival in the bid,
had bribed local officials.®"

the nature of their business. Many of

80 C-17 cargo planes for the Air Force."
Both have always had close ties to

the CIA and the US military because of
t h e i r s e n i o r o f fi c i a l s h a v e w o r k e d f o r

The CIA reportedly has some 60 offi
cers now in Japan investigating compa
nies like Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,

Kyocera, Dai Nippon printing, and the

-rt

the

til their
Enlisting spooks on behalf

either the Pentagon or
CIAat some point in

careers. But these
companies are hardly
decent, law-abiding cor
porate citizens: Since

National Space Development Agency.
And 30 of the 80 CIA agents in

of commercial interests

France reportedly operate as NOCs.
One of the CIA operatives expelled in
last February's spy scandal worked un

fication 1990
Raytheon has
promotes the false identification
paid fines or penalties

der non-official cover.

Officially known as the Domestic Re

$11.5
million
WillL
offenses
including
of "the national interest" TXTlfVl
with fortotaling

sources Division, with offices in cities
around the country, the program took

corporate well-being.

ofFinthe early 1980s under Reagan CIA
head William Casey, who tightened
agency liaison with Treasury and en
listed some 150 companies for the pro

"The CIA was tipped off about the
bribes. We don't think that bribery is a
fair way to do business, especially be
cause our laws don't allow us to do that,"

ject. The roster of corporate volunteers

says former CIA chief William Colby.'*

has included Bank of America, Camp
bell Soup, Chase Manhattan Bank, Ford,

nation — CIA information on French

bribes followed up by personal Clinton
arm-twisting — foiled a French bid to

Roebuck.

29. Robert Dreyfuss, * 'Help Wanted' Spying on Allies,"
MoOier Jones, May-June 1995, p. 15.
30. Drodzlak, op. cit.
31. Interview, July 1995.
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ments and overcharging
on separate contracts for missile test
equipment. Patriot missiles, and a $71

million radar system.®®
(continued on p. 57)

Earlier in the year, the same combi

General Electric, IBM, Pan Am, Pren
tice-Hall, Procter & Gamble, Rockwell
International, RJR Nabisco, and Sears

Recruitment for the NOC program
includes 'Tjlind" help wanted ads. One

illegal trading in confi
dential Pentagon docu

32. Drodzlak, op. cU.
33. Interview, July 1995.
34. Charles Lane, "Why Spy: National Insecurity, US Busi

ness Espionage,"/few Jl^bUc, Mar. 27,1995, p. 10.

35. Tom Shoop, "Top Ten (Jovernment Contractors," Gov
ernment Executive, Aug. 1994, pp. 74-88; John Mintz,
"Pentagon Picks C-17 Cargo Plane," WadiingtonPost, Nov.
4,1995,p.Al.
36. "Company Profile of Raytheon," Kinder, Lydenberg, Do
mini and Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, June 1995.

Spanish police inspector Jose Amedo leaving court in 1991 after being charged with kidnapping.
Three years later, he began talking and implicated the government in hit squads and terror.

by Darrin Wood

Spanish officials have broken the silence. In a scandal that reaches to the presidency, they charge
that government-run death sqimds assassinated members of the Basque separatist movement.
Anti-terrorist Liberation Groups). But

country.^ A handful of low-level opera

tween the Spanish government

GAL commandos had made a serious er

tives went to prison for some of the

and the Basque separatist guer

ror; they had mistaken Marey for their

rillas of ETA (Basque Land and Lib

real target, an ETA leader. GAL soon re
leased the unfortunate Marey, but a

crimes, but for years the question of
who was ultimately behind GAL went
unanswered. Now, after several sets of

dozen years later the incident is at the
heart of a scandal rocking the govern

officials, each more high-ranking and
close to the president, have either ad

ment of President Felipe (jonz^lez.
Marey's kidnapping marked the

mitted their complicity or been jailed in

public emergence of GAL. Between
1983 and 1987, the death squad killed
27 people whom it linked to ETA and

pointing at President Gonz^ilez himself.

wounded numerous others in a series of

ETA militants as it was to force the French government to
cooperate more fully in extraditing ETA members in France
to Spain. When Jacques Chiracbecame French prime min
ister and began that cooperation, GAL actions stopped.

F^orSegundoMae
ry,htewarbe

erty) hit home with a vengeance on
December 4, 1983. Marey, a Spanishborn French citizen with no ties to the

guerrillas, was kidnapped by ashadowy

anti-ETA paramilitary group. His abduc
tors released a communique takingcredit
for the action in the name of the GAL

(Grupos Antiterroristas de Liberacidnl
Darrin Wood is a freelance journalist and nimmaker
based in Spain who has written on GAL for the Madrid
ElMundo, and the Basque newspaper
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small arms and bombing attacks, car

ried out mainly in the French Basque
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the case or both, accusing fingers are

1. The primary purpose of the GAL was not so much to kill
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ETA's War on Spain
On coming to power in 1982, Gonzalez
and his Spanish Socialist Party had rea
son to be concerned about ETA, which had
bedeviled successive Spanish govern
ments since the late 1960s (and which

remains active today).^Infact, duringthe
years that GAL operated, ETA was very
active, killing 34 people in 1983; 24 in
1984; 31 in 1985; and 24 in 1986.3
As ETA itself often noted, it was
never an anti-Franco or anti-fascist or

ganization, but one committed to
achieving self-determination for the
Basque country—a stance reflected in
the group's program, whose primary
demand is Spanish recognition of
Basque sovereignty over Euzkadi, the

Basque-language name for the region.
It was one thing for the Basque na
tionalists to attack the fascist Franco dic

tatorship, as they had done with a series
of assassinations, the most spectacular

being the bomb attack on Franco's heir
apparent, Adm. Luis Garrero Blanco, in
a five-story apartment building in Ma
drid, landing in an interior courtyard.

thing about Basque terror tactics has
been a constant in Spanish political life,
just how far the government was will
ing to go is only now becoming clear.

inspectors, Jose Amedo and Michel
Domlnguez, were convicted and sen
tenced to 108 years each. The two police
officials, ostensibly acting on their own

His death was widely considered a mor
tal blow to the fascist regime.
But after Franco's death two years

In the past year, revelations from
both independent press investigations
and ongoing court proceedings have so

later and the transition toward democ

damaged (Gonzalez's standing that he
and his allies have been reduced to hap
less flailing. Socialist Party parliamen
tarian Carmen Romero, who is married
to Gonzalez, last May went so far as to
laud political illiteracy: "...fortunately...

initiative, supposedly managed dozens
of mercenaries, their supplies of weap
ons and explosives, and relevant intelli
gence information in an operation to
force the French government to cooper
ate more actively against ETA.
In the face of damning testimony
from their mercenary hirelings, Amedo
and Domfnguez claimed that they were

[f|or their own health and hygiene, the
Spanish people read the press very sel
dom."^ Romero seems to be confusing
the well-being of the Spanish

framed by ETA and its political wing,
Herri Batasuna (Popular Unity). But
Amedo's own sloppy clandestine work
undercut that explanation. Evidence in

people with the political health

the trial showed that the policeman had

For the first time, GAL
had been conclusively
linked to agents of the
Spanish government, but

of her husband.

indeed met with some of the Portu

only people jailed for GAL's fouryear terror campaign had been
French and Portuguese merce

charge of the Marey case, Judge Baltasar Garz6n, found the claim that

"X" remained unknown.

naries. In what would become a

a l o n e h a r d t o s w a l l o w. H e d o u b t e d t h a t

pattern devastating to the gov
ernment and the ruling Socialist
Party, however, the mercenaries impli
cated their superiors. As a result, that

two police officers carried out such a

1973. The admiral's car was blown over

racy under King Juan Carlos I, ETA's
attacks on the Spanish state continued
and even increased. It made little dif

ference to ETA whether it fought a dic
tatorship or a democracy. As long as

Madrid refused Basque autonomy,
E TA ' s w a r o f n a t i o n a l l i b e r a t i o n w o u l d

continue. While pressure to do some-

2. In the 27 years since the first shots for Basque inde
pendence were fired, closeto 800 people have been killed.
Currently, nearly 600 ETA activists are imprisoned in
Spain and France, and some 3,000 are refugees in

Europe, Africa, and Latin America. ETA's political wing,
Herri Batasuna, consistently receives between 15 and
20 percent of the Basque country vote at election time.
3. Francisco Llera, "ETA: Ejcrcito secreto y movimiento
social," Revisla de Esludios PolUicos (Madrid), v. 78
(1992), p. 165.
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Trial of the innocents

Because of their bumbling, some

GAL operatives had been caught
in the 1980s. But until 1991, the

year the first Spanish officials to be
charged for GAL-related offenses were
sentenced to prison. Two Spanish police

guese mercenaries. To avoid detection,

he had used a false identity, but tripped
himself up when he paid the dinner bill
with his own credit card.®
The Investigative Magistrate in

Amedo and Domfnguez were acting

far-reaching operation against ETA by
themselves. During his investigations,
J u d g e G a r z d n d r e w a fl o w c h a r t i n
which the names of all the implicated
mercenaries led up to Amedo and

Domfnguez. At the top of the chart, Gar-

4. "Carmen Romero cree que leerpocaprensaes saludable

5. Ricardo Arques and Melchor Miralles, Amedo: El
Estado (7on(ra (Madrid: Plaza & Janes/Comfrw 16,

ehigi^nico," ilAfwrnto (Madrid), May 25,1995, p. 15.

1989), p. 520.
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tention orders for three highranking party and government
officials: Julidn Sancristdbal, a

SANIT/

former Socialist Party Civil Gov
ernor (the central government's
appointed representative) for

the Basque province of Vizcaya
and former Director General of

State Security; Francisco Alva
rez, former head of the Unified
Anti-Terrorist Command; and
Miguel Planchuelo, the former

police chief in Bilbao, the capi
tal ofVizcaya.
T h e t h r e e o f fi c i a l s w e r e o r

dered to testify before Judge
Garzdn and were all held with

out bond pending investigation
of their roles in the government
death squad.

In addition to directly impli
cating the three imprisoned of
ficials, Amedo also named the
number two man in the Inte

rior Ministry, Rafael Vera, and

the former Socialist Party
leader in Vizcaya, Ricardo Gar
cia Damborenea, as being par
ticipants in GAL. Amedo and
Domfnguez didn't just name
names and explain how GAL
functioned, they also provided docu
ments handwritten by Planchuelo,

A f t e r m a t h o f G A L a s s a s s i n a t i o n o f t h r e e E TA m e m b e r s i n B a y o n n e , F r a n c e , 1 9 8 5 .

z6nplacedabig"X," signifying his belief
that they were receiving money and or
ders from above.

At the time, the Spanish govern

The Caged Birds Sing
On December 20,1994, Felipe Gonzalez
and a dozen former high-level members
of Spain's anti-terrorist forces must

Sancrist6bal, and Garcfa Damborenea
that demonstrated their involvement.

ment refused to admit even that Amedo

have read their morning newspapers in

Based on Amedo's and Domfnguez's

and Domfnguez were responsible. Gonzdlez himself qualified Garz6n's efforts
and parallel investigations in the press,

a state of shock. "Amedo and Domfn

guez collaborate with Justice and impli
cate the government in setting up

sworn testimony and supporting evi
dence, Garzon ordered Vera and Garcfa
Damborenea to join their former col

as a "moral Ijmching." His position was

GAL," screamed the headline in El

leagues in prison in February.

not especially surprising considering

Mundo. Amedo and Domfnguez had

that a month earlier, in response to a

broken their vows of silence.

question during a press conference

"We were conscious at all times that

about the use of "secret funds" for GAL,
Gonzalez responded, "Democracy de

GAL was a government plot,"' said

fends itself in the courts and in the con

ference rooms, but also in the sewers."®
Despite the government's public sup
port before and during their trial, Amedo
and Domfnguez were convicted and
sentenced. For the first time, GAL had

been conclusively linked to agents of the
Spanish government. Still, "X" re
mained unknown, and the case was ef
fectively closed with responsibility
limited to low-level police. The Socialist
Party's first major scandal since win
ning power in 1982 seemed safely be

Amedo. The imprisoned policemen also

The GAL scandal had moved to a

new phase, with some of the country's
most prominent politicians and law en
forcement figures now accused of mas
terminding death squad attacks on

provided detailed testimony on the

E TA . W i t h s o m e o f h i s i n n e r c i r c l e n o w

Marey kidnapping, including names of
those involved, the location of safehouses, handwritten documents, and

implicated, Gonzdlez was beginning to

Swiss bank account statements.

Amedo decided to cooperate after

feel the heat from a scandal that threat

ens to bring him down.
The Empire Strikes Back

reading an interview in El Mundo in

But Gonzalez and the Socialists stone

plained that he fled Spain because he
did not want to be "tricked" into waiting
for a pardon "like Amedo."®
What the two policemen told Judge

Barrionuevo, interior minister while GAL
was functioning, calledSancrist6bal, Al

which a fugitive Guardia Civil chief ex

walled. The party and the government
stood by the imprisoned officials. Jos4

varez, and Planchuelo "friends of mine

Garzdn was enough for him to issue de-

whom I hold in high esteem."® The So-

7. Melchor Miralles, "En todo momento tuvimos con-

una orden," El Mundo, Dec. 26,1994, p. 10,

ciencia de que los GAL eran un mont^e del Gobierno,"
ElMundo, Dec.27,1994, p. 1.
8. Melchor Miralles, "'No dimos un paso que no fuera

tenga 'un gesto de humanidad' y dqje en libertad a los
ex altos Hdxgos,'El Mundo, Dec. 23,1994, p. 8.

hind it.
At least until December 1994.

6.7Z>M/.,pp. 520, 528.
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cialists even defended former Basque

region party leader Ricardo Garcia
Damborenea although he had left the
party several years earlier and had
campaigned for the opposition conser
vative Popular Party in 1994.
Gonzdlez himself lambasted the

the right-wing Madrid daily,
ABC, and the government-run
television network, TVE.
Sancristdbal claimed on TV

that the Segundo Marey case was

a sinister plot "...which has as its
objective the undermining and

singing policemen. "We, the democratic
people, cannot give credibility to what
two convicts say to one of the media,

overthrow of President Felipe

he retorted. Never mind that he had

participated" in the conspiracy.'®

stood firmly behind the "two convicts"
when they were the accused and not the
accusers, or that his government had
compensated them while they were in

And, in a clear reference to
Garz6n's "X" as head of GAL,
Sancristbbal mentioned a myste

prison.

A party spokesperson added that it
is necessary "to do political battle in de
fense of the Socialist project and sup
port the president of the government,
who is being subjected to a clearly un
justified attack operation to weaken his
credibility through means that aren't

Gonzalez." He added that "with

out any doubt. Judge Garz6n has

rious "Mr. Z" as the ringleader of
the conspiracy. But the former
civil governor provided no evi
dence to support his claims.

Pres. Felipe Gonzalez.

proper in a democratic system."^^

"Democracy defends itself in the

Such comments were part of a So

courts

cialist counterattack to "protect the
presumption of innocence" of those im
prisoned. So was the conspiracy theory
they began to enunciate, perhaps a
technique they learned from Lyndon
LaRouche's people.'^ The "conspiracy

Julian Sancristdbal, the jailed former

civil governor and Gonzdlez ally, in a se
ries of prison interviews, events re

In January, prison officials gave San-

crist6bal permission to be interviewed
by the pro-Socialist newspaper, El Pais,
10. "Ni toler^, nt consenti, ni mucho menos oi^anice el
Gt\L;ElMuTido,JM. 10,1995, p. 12.
11. Pascual Garcia, "Almunia aobre el 'case GAL': 'Lo
que la opinion publica puede conocer del Gobierno ya lo
conoce'," El Mundo, Jan, 13,1995, p. 7.
12. The LaRouchites came to Spain in 1983 to join the

fray against ETA. They traded intelligence information
on ETA members living in France and provided contacts

with French security forces to help ease the way for car
rying out attacks there. Manuel Cerdan, Antonio Rubio
and Darrin Wood, "Un informe de la CIA relaciono a la
ultraderecha norteamericana con la 'guerra sucia' con
tra ETA," El Mundo, Aug. 6,1995, p. 8.
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conference

"there are societies in which they have
come to legalize this counter-terrorism,
like in Israel, where terrorist activities

carried out abroad are supported and

Jose Barrionuevo, interior minis
ter while GAL was functioning,
called Sancristdbal, Alvarez,
and

Planchuelo

"friends

of

mine

whom I hold in high esteem."

markable for their rarity: In Spain, it is
practically impossible to get interviews
with prisoners before they are tried.
But not, apparently, if they happen to
be former high level members ofthe So
cialist Party and the Interior Ministry.

the

squads when he told the press that

Judge Garzbn for investigating GAL,

This theory was best expressed by

in

istence of government-sponsored hit

seems to consist of the Madrid daily El
Mundo for its journalistic expos6s.
and other dark, unnamed forces in
Spanish society. Its putative aim is to
destroy the presidency of Felipe Gon
zalez and his Socialist Party.

and

rooms, but also in the sewers."

The attacks against Judge Garz6n

directed by the State.
But for Felipe Gonzdlez, there was
much worse to come. The loyal subordi
nates he, his party, and his government
had so tenaciously defended were about
to turn on him.

The

Sound

of

Cover-Ups Shattering
Two days after Vera walked, former Bil
bao police chief Planchuelo appeared

and the two policemen raged unabated

before Judge Garzdn, admitted partici

until the Socialists inadvertently

pating in GAL, and began to name

caused a new round of revelations to ex

n a m e s . H e fi n g e r e d f o r m e r i n t e r i o r
minister Jose Barrionuevo (who only

plode duringthe summer. Interior Min
istry second-in-command Rafael Vera
walked out of prison in July when the

Socialist Party paid his $200,000 bail,
set by Judge Garzdn. That the party
posted Vera's bail while ignoring the
others who were imprisoned did not sit
well with Planchuelo, Alvarez, San
cristdbal, and Garcia Damborenea. The
GAL case was now ready for a new
round of unraveling.

Vera promptly put his foot in his
mouth by tacitly acknowledging the ex-

days earlier had publicly defended
Planchuelo's innocence) as a partici
pant in planning the Marey kidnap
ping. Planchuelo quoted Barrionuevo
as explaining, "The French need a les

son taught"'®— a reference to Spain's
fruitless efforts to gain France's coop
eration against ETA. And Planchuelo
added a new dimension when he testi-

14. "'Fenomenos como el GAL son legates en otros
paises'," El Mundo, July 17,1995, p. 10.

15. Manuel Cerdan and Antonio Rubio, "Planchuelo im13. "Hay una conspiraci5n para derribar a Gonzalez," El
Mundo, Jan. 19,1995, p. 10.
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plica directamentealexministroBarrionuevoen elsecues-

trode Segundo Marey,"£'/Mindo, July 17,1995, p. 8.
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fied that both the Spanish military spy

agency, CESID—^ultimately responsible
to the president—and the Guardia
Civil paramilitary police played key
roles in GAL.^® His testimony was later
backed up by documents leaked from
CESID.

Planchuelo's jailed comrades quickly
followed him to confession. Next to re

pent was Julidn Sancristdbal, whom a

Socialist spokesperson had earlier de
scribed as a "fighter for peace and free
dom in the Basque Countiy.*'Sancrist6bal
too fingered Barrionuevo and his sec
ond-in-command, Rafael Vera, as hav
ing given the orders to kidnap Segundo

Marey. And he described Ricardo Gar

cia Damborenea as being the Socialist

Party's pointman in Vizcaya for the
"dirty war" against ETA. Sancrist6bal

Barrionuevo, and Garcia Damborenea,
although he maintained that he be
lieved the leadership of GAL went

higher up"—presumably meaning Fe
lipe Gonzdlez.
Vlth Planchuelo, Sancristdbal, and

And Garcia Damborenea broadened

the scandal's sweep yet again. He
named Narcis Serra, defense minister

during GAL years and later Gonzdlez's
vice president,along with Txiqui
Benegas, the current Socialist Party

Alvarez having loaded the bases, Ri

head in the Basque country, as also in

cardo Garcia Damborenea stepped up
to the plate. And the ex-Secretary Gen
eral of the Socialist Party in Vizcaya hit
a grand slam.
"I have explained that my responsi
bility consisted in having designed the
strategy with other politicians who
were responsible. Which ones? Well,

volved.

with those who could have had a rele

vant opinion regarding this question.
•That is to say, with those with responsi
bility in the Socialist Party in the

Basque country,"" Garcia Damborenea

The combined impact of the declara
tions by these men—^high party or gov
ernment officials—^was a body blow to
the Gk)nzdlez administration. For the

first time, Gonzdlez himself was di

rectly implicated, and not by his foes
but by his longtime allies. What is more,
their testimony implicated an ever

growing array of Spanish security serv
ices, as well as even more high govern
m e n t o f fi c i a l s .

declared in a stormy press conference

T h e E n d o f t h e Tr a i l ?

kiss and tell was Francisco Alvarez. He

following his testimony before Garzdn.
Then, abandoning all coyness, Fe
lipe Gonzdlez's old comrade and ally
dropped a bomb on the already belea
guered president:

As long as GAL conspirators kept their
mouths shut, the Socialist Party stood
staunchly with them. Not anymore.

now admitted his role and assumed re^

The truth is that, necesarily, we can

added that, "It isn't logical that, since
the Minister [Barrionuevo] knew
about it, the president wouldn't know
about it.""

Next in line for Spain's death squad

sponsibility for the actions of police offi
cers imder his orders who participated
in the hit squad's activities. The former

deduce that Mr. Gonz^ez knew about
it. But we dont need to deduce it. IH

tell you: Mr. Gonzdlez knew about it
because I had spoken with Mr.
Gonzdlez, not just on one oc

GonziUez was directly

casion but on various occa

sions. [Because] this was a

^0 political
strategy that had
implicated by his long-time
been undertaken by politicians with responsibility ...
dlCU. jjg make the final
allies, who in turn implicated
decision, well...he did so.

an ever-growing array of

Does this mean that I am

Spanish securily services,

passing my responsibility on
to Mr. Gonzdlez? Not at all. I

am recognizing my co-re-

as well as even more high

5/)ons£&i/tty with him, because
I agreed with it, and I went,

government officials.

along with others, with those
who encouraged him to adopt
this strategy of intervening in
the south of France."^®

counterterrorism commander; asked
that those who ordered him to partici

pate in GAL assume their responsibil

ity as well. Alvarez, like the others

before him, directly implicated Vera;
16. Manuel Cerdan and Antonio Rubio, "El comisario
Planchuelo admite ante Garzdn su pardcipacidn en el
secuestro de Segundo Marey,"^Z^ndo, July 16,1895, p. 9.
IT.Agustin Yanel and Manuel Sdnchez, "Sancristdbal
dice que Barrionuevo y Vera daban laa ordenes sobre el
secuestro de Marey,* £ZJkundb, July 18,1995, p. 6. He
also admitted using secret Interior Ministry funds to

finance GAL actions and pocketing between 6500,000
and $700,000 as a reward for his work.
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18. Agustin Yanel and Manuel Sdnchez, "Alvarez dice
que siempre cred que la cupula de los GAL estaba 'mas
arriba' del mmBtro,' El Mundo, July 19,1995, p. 7. One
of the more interesting aspects of Alvarez's confession
was his affirmation that there wasn't just one GAL, but
various GALs. According to him, there was the "Brown
GAL* (brown-uniformed CESID defense department of
ficers), the "Green GAL" (green-uniformed Guardia

Cml officers), the "Blue GAL' (police) andthe/French

GAL* (members of France's securily forces). Alvarez's
assertion, backed with CESID documents, would
broaden the continuing investigations in the press and
the courts.

19. "'Animo' a Gonzdlez en la estrategia de los GAL','El
Pais (Madrid), July 21,1995, p. 13.
20. Aid.
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Garcia Damborenea, whose declara

tions caused the most damage, bore the
harshest attacks. The cuirent Interior

Minister has called him a "delinquent
confessed terrorist," and accused him of

being Judge Garzbn's "Mr. X."^ The So
cialists now also attacked Garcia Dam

borenea for having recently switched
political alliances.

Felipe Gonzdlez, as was his pattern,
denied Garcia Damborenea's charges.
He alleged that he had never talked
about terrorism or anti-terrorism with
his accuser.^® His claim seems unbeliev

able considering the level of political
violence in the Basque country, Garcia
Damborenea's position as party leader
in the Basque country, and the fact that
Garcia Damborenea had for years pub

licly held extremely hard-line views
against ETA. It was also later contra
dicted by several members of his own

party.2*
According to Spanish law, only the

Supreme Court can investigate mem21. Narcis Serra was recentiy forced to resign as VicePresident because of a scandal at CESID Involving illegal
phone tappings of everyone from journalists and soccer
club owners to King Juan Carlos.
22. "El ministro BeUoch afirma que Garcia Damborenea
'es el Senor X de los GAL'," El Mundo, July 22,1985,
p. 9.
23. "Damborenea culpa a Gonzalez de los GAL y el presidente responde con acetones penale8,*£7Pats, July 21,
1895, p. 1. Gonzdlez did not even bother to address the
charges by Sancrlst6bal, Alvarez, and Planchuelo, even
\^en he was forced to appear btfore Parliament to re
fute the charges on July 27.
24. Rafael Herrero, "Jauregul acusa a Damborenea de
defenderse 'ensuciando todos',* El Mundo, July 22,
1985, p. 7.
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bers of parliament. TOth this wave of
confessions implicating Gonz^ilez, Barrionuevo, Serra, and Benegas—parlia

mentarians all—Judge Garz6n had
taken the inquiry as far as he could le
gally go. The Supreme Court is now de
ciding whether or not to indict Gonzilez,
Barrioneuvo, Serra, and Benegas.^®
But for the beleaguered Spanish
president there is still more. The socalled "GAL Case" deals mostly with

the creation of GAL and the kidnapping
of Segundo Marey, but it is not the only
GAL-related case now under investiga
tion. Judge Garzdn has recently re
opened several unsolved murders
committed by GAL, and is investigat

ing the involvement of the Spanish spy
agency CESID in GAL. Recently, that in
vestigation, which further implicates
Felipe Gonzdlez, has also gone to the
Supreme Court.

And another magistrate, Carlos
Bueren, is now investigating the kid
napping, torture, and murder of ETA
activists Jos6 Antonio Lasa and Jos6 Ignacio Zabala—the first murders car

ried out by GAL. Although Bueren still

hasn't ordered anyone detained, the
press has pointed at yet more high offi

cials, Guardia Civil Gen. Enrique Ro
driguez Galindo and Guipuzcoa Civil
Governor Juan Jduregui.^®
Going, Going, Gonzalez
Indicted or not, Gonzalez's days appear
numbered. Recently, the government

TV network showed a documentary on
Spain's transitionto democracy to mark
the twentieth anniversary of Franco's

G A L m e r c e n a r y M o h a n d Ta l b i e n r o u t e t o t r i a l , D e c e m b e r 1 9 8 7 .

With his placard, he alerts the media that Spanish and French
police are Implicated.
death. It showed footage of a young, en
ergetic, and idealistic Felipe Gonzalez.
Tbday, one sees a completely changed
m a n .

Gonzalez has said that he will call

ETA, it may have encouraged a harder

presidential elections in March, but has

line within the organization. After GAL

not said whether he will be a

c a r r i e d o u t i t s l a s t o f fi c i a l a t t a c k i n

In resorting to anti

to "save democracy,"

26. Despite press exposes linking Rodriguez Galindo and
the Basque country Guardia Civil base he commanded

to torture, drug trafficking, and the murders of Lasa and
Zabala, the Socialist government promoted him from
colonel to general in August 1995. 'El Gobiemo respalda
la actuacion de Galindo ascendiendolo a general," El
Muruio, Aug. 5,1995, p. 1.
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1987, ETA launched an offensive which

show the conservative opposi

took the lives of 49 people.

tion Popular Party would win

More important, Spain's resort to
death squad tactics has become a can
cer growing at the heart of the new
democratic state. And it seems that the

for Gonz^ilez to start thinking

Gonzalez administration still doesn't

of retirement—and hiring a
good lawyer. Gonzalez and the
to play; their recent election

get it. Its long-standing ethical ap
proach, political position, and legal
strategy were nicely, if unintentionally,
summed up by Guardia Civil Lieuten

tactic of shouting "the right

ant General Jos6 Antonio S^enz de

wing is coming" no longer
works, and defending death

Santamaria, currently an adviser in
the Interior Ministry: "There are things

squads hardly represents a progressive
agenda.

that shouldn't be done. If they are done
they shouldn't be talked about. If they

Felipe Gonzalez and his Socialist
Party have fallen victim to their own
hubris. In resorting to anti-democratic
measures in order to "save democracy,"
they thought they could get away with

are talked about, they should be de-

they thought they could
get away with murder.
Parliament to indict Barrionuevo.

candidate. Given polls that

a convincing victory if the elec
tions were held today, perhaps
after 13years in office it is time

democratic measures

26. At press time, the Supreme Court had decided to ask

murder. They were wrong—even from
the immediate tactical viewpoint. GAL
"counterterrorism" proved counterpro
ductive. It not only failed to slow down

Socialists have few cards left

CAQ

nied."27 ■

27. "Saenz de Santamaria: 'En la lucha antiterrorista se

actua al borde de la ley,'' ElMundo, Feb. 24,1995, p. 8.
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Hawks Over East Timor

Britain Arms Indonesia
While East Tirrm begins its third decade under Indonesian occupation,
British arm exporters make a killing in Jakarta.
by Mark Curtis

T

[he Indonesian armed forces are

accused of massive human

rights abuses in putting down Ti

morese resistance.

As protests in world capitals, includ
ing London, marked the 20th anniversay of Indonesia's invasion of East

But Britain's role grows even more

significant with the US finally having
placed limited restrictions on arms

pendence movement, meanwhile, has
termed Britain "the single worst ob
structionist of any industrialized coun

sales and military training for Indone
sia. The US Congress cut off funds for

try" when it comes to international

training Indonesian troops in 1992, and

E a s t Ti m o r. ®

action against Indonesian violence in

Timor in December (followed by its an

the State Department imposed a ban on
the sale of small arms two years later.

That violence has been terrible by
any standard. When Indonesian troops

nexation), the British government con

Despite the Clinton administration's

s t o r m e d i n t o E a s t Ti m o r o n D e c e m b e r

tinued its decades-long embrace with

tentative efforts this spring to increase

7, 1975, they killed an estimated

Indonesian President Suharto. Since

arms sales, that ban remains in effect.®

200,000 of a population of 700,000.®

When asked about the US restric

While the pace has slowed since the in
itial slaughter, thousands were killed in

1990 alone, Britainhas sold arms worth
more than $350 million to Indonesia,

and has in place agreements to sell an
estimated $3.5 to $9 billion more.'
Those weapons are helping Suharto
andhis generals smash Timorese resis
tance to the Indonesian occupation, and
have made Britain Indonesia's second

largest arms supplier in recent years.^
Mark Curtis is a foimer Research Fellow at the Royal
Institute of International Mairs, London.

1. Michael Evans, "Concern grows over proposed 6bn
arms deal with Indonesia," Hie Times (London), Nov.
14,1994.

2. TAPOLBuUelin, Aug. 1992, p. 1. For purposes of com-

5 2

tions, a Suharto spokesman replied,
"No problem. We can always turn to
Britain."^ The East Timor indeparison,froml989 to 1991, the US supplied $360 million
of Indonesia's total S940 million in arms imports. Thalif
Deen and Farhan Haq, "U.S. Rebuked for Increasing Arms
Sales to Indonesia," InterPress Service, May 18,1995.
3. The ban "prohibits the sale or licensing for export of
small or light arms and crowd control items until the
Secretary has determined that there has been signifi
cant progress on human rights in Indonesia, including
East Timor." Wendy R. Sherman, State Department As

sistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs, Letter to Sen.
Russell Feingold (D-Wisc.), Sept. 21,1995.
4. John Pilger, 'Death For Sale," Guardian Weekend

CAQ

the 1980s. In the most notorious inci

dent in recent years, in November 1991,
Indonesian troops firing on a funeral in
Dili, the capital of East Timor killed
more than 250 people.
Page (London), Nov. 12,1994.
5. John Gittings, "East Timorese accuse Britain of block
ing action on Indonesia," Guardian, June 17,1992.
6. That figure has been confirmed in 1990 by the Indo

nesian army intelligence chief for East Timor and this
year by the Indonesian-appointed governor. East Timor

Action Network, Background on East Timor and U.S.

Policy, May 1995.
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other's acts of aggression
and a joint understanding
of respective roles — Britain

Indonesia's annexation

of East Timor is illegal un
der

international

law. The

United Nations has issued

very much the junior part

nine resolutions condemn

ner — in pursuing basic
Western foreign policy and
economic priorities.
Thus the US strongly

ing the invasion and an
nexation, and still considers
Portugal, the former colonial

master, as having adminis

supported Britain's over
throw of the elected govern

trative control. Several

ment in its colony of British
Guiana in 1953, and Brit

Western countries have cut

aid to Indonesia citing hu
man rights abuses in East
Timor, and others, notably

ain returned the favor the

Portugal, Italy, Sweden,

next year. As the US moved
against Guatemala, White

and South Africa, have

hall (site of the British For-

banned arms sales.

e i g n O f fi c e ) p r o v i d e d

But

international

critical support at the UN.

con

demnation has not prevented
s o m e We s t e r n c o u n t r i e s ,

Foreign Minister Anthony

particularly the US, Brit
ain, Australia, France, and
G e r m a n y, f r o m l e n d i n g
military aid and comfort to

an obligation as their prin

the Suhsirto regime. And no

with signals intelligence in

Eden recalled that "we had

cipal ally to go as far as we

could to help them."^^
Britain

wonder: The first three ap
proved of the invasion even

before it happened.'
Britain in the
Postwar

Even after Indonesian troops massacred some 250 peaceful

demonstrators in Dili, 1991, British loans and arms exports
c o n t i n u e d t o fl o w t o J a k a r t a . H e r e , c a r i n g f o r w o u n d e d .

Order

aided

the

US

Vietnam, and while the
British government has al
ways denied it, the British
Special Air Service (SAS)

elite forces reportedly
fought in that war along

That Britain did so fits the pattern of its

regions, usually in the face of demo

side Australian and New Zealand SAS

foreign policy for the last half-century.

cratic or popular nationalist forces, and

often in alliance with favored regional

squads.^^ Britain also provided diplo

Throughout the post-Word War 11 era,
British policy toward Jakarta has been

clients.

of a piece with its wider priorities in the
Third World, as revealed in recently de

classified planning documents.® These
clearly lay out British planners' aims
for the postwar Third World. The basic
goal was (and remains) to control the
world's most economically important

7. US approval for Uie initial invasion and support of Indo
nesian claims to East Timor is well-documented. See, for

Central American crusades. Prime

The Foreign Office made clear early
on that the overall policy was based on
"the importance of our maintaining con
trol of the periphery"—that is, areas

8. See myAmbiguilies qf Power: British Foreign Policy
Since 1945 (London: Zed Press, 1995), from which this
article is largely drawn.
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1984, for example, that "we support the

outside the control ofthe Soviet Union.®
Britain viewed the Middle East as of

the Gulf War, Britain, alone in the so-

prime importance, but it also cast an
avaricious eye on Southeast
Asia, including Indonesia. In

called "coalition," was the only major
power to support unstintingly the bel
ligerent US position.

1950, the Foreign Office de
scribed the region as "very im

The Role of Arms Exports

portant in peace, as a dollar-

Arms exports have been key in advanc

earner and as a sterling source

ing both countries' interests. Weapons
sales are not only commercially profit

of essential raw materials."^®

Britain has pursued its
global economic and strategic

able, but also serve to cement alliances
with key regimes and help them to

goals in alliance with the US.

maintain domestic control. Early on, a

The "special relationship" be

key aspect of US arms sales to the most
important oil state, Saudi Arabia, was
that they promoted "internal security"

tween the two has been a cen

tral pillar of world order since

1945, and continues today. It
rests on (often solitary) support for each

example, John G. Taylori/ndonesio's/br^otten War: Hie
Hidden HisloryofEast Timor (London: Zed Books, 1991).

For Australia, see Hamish McDonald,^utorto's/nifonana
(Blackburn, Victoria, Australia: Fontana Books, 1980).

Minister Margaret Thatcher noted in

United States' aim to promote peaceful
change, democracy, and economic de
velopment" in the region.'® And during

British Aerospace has made
millions selling Hawk fighter/
trainers to Indonesia, which
has reportedly used them
in East Timor.

matic backing for Ronald Reagan's

9. "Report by Sir William Strang," Public Records Office,
London, CAB 129, CP(49)67, Mar. 17, 1949.
10. Great Britain, Foreign and Commonwealth Office,

and "keep the goodwill of the King and
other important Saudi Arabs." US plan11. Anthony Eden, Full Circle (London: Cassell, 1960),
p. 135.
12. Jonathan Bloch and Patrick Fitzgerald,/ntelli-

Documents on British Foreign Policy Overseas (Lon

genceandCoverlAclion: Africa, MiMleEast, andEurope
Since 1945 (London: Junction, 1987), pp. 44,64.

don: HMSO) Series II, v. II, pp. 164-65.

li. Hansard, ParliamentaryDebates,Nov. 9,1984,001326.
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worth $41 million. The Rapier

deal included agreements on
technology transfers and pro

vided for training Indonesian
military officers in Britain.^®
In 1987, Rolls Royce signed a
technical cooperation agree
ment with Indonesia's state-

run aerospace company, involvingjoint venture manufactur

ing and the servicingof engine
parts. UK-based Thorn EMI
was reportedly aiming to sell a

radar system, and Vickers a
light tank.
These deals were part of a

warm diplomatic relation
ship. Suharto was granted an

Just maintaining "existing good relations:" British Defense Minister Malcolm Rifkind (r.

audience with the Queen in
1979, when the body count in

and Indonesian counteipart. Gen. Edi Sudradjat (ret.) (I.) inspect the troops, Jakarta, 1993.

East Timor was in the hun
dreds of thousands. And BAe

ners diyly noted that such priorities could
lead people in the Arab world (and, one
might add, elsewhere) to believe the UK

trader, after the US.^® Foreign arms
sales, says the Ministry of Defense's head
of exports, are a "tremendous national

sold Indonesia a jet for Suharto's per
sonal use in 1985, a deal worth $24

and US were "backing the corrupt gov

asset."^'

That relationship has included official
contacts with military leaders directly

ernments now in power, without regard

We Can Always Turn to Britain

to the welfare of the masses."'^

In Britain today, those foreign policy
considerations are increasingly wedded
with domestic economic priorities. Par
ticularly since the Margaret Thatcher
administration, which laid the founda
tion for the current big push on arms ex
ports, promoting weapons sales has
been a deliberate policy. The defense in
dustry now accounts for one in ten Brit
ish manxifacturing jobs—an estimated
450,000 positions, with over 100,000
depending on exports.

Such sentiments have necessarily in

in East Timor. In October 1991,/ndone-

resolution condemning the invasion,

supported two weakly-worded and wa

his Indonesian counterpart, Benny

tered down others, and abstained on all

Murdani, to discuss "improving mili

subsequent ones. British economic as

tary cooperation between the two countries."^^ Murdani had organized and

d o n e s i a . I t a b s t a i n e d o n t h e fi r s t U N

sistance to Indonesia continues, and
has even increased from $31 million in
1990 to $54 million in 1994. But arms

commanded the invasion of East Timor
in 1975.

sales are the starkest indicator of Brit

ain's priorities in Indonesia.

has been a deliberate

British government policy.

Massacre?

What

Massacre?

British arms exports to Indo
nesia began in earnest in April
1978, when British Aerospace

Close relations continued even after the

(BAe), the world's fifth-largest

nation and eventually led to the US de

a r m s e x p o r t c o m p a n y, a n
nounced an export order to Indo
nesia for eight Hawkjet aircraft.
Rolls Royce engines, spares, and

cisions to end training and ban small

training of pilots and engi

neers.^® The Labor government
As Prince Charles proudly noted at a

refused to assure Parliament that the

1994 arms fair in Dubai, "We're really

Hawks would not be used against East
Timor, and downplayed the extent of In
donesian brutality.
More Hawk sales followed in 1984,
as did contracts worth over $350 million

to $10.5 billion in 1993, making Britain
the world's second largest weapons

implicated in the atrocities committed
sianNews (published by the Indonesian
embassy in London) reported that Brit
ish Defense Minister Tom King met with

fl u e n c e d B r i t a i n ' s a t t i t u d e t o w a r d I n

Promoting weapons sales

rather good at making certain kinds of
weapons"^®—and selling them. Arms
exports increased from $6 billion in 1989

million.^"

for the Rapier air defense system, and

November 1991 Dili massacre, which

sparked renewed worldwide condem

arms sales. Whitehall, however, re
mained largely immune to such con
cerns. The international outcry did
cause London to delay the sale of a navy
support ship to Indonesia in January
1992, but the following month, after the
international spotlight shifted, the sale
went quietly ahead.
At year's end, Suharto presented
Margaret Thatcher with an honorary

medal from the Indonesian Engineer
ing Association at the State Palace in

the Royal Navy supplied three frigates
H. Foreign Relations (if the United Stales (hereafter
FRUS) 1947, V. V, pp. 553, 613; and 1949, v. VI, p. 170,
respectively.

15. John Pilger, "Britain is big in the death market,"
Guardian Weekly, Nov. 27,1994.
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19. Kieran Cooke, "Why Indonesia bought British Rapi

\6. Hansard, Pariiamentary Debates, Feb. 20,1995, col. 87.
17. Guardian, Sept. 6,1993.
IS.Financial Zltnwj (London), Apr, 5,1978.
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ers,"/YnanaalTYm^s.Jan.S, 1985.

20. Kieran Cooke, "BAe'signs contractforSuhartojet',"

Financial Times, May 24,1985.
21. Indonesian News, Oct. 1,1991.
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Our Chap in Jakarta

Pe
rsdientSuhaotr hasnowu
reldnIdonesai ofr30

years with the blessings of the West. But Indonesia
was not always viewed so favorably. The inde

pendent nationalist regime of Suharto's predecessor, Presi
dent Sukarno, so threatened Western foreign poli<y goals
that Britain and the US plotted to be rid of him. According
to a CIA memorandum of Jime 1962, Prime Minister Macmillan and President Kennedy met that April and "agreed
to liquidate President Sukarno, depending on the situation
and available opportunities." The CIAofficer who wrote the

during the war in East Timor...It was war...Then what is
thebigfuss?"^
As it did a decade earlier, Britain supported Suharto's
bloody ambitions in 1975. Five months before Indonesia
invaded East Timor, the British ambassador in Jakarta in

formed the Foreign Office: "The people of Portuguese Timor
are in no condition to exercise the right to self-determina
tion" and "the arguments in favour of its integration into
Indonesia are all the stronger." The ambassador added that:
Certainly, as seen from here, it is in Britain's interest that
Indonesia should absorb the territory [East Timor] as soon
and as unobtrusively as possible, and that ifitshould come

to the crunch and there is a row in the UN, we should keep
our heads down and avoid taking sides against the Indo

memo noted further that "it is not clear to me whether mur

der or overthrow is intended by the word liquidate."^
A then highly-placed MI6 officer later denied that "liq
uidate" meant killing Sukarno, but conceded that, "How

ever, they might well have discussed the best way of
getting rid of this awkward fellow."^ When Suharto over
threw Sukarno in 1965, unleashing an orgy of terror that
left at least half a million corpses, his regime received
quick support from both Britain and the US.
Labor Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart visited Indo
nesia a year after Suharto's bloody assumption to power
and declared the Jakarta regime "harsh and tyrannical;
but it is not aggressive." He was able to "reach a good imderstanding with Foreign Minister Adam Malik," who was
"evidently resolved to keep his country at peace."® Malik
later acted as a primary apologist for Indonesian atrocities
in East Timor. In 1977, for example, he was reported as
saying, "50,000 or 80,000 people might have been killed

Jakarta. Thatcher's response? "I am

nesian government.®
At about the same time, the Confederation of British In

dustry noted that Indonesia presents "enormous potential
for the foreign investor" and the press noted that the coun
try eiyoyed a "favourable political climate" and the "en
couragement of foreign investment by the country's
authorities."® ■
1. CIA memorandum of June 18,1862, cited in William Blum, GDI:
History (London, Zed Press, 1986), p. 219.
2. "Liquidating Sukarno," Times (London), Aug. 8,1986.
3. Michael Stewart, L^ig and Labour: An iluto&iqprapAv (London: Sidgwick and
Jackson, 1880), p. 149.
4. Carmel Budiard(jo and Ltem Soei Liong, The War against East Timor (London:
Zed Press, 1984), p.49.
6. G. Munster and J. W&hh,Documents on Australian defence and foreign policy,
/P53-75, Hong Kong, 1980, pp. 192-93.
6. "Opportunities in Indonesia," Daily Telegraph (London), July 21,1975; Peter
Hill, "CBI says UK neglects trade with Indonesia," Times (London), Aug. 21,1975.

"The planes will be used
not only to train pilots,
but also for 'emergency'

Hurd reported in February 1994

porting 'Western values" to developing
nations. Amidst such high-level apolo

air-to-ground attacks."

"some Indonesian public officials

getics, BAe signed a $750 million sales
contract for 24 more Hawks, along with
$75 million worth of engines from Rolls

Ferret armored vehicles, meanwhile,

Royce. Defense Minister Malcolm

nesia itself and are also available for

Rifkind exulted that the sale will "en

use in East Timor. Most recently, in
March 1995, London okayed a $230 mil

proud to be one of you."®^
Four months later, in April 1993,
Foreign Secretaiy Hurd visited Indone

sia and signed a $95 million loan agreement. While in Jakarta, Hurd

pronounced upon the difficulty of ex

hance the existing good relations be
tween the United Kingdom and
Indonesia."®®

that military contacts are "rea
sonably extensive and gradually

increasing, with some training in
the UK." Under subsequent ques
tioning in Parliament, a Foreign
O f fi c e m i n i s t e r a d m i t t e d t h a t

trained under our aid program
may subsequently serve in East
T i m o r. " ® '

have been used for repression in Indo

lion deal for the sale of 50 to 80 Scorpion
light tanks and Stormer armored per

Putting Hawks to Work
British-made Hawks may already be
"serving" there. In the lead-up to the
June 1993 Hawk deal, Indonesian Air

Marshal Sibun noted that "the planes
will be used not only to train pilots, but

Recent British military sales in
clude frigates, submarine communica
tions equipment, and surveillance
radar used by the Indonesian military

Jakarta goes beyond arms sales. The
British offered places in military training

for its naval blockade of East Timor.®^

programs for three Indonesian army of

British-supplied Saladin, Saracen and

ficers in 1992 — even as Washington

27. Memo, Sec. of State for Foreign and Commonwealth

prepared to end its training program.®®

Affairs to the House of Commons Select Committee on

22. Indonesian News, Dec. 20,1992.
23. Rebecca Smithers, "Hawk deal provokes human
rights row," Guardian, June II, 1993.
24. John Taylor, op. cit., p. 275.
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sonnel carriers.®®

London's military relationship with

25. "Indonesia upgrades with Scorpions," Jane's De
fence Weekly, Mot. 11,1995.
26. TAPOL Bulletin, Aug. 1992, p. 2.
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also for 'emergency' air-to-ground at
tacks. In fact, the Hawks were made es

pecially for air-to-ground assaults."®®

Foreign Affairs, Feb. 1994; sndHansard, Parliamentaiy
Debates, written answers, Feb. 10,1994, col. 457.
28. Rosie Waterhouse, "UK sold S260m arms to govern
ment accused of atrocities," Independent (London),
Feb. 23,1994.
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According to eyewitnesses, they were
used for just that in East Timor. One Ti
morese who saw Hawks in action in the

early 1980s reported that "they fly in

low ... and attack civilians, because the

people hiding in the mountains are ci

vilians. Four of my cousins were killed
in Hawk attacks near Los Palos."^®
Jos6 Ramos Horta, a leader of the East
Timor independence movement, stated
at the end of last year that Hawks:
Have been used in East Timor regu

larly since 1983 ... During the
months of August and September
1994, two Hawk aircraft carried out
at least six bombing raids in the
Eastern region of East Timor. Hawks
and American-supplied Broncos are
stationed at the Baucau airport....

In the last three months. Hawk air29. John Pilger, "On Her Majesty's bloody service,"
Nm Statesman

and Soeiety

(London), Feb.
18.1994.

craft have again been used exten
sively, mostly in the Eastern region,

in Indonesia's Aceh province at the

with an average of six sorties a day,
each bombing raid lasting ten min
utes with the launching of two mis
siles each.®®

Amnesty International estimated
2,000 deaths in Aceh from 1989 through
July 1993, with most of the victims "or

time.®^

dinary villagers living in areas of sus

Human Rights

pected rebel activity." The Indonesian
military commander in Aceh province
was quoted as saying in November 1990

That Britain should turn a blind eye to
ward Indonesia's use of British-sup

that "I have told the community, if you
find a terrorist, kill him. There's no

plied attack aircraft to pound the
Timorese is no surprise. The irrele
vance of human rights is a permanent
feature of British foreign policy and is
closely correlated to arms sales. For
eign Office documents leaked in 1985

need to investigate him ... If they don't
do as you order them, shoot them on the

The Irrelevance of

spot, or butcher them."®®
A recent UN Human Rights Com

mission report noted that "East Timor
continues to be particularly affected by

noted that if Britain were to halt arms

violations of the right to life perpe

sales to Chile's Pinochet dictatorship, it
would be a "striking political gesture on

trated by the Indonesian security

our behalf." But arms sales continued
so as not to "hazard the defence and

The report declared that "there has
been no significant improvement in the
human rights situation on the ground

other cooperation we enjoy."®'

forces," who epjoy "virtual impunity."

Likewise, British arms deals with
Indonesia have been signed against the

and

background of continuing terror in both

pected in the near future."®^

E a s t Ti m o r a n d a r o u n d I n

donesia. In 1983-85, as the
contracts for the Rapier air
defense system were being
inked, 3,500-4,500 people
were murdered by army
death squads in Indonesia.

Similarly, on the same day that

unless

concrete

measures

are

taken, no such improvement can be ex

Business Is Business

Britain's past performance gives no in
dication that it will take such "concrete

measures." Close military and diplo
matic relations with Jakarta have ad

vanced fundamental British priorities

at the expanse of large numbers of both

BAe announced a co-production

Timorese

agreement with Indonesia for the

Suharto, Indonesia has consistently of

and

Indonesians.

Under

an

fered Western business interests the

other light at

opportunity to benefit from the archi
pelago's political "stability." The roster
of British companies who have taken
advantage of Indonesia's "favourable
political climate" includes Rio Tinto
Zinc, British Petroleum, British Gas, and

Hawk

and

t a c k fi g h t e r,
one newspaper

observed that

"foreign hu
man rights investigators

Jakarta

now

Britoil, as well as the arms exporters.
This climate, and the accompanying
violence, has both been aided by, and is
partly the product of, systematic Brit

estimate

that

ish government policy toward Indone

and

Western

diplomats in

up to 5,000

sia. With British aid to Indonesia

people have

increasing and further sales of Hawks

been

and tanks in the offing, the policy firmly
continues 20 years after the invasion of

killed

or

'disappeared'"

East

Timor.

■

30. Cited in Han

sard, Parliamentary

debates, Dec. 15,
1994, col. 1282.

Not all Britons acquiesce in arming Indonesia. Here, protesters oc

cupy British Aerospace headquarters in Warton, November 1994.
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32. "InSumatTauprising,annyissaidtoexecutehundreds,"

31. Cited in Jon

Inlematioml Herald (Paris),June21,1991.

Barnes, "Birds of a

a. Amnesty International Newsletter, July 1993.

Feather Britain and

34. Jeremy Wagstaff, "Human rights still underattack,"

Chile," in HieTfuU-

Reuters, Feb. 21,1994.

c h e r Ye a r s : B r i t a i n

F o r m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n o n E a s t Ti m o r c o n t a c t : E a s t Ti

and Latin America

mor Action Network (P.O. Box 1182,White Plains, NY

(London: Latin
American Bureau,
1988), p. 57.

10602, 914-428-7299; and TAPOL (Indonesian Human
Rights Campaign), 111 Northwood Road, Thornton Heath,
Surrey CR4 8HW, United Kingdom, 01144181-771-2904.
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(PR, continued from p. 25)

(Econ. Intelligence, continued from p. 45)

they derisively label "NIMBYs." Unlike
national environmental groups and
other "professional" reformers, the local
groups are hard to manipulate pre
cisely because they aren't wired in to the
systems that PR firms like to manipu
late. Most "Not in My Bacl^ard" activ
ists commit to a cause after some

velop a strategy for confronting the
powers-that-be in their baclQ^ard, and
that means learning to recognize and
fight the techniques of PR. Until they
learn this lesson, local activists may
continue to win local battles, while find
ing themselves outmaneuvered and out
gunned at the national level. ■

personal experience drives them to get
involved. Typically, they act as indi
viduals or with small groups of citizens
who come together to address a local,
immediate threat to their lives, cities and

neighborhoods. They are often treated
with contempt by the professional envi
ronmentalists, health advocates and

other public interest organizations
headquartered in Washington, D.C.
Many times, they lack organizing ex
pertise and money. They don't have
budgets or polished grant proposals
needed to obtain funding from founda
tions and major donors. But corpora

community activists.
The most visible manifestations of

NIMBYism, and its biggest success sto

ries, have been in stopping toxic waste
sites and toxin-belching incinerators
Mark Dowie sees this new wave of

CHOMSKY

new!
Audio and Video
talk to benefit
1995

grassroots democracy as the best hope
for realizing the public's well-docu
mented desire for a clean and healthy

CIA's track record on economic intelli

gence is spotty. For example, in the mid1980s, the CIA estimated that per
capita Gross Domestic Product was

higher in East Germany than in West

CIA activities.

Noam

CAQ December

from invading communities. Author

global economic struggles. For one, the

the economic might of Soviet allies
helped ensure continued support for

tapes of Chomskys'

PR and lobbying to fight these local

listing the intelligence community in

Germany.'"' Admittedly, exaggerating

tions and the US government are
spending tens of millions of dollars on

There are other problems with en

Second, providing "new missions" in
economic intelligence for the CIA dupli
cates existing programs in a wide range
of government, commercial, and aca
demic institutions. As Treasury official
Lawrence Summers noted in Septem
ber, it is "frankly difficult to see how the
intelligence community can add much
value to reports on European govern
ment finances, whether generated by US
g o v e r n m e n t e c o n o m i s t s o r Wa l l S t r e e t

analysts based on public information. Or
for that matter, how the community can
in many cases improve on analyses for
emergingmarket prospects.""
Finally, enlisting the intelligence
community on behalf of commercial in

terests encourages the longstanding
f a l s e i d e n t i fi c a t i o n o f " t h e n a t i o n a l i n

terest" with corporate well-being. In
that sense, economic espionage is very
much business as usual. ■

37. Norton, op. cU.
38. Federal Documenta Clearing House, op. cit.

environment in sustainable balance

with nature. "Tbday, grass
roots

anti-toxic

environ-

mentalism is a far more seri-

ous threat to polluting
industries than the main
stream

environmental

movement," Dowie writes.

"Not only do local activists

Teachers, students, the press, and public, make cdi your first
stop on the Information Superhighway! For military and foreign policy related
subjects, GDI's web page is the most comprehensive site on the Internet. Up-to-

date information on military spending, nuclear weapons, U.S. forces, and more.
Web postings include:

network, share tactics, and

velopments, they also stub
bornly refuse to surrender or
compromise. They simply

•
•
•
•
•

cannot afford to. Their activi

• A r m s Tr a d e D a t a B a s e

successfully block many
dump sites and industrial de

ties and success are gradu
ally changing the acronym
NIMBY

to

NIABY

—Not

In

Anybody's Bacl^ard."^^
But before that can hap

pen, local groups need to de
32. Mark Dowie, Losing Ground:
American Environmentalism at the

Close of the 20th Century (Cambridge:
MIT Press, 1995), p. 133.
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InOteFbU issue, CAQ ran afmm on Bosnia. We Ime invited Ow writers back to reply to each
other. FbUffwing their discussions, we offer some letters from readers on the subject.

Joan Phillips Responds to Zmnach

Ande
rasZumach
s'e
ritdhtesi

blames jxist about ever3dhing
.bad that has happened in Yugo

Western leaders welcome; it conceals

written). In fact, what concerned the

their role in starting the war and sus
taining it for four bloody years.

US was preserving its global leader
ship at the expense of rival powers.
This led Washington to pursue a series

slavia on the Serbs, whom he casts as

the villains of the piece, consumed by

Zumachdownp
alysGem
r ansy'

of unilateral initiatives in Bosnia that

catal}rticrole in the destruction
ofYugoslavia. Hejustifies Ger
man support for Slovenian and Croa
tian independence on the grounds that
it was necessary to deter "further ag
gression" and "Serbian conquest." Car
ried away in his determination to

increasingly alienated its allies.
Zumach even suggests that in order
to avoid a falling out in NATO, Washing

sivist politics, while Croatia, the state
next door which has expelled virtually
the entire pre-war Serbian population
of700,000, is let off the hook. They

blame the Serbs for everything, Zu

argument.

"didn't even have time to collect their

federation in the summer of 1991. And

dirty currency and their dirty under
wear," crowed the Croatian president,

it was Germany that prepared the

moral crusade. The US does not give a

ground for those independence declara-

damn about the Bosnian Muslims. But

nationalist hatreds and craving a

Greater Serbia. Zumach ignores the
nationalism of Croats, Slovenes, Al
banians, and others because it does not
fit his Serbian exceptionalism thesis.
Zumach castigates multiethnic Ser

bia (only 65 percent Serb) for its exclu-

ton decided to "throw in with" Milosevic

and pursue a pro-Serb policy. The NATO
bombing campaign against the Serbs
last summer revealed the idiocy of this

mach even forgets that there was no

■ " "S policy in Bosnia is an exam-

war until Slovenia and Croatia se

I pie of totally unprincipled

ceded unilaterally from the Yugoslav

realpolitik masquerading as a

Franjo Tudjman, celebrating the expul
sion of200,000 Krajina Serbs in a sin
gle weekend last summer.
While Zumach accuses the Bosnian

Serbs of committing "genocide," he

says the Bosnian Muslim army is fight
ing a "just war." Its mortars and bul
lets are so smart that they kill only
Serbian "military forces, not civilians."
It remains a mystery who has killed
thousands of Serbian civilians and
driven hundreds of thousands from

their homes. Perhaps Zumach thinks
that the Serbs did it to themselves.
Zumach's contribution is no more

than an apology for the West and he is
so unquestioning of the Western role
that he even relied on "Western intelli

gence sources." By singling out the Serbs
as the villains of the piece, Zumach ex
culpates the Western powers which
triggered the war in Yugoslavia. His
only criticism is that the great powers
have not intervened enough in Bosnia.
This is the kind of criticism which
Joan Phillips is a British journalist based in London
who covers the Balkans and Eastern Europe.

58

Zumach's only criticism of
the great powers is that

it has suited Washington's pur
pose to present the war in Bosnia as a conflict between good
and evil. The Serbs have in

variably been presented as the
bad guys, and the hapless

they have not intervened
enough in Bosnia. This is

Europeans have been depicted

the kind of criticism which

bashed the Serbs and so reas

Western leaders welcome.

perpower.

tions by egging on the secessionists.
Zumach also obscures the US's de

structive role in Bosnia. He argues
that Washington never gave any mean

ingful support to the Sarajevo govern
ment after recognition because it was
more concerned with preserving NATO
unity — but you can't get much more
"meaningful" than the two-week NATO
bombing campaign (Zumach finally

got what he wanted after his piece was

CAQ

as appeasers and weaklings
incapable of acting decisively
without the intervention of

the US. Washington has now
serted its status as a global su

Ignoring the West's role in
igniting the war in Yugoslavia,

Zumach advocates further great power

meddling to bring about a solution. A
Western-imposed settlement "must re
store a multiethnic Bosnia," he argues.
Who could disagree with the ideal of a
multiethnic Bosnia? Unfortunately,

that possibility was removed by the
great powers which destroyed Yugosla
via. The belief that those same powers
can now put Bosnia back together is as
fanciful as Humpfy Dumpty. ■
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Andreas Zumach Responds to Phillips

S
niceaelt Ju
y,lwhenJoanandI

particular period. I am well aware of
rumors that in early 1991, US intelli
gence services tapped phone conversa

backed "liberation" of the Kr^ina by

tions between German foreign minister

the Croatian army, the reconquest of
Serb-occupied territory by the Bosnian

Hans-Dietrich Genscher and Croatia's

finished our articles printed in
the Fall issue of CAQ, the US-

government and Croatian forces, as
well as other developments in former

Yugoslavia have changed the picture
and shed some new light on some of the

President Franjo Tudjman in which
Genscher allegedly encouraged Tud
jman to leave the Yugoslav federation
and declare independence. Whoever
has the proof ofthis should make it public.

internal and external players. Other
events like the allegedly "surprise" con

quest of the UN safety zone Srebrenica
by combined forces of the Karadzic
Serbs and Serbia's army in early July

now appear to have been act one in the
script for the US "peace" initiative.
But none of these changes supports
Joan's overly one-dimensional analy
sis of the roots of the Bosnian war. I

tion of the conflict. But however strong
"Western intervention" was, and even
if the "war igniting" role of Germany

should one day be proven, this cannot
exonerate any side from the responsi
bility for crimes committed during the
war. It's true, the crisis is not a simple
"two-way fight between 'good guys' and

'bad guys.'" All available proof (col
lected by experts from the Western,

Eastern, and Southern hemispheres),

r I Bosnian war is not simply a

shows that the Serbian side is respon

edly states in her article. The
military aggression was started by the
Karadzic Serbs with strong outside
support from Serbia which continued

ties during the war. This record cannot

I "civil war" as Phillips repeat-

until October 1995. Nor is it true that

in Spring 1992, "in Bosnia all sides
were preparing for war." Quite to the

sible for about 80 percent of all atroci
and should not be compared to the
holocaust or to Nazi concentration

camps. But "ethnic cleansing" has
taken place to a huge extent; death
camps where torture and mass execu

tion took place did (and do again) exist

certainly have no illusions of the role

Western powers and especially Ger
many played from 1991-92. But it is a
rislgr oversimplification to blame the
Bosnian war mainly on dangerous
" We s t e r n i n t e r v e n t i o n s " l i k e t h e o n e s

in "Angola, Panama, Mozambique,
Nicaragua, Palestine, Afghanistan"
(wasn't there also some Soviet inter

vention?). It downplays the impor
tance of internal factors such as the

growing suppression of minorities
since Tito's death, the emergence of na
tionalism both in Belgrade and Zagreb

(to a much lesser extent in Sarsgevo) as
well as of expansionist "Greater Serbia"plans in the late 1980s.

Phillips' claim that "Germany ignite[d] the war in Yugoslavia" still
needs to be proven. Slovenia and Croa
tia were only recognized as inde
pendent states (on German insistence)
in January 1992. But the war began in
Summer 1991 with Serb military ag
gression against Slovenia in late June
and against Croatia in August. At this
time, the German government was
still arguing for the preservation of Yu

goslavia — at least officially. The US
diplomat that Phillips quoted from
John Newhouse's August24,1992 arti
cle in the New Yorker did not specify a

The Bosnian war is not

simply a "civil war" The
military aggression was
started by the Karadzic
Serbs with strong outside
support from Serbia.
contrary. President Izetbegovic and his
government have been severely criti
cized by their own supporters (Mus

lims, Croats, and Serbs who opted for
the preservation of a multiethnic Bos
nia) for their "naivete" in not having
prepared for war despite obvious
preparations by Karadzic Serbs and by
Belgrade.
Overemphasizing "Western inter

in African, Asisin, and Latin

American countries. But again,
this neglect does not make the
war crimes committed in the

former Yugoslavia any better.
To c a l l t h e I n t e r n a t i o n a l Wa r

Crimes Tribunal in The Hague
a "kangaroo court" is danger

ous. True, with their own war
crimes in Vietnam, Afghani
stan, Algeria and other countries in

mind, the permanent members of the
UN Security Council made sure that
this tribunal would not have any juris
diction over war crimes committed be

fore January 1,1991. But there is no
point zero in history. The estab
lishment of a war crimes tribunal is al

trivializes the crimes and atrocities

committed by the Karadzic Serbs as

succeeds, it will open up the possibility

vention" as the cause of the war and

maintaining the "civil war" theory
against all well-established facts
serves two purposes: It minimizes and

Andreas Zumach is a Geneva-based correspondentcover
ing the UN and European and international politics for

from Serbia since the war began, and

pers. He also reports for the BBC German Service.

international involvement for a solu-
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s i m i l a r c o n fl i c t s a n d a t r o c i t i e s

ways somewhat arbitrary. Using
Phillips'reasoning, one could have ar
gued against the establishment of the
Nuremberg and Tolgro trials (which I
certainly don't).
Whatever the historic limitations, if
the TVibunal for the former Yugoslavia

well as by regular and irregular forces
Die Tageszeitvng (Berlin) and oOier European newspa

in fact, not simply as an inven
tion by Western media.
I fully share Phillips' cri
tique of the North- and Eurocentrist media which ignore

it lays a basis for rejecting any form of

CAQ

of establishing a permanent Tribunal

withjurisdiction at least over any fu
ture war crimes committed an3rwhere
in the world. ■

Letters to the Editors

specious claim of anti-interventionism.
Let them not lose too much of their

valuable sleep over it. It's true that eth
nic fascism came back to Europe and
that the American left decided it was a

What the Left has Missed
Since Joan Phillips believes that the
Western powers have more blood on
their hands than any current Balkan
criminal, and have therefore no right to
intervene in former Yugoslavia under
any circumstance, she might perhaps
have done better to leave her argument

at that static point. But something im
pels her to go further, and to import a
slab of surreptitious pro-Serbian propa
ganda into what would otherwise have
been a perfectly good piece of simplistic

prose. What she now says—and I hope
your readers notice the difference — is
that no intervention is warranted be
cause the Greater Serbia cause has

been unfairly reported.
If it were not for this attempted dis
honesty, I should have said that she was
unluclqr with the timing of her article.
But actually the timing is only part of
the exposure which would have over
taken her anyway. In the past few
months, we have seen the Bosnian en
claves of Srebrenica and Zepa overrun,

and have had pretty good forensic proof
of what happened to the survivors. (It
might be said that Richard Holbrooke is
a bigger war criminal than General
R a t k o M l a d i c b e c a u s e M r. H o l b r o o k e

works for a big imperial machine and
General Mladic for a small irredentist

one. But Mr. Holbrooke has not person

ally ordered and supervised the murder
of several thousand prisoners, and
there is such a thing as moral casuistry
in making, or do I mean in not making,

Since this has been the objective of

NATO, via the Vance-Owen plan and
other publicly announced schemes,

largely a matter of indifference. But it
won't be the American left that pa}^ the
price, so that's alright then. And I pre
sume that all those who want to change

since at least the spring of 1992,1 fail to

the subject to Angola, Palestine and

see why the argument revolves so much

East Timor have been working extra
hard on those issues lately, in case they

around the mantra of "intervention."
There has been "intervention" from the

very beginning, either to dismember
the territory of former Yugoslavia or to
redraw its borders. At present, Frar\jo

have to dull the awful thought that they
might have been missing something.
Christopher Hitchens
C o l u m n i s t , Va n i t y F a i r

Tudjman is the big winner in this game,

and The Nation

b u t h i s e v e r - c o m p l i c i t p a r t n e r M r.

Washington, D.C.

Milosevic (who countersigned the Kra
jina business for one thing) has not yet
emerged as the big loser either. The
minuscule military efforts of the world's

largest military alliance, about which
Ms Phillips makes such a fuss, have
never been employed for any other pur
pose than to approve and arbitrate this
partition from the skies, and to provide

The West Destroyed Yugoslavia
I was surprised and disappointed that
Andreas Zumach's misleading article

was published in the "CAQ Forum on
Bosnia." In the first place, I do not un
derstand how any discussion of the war
could avoid all mention of the dominant

ellite non-disclosures about Srebrenica

international geopolitical situation
within which it developed. The political
and economic position occupied by Yu

are only the latest and most glaring
proofs of this obvious point.
However, there has been one big

goslavia during the Cold War was al
ways precarious. But with an
increasing dependence on Western

a reminder of who is in charge. The sat

loser in this "process," which is being
consummated in Dayton as I write. Bos
nia, which was a society rather than a

state, and which exhibited many of the
elements of a multiethnic and pluralist
democracy, and which never planned or
wished to enlarge its own borders, has
been morally and physically pushed to
the edge of destruction. This is a sacri

capital, Yugoslavia became an easier

target for Western manipulation in the
1980s. Then the breakup of the Eastern
Bloc and the disintegration of the So
viet Union led to a situation in which a

relatively prosperous and stable Yugo
slavia might have been seen as a potential example for former East Bloc

nations to emulate, a potential example

fi c e w h i c h o u r l e a d e r s h a v e b e e n e m i

clearly unwanted by Western capitalist

nently willing to make in the campaign
to save their own political skins, and to

institutions. This meant that whatever

such distinctions.)

enshrine their idea of cantonization. It's

We have also seen, from the other di
rection, the annexation of large

a bit much to read now, in the pages of a
paper like CAQ, that forty-nine per cent
of Bosnia is being awarded to a dema
gogic regime controlled from Belgrade,

gained by maintaining Yugoslav unity,
it could only be on condition of an even

swathes of Western Herzegovina by the
Croatian regime, and the cleansing of
Krajina Serbs by its special forces. Let
us not spend too much time on moral
equivalence here: the Srebrenica case
was one of mass slaughter and the Kra
jina one a case of mass expulsion by ter
r o r, a n d t h e H e r z e g o v i n a c a s e a n

example of direct territorial aggran
dizement. All of them tended toward

the same "endgame"— the partition of
Bosnia-Herzegovina between Serbia
and Croatia and the creation, within
Serb and Croat borders, of ethnic and
religious exclusivity.
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and much of the rest awarded to an

other demagogic regime (covert partner
of the Serbian one) in Zagreb, and all be

Western political advantage might be

greater imposed avisterity and increas
ing misery for the Yugoslav working

class. And these were exactly the condi
tions which became a breeding ground
for the rebirth and eventual explosion

cause of an anti-Serbian pathology!

of ethnic nationalisms. Like Zumach,
the mainstream press never mentions

I have an unpleasant suspicion that
many radicals have avoided facing the
wrong which their government Aas

Yugoslavia in the 1980s, nor the role of
international capital in devastating its

committed in Bosnia, precisely because
they feared being invited to endorse a
wrong which it might commit. As a re
sult, they became passive spectators of

the geopolitical situation occupied by

economy and impoverishing the coim-

try at precisely this moment in history.
Second, the German culpability in
the evolution of the Yugoslav breakup

a real intervention, and justified what

should not be minimized. As a German

they thought was neutrality under the

journalist, Zumach is as willfully blind
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to this problem as the rest of his coun- victims of "outside Yankee" ag^essors gees to return to their homes, I cannot
ttys media appears to be, whether main- at Fort Sumter. agree on most other points in his article,
stream or leftist. Joan Phillips' account, Gregory Elich The war in Croatia and Bosnia is not
at least, is correct in pointing out that Columbust OH a war of aggression. The term "aggres-

"Germany's role was decisive as the cata- • * • • sion" is used by Mr. Zumach and many

lyst for the disintegration ofYugoslavia." Serbs Merit Self-Determination others because of its connotation in in-

J a s o n M c Q u i n n A n d r e a s Z u m a c h o p i n e s t h a t O r t h o d o x t e r n a t i o n a l l a w. I n r e a l i t y, t h i s i s a c i v i l
AltemcUive Press Review Serbs' fears regarding life under Croa- war where a group of people (Serbs)
Columbia, MO tian government and life under "Mus- wanted to exert the same right to selflim" government are irrational; he says determination as other groups in the

Bosnians Share Responsibility that independence for Serbs in Bosnia former Yugoslavia. Why should 2 milIn "Bosnian Challenge," Zumach asserts is "immoral." I wonder whether the lion Slovenians, 4 millions Croats, 1.5
that "in the first phase of the conflict," behavior of the Croatian government to- million Macedonians, and 3 million
the Bosnian Muslim army "tried unsuc- ward I&ajina Serbs — behavior consis- Bosnian Muslims have the right to selfcessfully to defend the cotmtiy against tent with the Serbs' expectations, not to determination, and 12 million Serbs in

outsidessupported Serbian aggression." mention with Pres. Franjo Tudjman's the former Yugoslavia should not?
At the time Bosnia-Herzegovina declared resuscitation ofCroatia's Nazi-era flag. Calling the Serbs who are fighting
its illegal secession, it was still legally a currrency, and language policy, and his for the Serbian right of self-determinamember of the Yugoslav federation. denial of the fact that the Holocaust tion "Karadzic Serbs" is a false nomen-

With a wave of his wand, Zumach trans- ever occurred — has finally convinced clature that is also dangerous. The idea
forms federal troops stationed in the Zumach that yes, TXidjman really is a is that all Serbs living in Republika

Yugoslav republic of Bosnia-Herze- genocidal,Ustashe-admiringanti-^rb? Srpska are so closely associated with
g o v i n a i n t o " o u t s i d e a g g r e s s o r s . " W h a t a b o u t Tu d j m a n ' s I r a n / S a u d i " t h e w a r c r i m i n a l K a r a d z i c " t h a t t h e
We s t e r n t h r e a t s a n d p r e s s u r e p r e - A r a b i a / Tu r k e y - fi n a n c e d c l i e n t s i n o u t l o o k o n t h e i r t r e a t m e n t i s n o t t e m -

vented Yugoslavia from defending its Sarajevo, whose president wrote in the pered by the normal bounds of humanterritorial integrity, and the Yugoslav early 1970s that Islam is inconsistent ity—280,000 "Karadzic Serb" refugees
People's Army (JNA) remained largely with the existence of any other religious can be ignored or even blamed for makidle in their barracks during the Bos- expression within a state, a position ing themselves refugees. It also prenian crisis. During the preceding year, consistent with his statement that Bos- sumes the non-Karadzic Serbs,
the Bosnian government armed illegal nia would have a "Muslim government." presumably "true Bosnian Serbs," have
militias. Prior to the conflict, the Yugo- Has his behavior in northwest Bosnia, a choice about living in governmentslav counterintelligence service ob- which merely verified what Serbs al- controlled areas. Although some chose

tained a secret Bosnian government ready knew, not convinced Zumach? to stay, most of them are effectively hosdocument that detailed plans for a Any Orthodox, even a non-Slav such tages to enhance the "multi-ethnicity"
"forcible conquest of sovereignty." as I, knows what "Muslim government" of the Muslim Bosnian state. No male

On April 12, 1992, the government means: Greeks, Copts, Ukrainians, Serb, Muslim, Croat, or Jew of fighting
of Alija Izetbegovic issued an order for Russians, Bulgars, Romanians, Ortho- age, is allowed to leave governmentthe mobilization of its militias, the sei- dox Arabs, and, yes, Serbs have always controlled territories. Whether he
zure of JNA arms depots, the arrest of had the same experience with it. Tb call wants to or not, the Bosnian Serb of ZuJNA soldiers, and for the blockade of appeals to Orthodox historic memory mach's imagination can be mobilized to

federal troops in their barracks. JNA an attempt to incite "pan-Slavic" na- fight the Karadzic Serbs — hardly
troops, besieged in their barracks, were tionalism is simply ignorant. "democratic" or "multiethnic." Or, as in
pounded by Muslim and Croat mortar Mr. Zumach: Would it be "immoral" the case of my friends, the Bosnian
and sniper fire. Dozens of JNA soldiers to oppose subjecting Poland to Russia Serbs from the government territory
lost their lives in these assaults. In Sara- again, or the Netherlands to the Haps- can buy (with a thousand Deutsche
jevo on May 2, Muslim paramilitary burgs?ThenwhyshouldtheSerbsinBos- marks) their way out of the "demoGreen Berets attacked a JNA convoy, nia be the only people who cannot have cratic, multiethnic" Bosnia,
killing 150. The next day, agreement simple self-determination? If the Bosnians Zumach cites good sources for Serbs
was reached with the Bosnian Govern- wanted multiculturalism, not domina- being the biggest war criminals. Yet
ment permitting the safe withdrawal of tion, they could have stayed in Yugoslavia; much evidence comes from the Western

JNA troops from Second District HQ in if the EU cared about international law, media, reporting mainly from the BosSarajevo. This agreement was violated, it wouldn't have recognized the seces- nian government side; the overwhelmhowever, as Muslim troops fell on the sion ofCroatia and Slovenia from Yugo- ing majority of refugees interviewed
convoy in an ambush. A Yugoslav colo- slavia without Yugoslavia's consent — are Muslims and Croats. Bosnian and
nel said afterward, "People were killed in violation of the 1975 Helsinki Accords. Croatian government sources are given
a t t w o - m e t e r r a n g e , a t t h r e e m e t e r s , K e v i n R G u t z m a n g r e a t w e i g h t , w h i l e o f fi c i a l S e r b s o u r c e s
and in the back; there were wounded; University of Virginia are almost entirely ignored. The data is
a n d t h e n t h e g e n e r a l p l u n d e r i n g C h a r l o t t e s v U l e , s e r i o u s l y fl a w e d ,

s t a r t e d . . . P e o p l e w e r e t a k e n a w a y. " . . . A s f o r t h e Wa r C r i m e s Tr i b u n a l , i t

If Bosnian Muslim secessionists This Is a Civil War has not a single Eastern Orthodox

were victims of "outside" aggression, I have read Mr. Ziunach's article veiy care- Christian, yet more than half of the Trithen Southern secessionists were also fully and, other than on the right of refu- bunal is made up of representatives
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from Muslim and Catholic countries.

Certainly in this case, nationality and
religious affiliation do matter.
Dr. Mirjana Petrovic
03Eford,MS

Western Intervention Hurts Bosnia
Andreas Zumach's slim grasp of events
has been thoroughly exposed by NATO
bombs and Ohio talks. Since the argu
ments for intervention are so poor, it is
no surprise to read that self-contradic
tions, chronological errors, specious
"logic" and pie-in-the-sky fantasy
aboxmd. But on top of that, it is all now
hopelessly "dated."
Perhaps the current US interven

1993) cert den., 114 S. Ct. 1125, 1126 mud, with which he hopes to add weight
(1994). Over the years, there are very to his totally fictional assertions,

few attorneys, if any, who have fought Though this magazine chose to sueas relentlessly on behalf of the Vietnam cumb to Musselwhite's threats in pubVeterans in the Agent Orange litigation lishing his empty countercharges, I find
as I have. See e.g. Agent Orange On it unnecessary to debate such stateTHal by Prof. Peter Schuck; \nRe Agent ments made by Musselwhite.

Orange, 800 F. 2d 14 (2nd Cir. 1986) and Anyone interested in Musselwhite's
the Feb. 1,1986 issue of the ABA Jour- credibility in this or any other matter is

nal, pp. 44, 47 (all discussing my work invited to check with the State Bar of

package of financial and diplomatic sup
port, with a three-year spendingplan.
And a look at activity in the UN in

onthe Agent Orange Plaintiffs Manage- Texas about the continuing saga of his
ment Committee [AOPMC\ and how I re- defense of license to practice law, and
signed from the AOPMC to fight the also to read the Texas Court of Appeals'
settlement because it was too low). The 1990 opinion (cited in the footnote in
truth is that Mr. Hager is the one, not I, question) affirming a ruling in which he
who hampered the Ivy case, as demon- was "disciplined for false communicastrated by the transcript of his and my tions" (p. 6) by his State Bar and given a
arguments before the Second Circuit three-year suspension from the practice
(the transcript is available upon re- oflaw. The Texas authorities referred to
quest). Hager alienated the Court on communications or representations by
the real issues and the animosity he Musselwhite they found to be "false" (p. 5),
created was too much to overcome. "false and misleading" (p. 5), and "simHe did the same thing in \hoBhapal plynottrue"(pp.5,10-11). Another source
case, withanotheroutburstbeforetheTexas of information about Musselwhite's re
state court judge. His complaint about our liability is the record in the bankruptcy
not pursuing an appeal after that state case. In Re Law Offices of Benton
court judge—whom he had alienated — Musselwhite, Inc., No. 87-03769-Hl-ll

1992 and 1993 shows US involvement

had dismissed the case, overlooks the fact (Bankr. S.D. Tex., HoustonDiv.).

throughout the conflict. From the trade
embargo against Serbia-Montenegro
through the "war crimes" investiga
tions and tribunal, via the estab

that we had made a strategic decision I will leave it at that, except for
not to appeal but to refile, which we did. Musselwhite's denial of a verifiable
The ultimate disposition of the case had statement of fact that, as local counsel
nothing to do with that earlier dismiss- in the Texas state proceedings, he
al but with the passage of a law by the missed a fatal filing deadline for appeal.
Indian legislature preempting the Because his failure in this simple task
American action. See Bano Bi v. Union provides an important footnote in the
Carbide, 984 F. 2d 582 (2nd Circ. 1993) history of the Bhopal litigation, I will
cert. den. 114 S. Ct. 179 (1993). record here for anyone interested that I
The Agent Orange and Bhopal cases have in my files a sworn affidavit, filed

tions are new? Zumach dismisses the
Muslim-Croat Federation, yet it is at

the heart of the current "negotiations"
— as it was at the heart of the Contact

Group plan in July 1994. The US, on the
anniversary of its foundation, intro
duced a "Friends of the Federation"

lishment and enforcement of the "no

fly zone," the US was "leading" all the
way. Even the Economic and Social
Council, long a forum for anti-US in
vective, was successfully won over
and mobilized in the US crusade

against selective "war crimes."
Where "never again" meant mass civil

are two of the biggest judicial debacles in on his behalf, by which he attempted to

ian deaths in Korea in the early '50s, can

The American appellate courts should court, without success. Needless to say,

we really believe that Western inter
vention is in the interests of anyone in
Bosnia? The corollary is that it is in the
interests of the West. Much propaganda

have rejected the class-action settlement neither this affidavit, dated February
in Agent Orange, should have remanded 15,1989, nor other documents concernthe Ivy case to state court, and should ing Musselwhite's late filing of appeal
have remanded the secondB/wpoZ case to papers in the Bhopal case, all of which
state court. But the cause of victims' maybe found in the record ofSoniu. Unrights, which we plaintiffs' lawyers ion Carbide Corp., No. 9-89-000360(DV
should all seek to advance, is not helped (Ct.App. Tex., 9th Jud. Dist., Beauby distortions of the truth, such as this mont), mention an3d;hing about any
one launched by Rob Hager. strategy not to pursue an appeal in the
Benton Musselwhite Bhopal case.

has been mobilized to hide that fact.
BiUWebb

London, UK

Eager Hindered Bhopal Case
In the Summer 1995 issue of CovertAc-

tion, you carried an article by Rob
Hager entitled "Bhopal: Courting Dis
aster." In that article Mr. Hager makes

an attack upon me personally, as well as
upon other attorne3re.
Mr. Hager, who calls himself a "pub
lic interest" lawyer, but who demands
40% contingent fee contracts from his
clients (as he did in Ivy), claims that I

hampered his efforts in Ivy v. Diamond
Shamrock, 996 F.2d, 1425 (2nd Circ

62

the history of American jurisprudence. justify his late filing to the appellate

Houston,

TX

Rob

Hager
Wa s h i n g t o n , D . C .

Eager Replies

The footnote in the Bhopal article Responds
which occasioned Benton Mussel- Benton Musselwhite did not threaten

white's response is based on abundant CAQ. We published his letter because
documentation, which I am happy to we believe he should have an opportushare with anyone who might be inter- nity to respond. We published Rob
ested in further investigation of this Hager's for the same reason. In neither
phase of Musselwhite's interesting ca- case did pressure from the lawyers inreer. Mvisselwhite responds by slinging fluence our decision. ■
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Off the
Shelf:
CAQ'S BOOKS OF INTEREST

Secret Intelligence and
Public Policy:
ADilemma of Democracy

history," but his concerns go little fur

about federal law enforcement authori

ther than the damage it did to the U.S.

ties, in particular the FBI and the Bu

system of checks and balances. There is

reau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(ATF). Not coincidentally, they have also

no mention of the dead and wounded

Nicaraguans courtesy ofOllie and com
pany's unconstitutional conspiracy.
Still, Holt's analysis of the overreli-

ance on secrecy in intelligence matters
defines the limits of "respectable" criti
cism of the intelligence community
(and its elected overseers). If any of the

current reform proposals come to pass,
the best we can probably hope for is
something along the lines Holt lays out.
In addition, he presents an equally

by Pat M.Holt

useful, detailed, and analytically rigor
ous explication of the roles, functions,
and structures of the intelligence com

CONGRESSIONALQUARTERLY PRESS, 1995,END.

munity. Again using numerous concrete

NOTES, GLOSSARY, BIBLIOGRAPHY, INDEX, 269 PP.,

examples to enliven what could, in less

$19.95 PB.

skilled hands, easily veer into textbook-

Pat Holt, who spent 27 years on the
staff of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and was in charge of the
committee's intelligence-related activi

style exposition. Holt engagingly ex
plains the theory and practice of
intelligence. For that alone, his work
merits a place on the spookwatcher's

ties, brings a thoughtful insider's view

bookshelf.

to the constantly strained relationship

One factual error that cannot go un
noted: In discussing the genesis of the
Intelligence Identities Protection Act of
1982, which bars naming CIA person
nel overseas. Holt refers to CAQ's Louis
Wolf as one of a "small group of disaf
fected former intelligence operatives,"

between popular control over govern
ment and the state's access to and use of

information unavailable to the great

unwashed. Holt is certainly no radical,
but his methodical approach to the is
sues of accountability and secret intelli

gence is a solid contribution to an
increasingly loud debate. In fact, Secret
Intelligence and Public Policy serves
quite well as a primer not only for se
crecy issues but also for students of the
functions and structures of intelligence
in general.

He clearly identifies the sorts of in

helped to spark the growth of the socalled citizens' militias. These three

books, journalistic accounts by Jess Wal
ter and Dick Reavis, as well as James

Tabor and Eugene Gallagher's more
scriptural treatment, attempt to ex
plain how these events reached their
bloody climaxes.
All three marshal an impressive ar
ray of evidence that suggests federal
law enforcers should bear much of the

An XnvestigatScai

w h o s e e ff o r t s i n t h e t h e n C o v e r t A c t i o n

Information Bulletin sparked the con
gressional action. Wolf may be disaf
fected, but he has never worked in any

Dick

J*

Reavis

capacity for any intelligence agency.
The Ashes of Waco:

An Investigation

blame, a conclusion broadly confirmed
by recent congressional hearings, inter

nal federal investigations, and the fir

telligence-related activities likely to
provoke accountability concerns —

byDickReavis

ings, demotions, or suspensions of

Simon & Schuster, 1995, endnote, index, 320

v a r i o u s AT F a n d F B I o f fi c i a l s . C r i m i n a l

namely covert actions, counterintelli

pp.. $24.00 HB.

charges against some of them are ap

gence operations, and some forms of in
trusive information collection — and

draws on his long familiarity with the
field to provide colorful and enlighten
ing examples.
Holt is clearly no fan of secrecy in in

Why Waco:

parently not far off.

Religious Freedom in America

charges against both Koresh and Randy

Cults and the Battle for

by James D. Tabor and Eugene V.
Gallagher

telligence, and especially the resort to

University Of California Press, 1995, end

covert operations, although his reasons
are more pragmatic than principled. He

notes, INDEX, APPENDIX, 252 PP., $$24.95HB.

says that paramilitary covert opera
tions should be abandoned as a foreign

policy tool — because they don't work
and because presidents use them as a
means to avoid having to gain public

support for controversial policies. For ex
ample, he qualifies the Iran-Contra af
fair as "the most arrogant, egregious
misuse of executive power in American
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According to the authors, the original
Weaver were at best flimsy and trivial,
the tactical planning for arrests ig
nored peaceful solutions, and federal
agents subsequently lied about both
their planning and their behavior dur

Every Knee Shall Bow: The
IVuth andTragedy of Ruby Ridge
and the Randy Weaver Family
by Jess Walter

ing the assaults.
One disturbing and revealing detail
is that inboth cases the firefights began
after federal agents shot their quarry's

Harpercollins/Regan Books, 1995, photos,
375 PP.,$24.00HB.

the dogs that were supposedly to pose a
threat at the front door," as the AFT

The Ruby Ridge and Branch Davidian
confrontations have ignited a profound

euphemistically explained at Waco. It

— and well-deserved — skepticism

sense from a tactical paramilitary point

CAQ

dogs — "to address any encounter with

would, one supposes, make a certain
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of view, but the deliberate killing of
pets, which would tend to inflame any
one's emotions, seems incredibly pro

vocative when confronting hostile,
frightened, and well-armed adversar
ies. And at Waco, the shots that killed
five dogs evidently sparked return fire
from Davidians who mistakenly
thought they themselves were the tar

The federal agents saw both the
Weavers and the Branch Davidians as

"religious nuts," and that was as far as
they went.
There are, however, profound differ
ences between the racist, survivalist.

Koresh was a true believer and his fol

lowers devout and thoughtful scripture
readers. Koresh may have been a gunloving, Camaro-driving, guitar-playing
redneck from the East Texas working
class, but he and his followers believed

Christian Identity-style beliefs of the
Weaver family at Ruby Ridge — a
Grant Wood nightmare — and the odd,

he was also the messenger of the Word

gets.

but relatively benign and historically

even attempts to place Waco and Ruby

But beyond the accumulation of in
criminating detail regarding the actual

rooted theology of David Koresh and his

Ridge within the larger context of the

followers. In both cases, however, their

confrontations, the writers point to a
broader failure of federal agents to un
derstand who and what they con

rise of paramilitary policing as a means
of controlling populations viewed by

fronted. Both Ruby Ridge and Waco

prophecies of Armageddon turned selffulfilling, but not without help. At both
Ruby Ridge and Waco, it took two to
tango, and the feds were all too willing

resulted from the volatile mixture of

to dance.

of God.

Unfortunately, none of these writers

law enforcement as hostile or threaten

For Tabor and Gallagher, a pair of

ing. Waco and Ruby Ridge were not an
aberration, but the bloody culmination
(so far) of the ominous trend toward
h3q)eraggressive law enforcement. Nei

biblical scholars, this willful misimder-

ther do any of the authors seek to ex

standing is the crux of the matter.
While Reavis and Walter provide fairly
straight narrative accounts. Why Waco
offers a very sympathetic portrayal of
— some might say an apologia for —

plain why violent clashes between
white rightists (or Bible-spouting re
ligionists) resonate so deeply in the

the structure and theology of the
Branch Davidians. They place Koresh's

ple in confrontations with the police

m a k e c l e a r t h e AT F a n d t h e F B I n e v e r

unique biblical interpretations firmly

that.

undertook. That failure was fatal to

within an American protestant millen

lawmen and their targets alike.

nial tradition dating back to William

And only Why Waco attempts to deal
with the thorny questions surrounding

Miller's 19th century end-of-the-world

religious freedom and the tolerance of

Could the Nazi
holocaust have

prophecies and the subsequent devel
opment of Seventh Day Adventist doc
trine. The Branch Davidians are only
one offshoot of that prophetically fertile

happened without
anyone knowing?

tendency.
As well, they argue that the Branch

difference, and its effort is partially
drowned out by the grinding of its antianticult ax. Still, such questions de
mand the attention of U.S. progressives
if denouncing incidents like Waco and

Davidians, while unconventional—to

sive preserve of the right and the mili

The American
holocaust has.

put it mildly—in their religious beliefs,

tias. Nonetheless, for those interested
in a blow-by-blow account of the events
at Waco and Ruby Ridge and the mind

overly aggressive, militarized federal
law enforcement with a peculiarly
American brand of apocalyptic religios
ity. The combination proved deadly, but
according to all four authors, hardly in
e v i t a b l e . D i c k R e a v i s a n d J e s s Wa l t e r

treat their subjects with enough respect
to attempt a critical cultural under
standing of their beliefs — a task they

Killing Hope:

U.S. Military and CIA

Interventions Since WWII

were hardly a "dangerous cult." The
Davidians held no one hostage, demon
strated few prior proclivities for vio

lence, and generally went about their
business as law-abiding, if eccentric,
citizens. As it turned out, they were
dangerous like rattlesnakes — peace
ful until you try to step on them. Fur
thermore, Tabor and Gallagher make a
convincing case that labeling of the
Davidians as a cult, both before and

by William Blum

Common Courage Press

"Far and away the best
book on the topic."

— Noam Chomsky

"I epjoyed it immensely."
— G o r e Vi d a l

For a signed copy,
see order form on the back page
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national psyche while the daily death

toll of black- and brown-skinned peo
merits merely a murmur of dismay, if

Ruby Ridge is not to become the exclu

sets that made them possible, all three
works provide ample detail, and it
d a m n s t h e AT F a n d F B I .

The Whole Spy Catalog:
A Resource Encyclopedia for
Researchers, Pis, Spies, and
Generally Nosy People

during the siege, directly contributed to
their eventual fiery deaths. Spoon-fed

byLeeLapin

by professional cult-busters like the

CAMINOREAL, #349, SAN MATEO, CA94403], 1995,

(INTELUGENCE INCORPORATED [2228 SOUTH EL

Cult Awareness Network, federal nego

PHOTOS, INDEX, 440 PP., $44.95 PB).

tiators treated Koresh as a maniacal,
mesmerizing con man and his followers

Private investigator and all-around su-

as victims without individual wills.

For federal negotiators, Koresh's at

perspook Lee Lapin has really outdone
himself this time. The prolific author of
such sleuthing classics as How to Get

tempts to expound his prophecies were
no more than a manipulative so
ciopath's protective "Bible babble." But

Anything on Anybody (two volumes!)
now presents an encyclopedic compen
dium of surveillance and investigative

Tabor and Gallagher, with Reavis con
curring, make a conclusive case that

resources. From the latest on-line and

CAQ

CD-ROM databases to ordering infor-
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mation for a plethora of exotic equip
ment manufacturers, if it's spy-related,
it's in this book.

Do you want to know which office to

glimpses of possible paths to a more just
and democratic Mexico.

but discordant prescriptions for what to

mulgee, Oklahoma? Where to subscribe

do about it is a microcosm of the debate

to Political Violence: Intelligence, Active

that currently embroils the Mexican

Measures, and Terrorism Report? Who

left. Both convincingly argue that the
ruling PRl's traditional authoritarian

ment? What all those unemployed KGB
agents are up to these days? The Whole
Spy Catalog will point you in the right

Mexicans uniformly refer to the ongo

direction.

ing depression and concomitant politi

But this is more than just page after
page of listings. Lapin offers well-in

cal disintegration.

THE

MEXICAN

S H O C
ITS

MEANING

FOR

THE

U.S.

ics are at the foundation of la crisis, as

But La Botz, a committed socialist,
one-time US labor organizer, and vet

taries on the products and services he

eran observer of Mexican labor and

mentions, as well as some surprisingly
astute analysis of the current state of

politics, notes with concern the contem
porary retreat from such traditional

and prospects for the CIA and former
the CIA's move into economic intelli

leftist bases as the working class and la
bels it a critical mistake. Jorge Cas
taneda, meanwhile, barely utters the

gence and presciently describes the sce

words "working class," and perhaps it

nario that led to last February's French

should be no surprise. Once a com
mitted socialist himself, he is now a

spy scandal.
An extremely handy reference work

C A S TA N E D A

ism and its turn to neo-liberal econom

formed and breezy running commen

KGB. Almost as an aside, he previews

G.

La Botz and Castaheda's rough

agreement on the roots of the problem

contact to obtain birth records in Ok

has the best deals on bugging equip

JDRBE

leading member of Mexico's leftist in

the 1985 earthquake — as one of Mex
ico's saviors, La Botz is quick to point
out the limitations of civic or political

and a breezy read, it has a couple of

tellectual glitterati and dabbles in the

action without awareness of class is

problems. Some of the products listed

national politics that he once only wrote

sues and interests. For instance, al

are either manufactured or distributed

about.

though the question of feminism and
class has been thoroughly discussed
elsewhere, La Botz is particularly good
in dissecting the concrete reality of
Mexican feminism in this light.
Given their respective positions,

by Intelligence, Inc., which Lapin owns
and which published this volume. Ca
veat lector. Second, while the research

As

Castaneda

mutates

from

ob

server to would-be player, his political

position also shifts. His left radicalism,

appears meticulous, the copy-editing

already evidently in retreat in recent

does not. Usually only a minor irritant,

years, recedes ever further, leaving him
to embrace a platform of cross-class al

in several places the lack of the edito
rial blue pencil results in seriously gar
bled information.

liances for democratic reform, a govern
ment of national reconstruction, and a
"gradual and moderate redistribution
of wealth and income."

Democracy in Mexico:
Peasant Rebellion and Political
Reform

by Dan La Botz
South End Press, 1995, endnotes, bibliog
raphy, INDEX. 257 pp., $16.00 PB.

The Mexican Shock:

Its Meaning for the U.S.
by Jorge G. Castaneda
The New Press, 1995, endnotes, 257 pp., $23 .00 hb.

Mexico's political system and economy
are seemingly locked in perennial, unresolvable, and intensifying crisis.
Prospects for radical change appear as
remote as ever. These two works, repre

In 1994, Castafieda was a key mem

ber of the "San Angel group," a small
number of elite center-left intellectuals

and politicos who tried to use their dis

proportionate media access and result
ing political influence to bridge the
gaps between the leaderships of the
PRl, the rightist PAN, and the leftist
PRO. While the "San Angel group"
failed to spur a broad reconciliation

government, says Castaneda, it was a

ers and California politics, where he
points out, amongother things, that the
huge immigrant working class means
that an increasingly small number of
generally white, older, and suburban

feating," points out its lack of peasant
or labor participants, and quite cor

brings to mind eerie similarities with
the Palestinians or Filipinos of Kuwait.
Taken together. La Botz and Cas
taneda draw an invaluable portrait of

minate the imposing obstacles to break
ing the stalemate, but they also provide

grassroots organizations that have be
come a major independent force since
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Castaneda also contributes an excel

lent chapter on Mexican migrant work

voters preside over the disenfranchised

standing of contemporary Mexico and
its dilemmas. In the process, they illu

add considerable depth to the under

vides a detailed analysis of labor organ
izing on the border and is especially
provocative in his account of Carlos
Salinas'attack on unions. Castaneda, on
the other hand, excels in his description
of Mexican economic poli<y-making and
his insider accounts of major players.

valuable attempt to forge elite consen
sus. La Botz, on the other hand, calls
the group's efforts "ultimately self-de

rectly accuses it of moving ever to the
right in its pursuit of publicity, influ
ence, and dialogue with the powerful.
S i m i l a r l y, w h i l e C a s t a n e d a s e e s
"civil society" — the autonomous,

senting distinct positions on the left,

Castaneda and La Botz have different

strengths. La Botz, for example, pro

CAQ

millions. Castaneda calls this phe
nomenon "de-democratization," and it

contemporary Mexico as they play out
the debates taking place within Mex
ico's progressive sectors. ■

— Phillip Smith
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No. 5 (Aug. 19791 U.S. intelligence in Asia; CIA in Denmark; Sweden; Grenada;

Prison; Puerto Rico; State defense forces; World w/o War Coun.; Int. Freedom
Foun.; New York Times disinformation.
No. 32 (Summer 1989} Tenth Year Anniversary Issue: Best of CAIB Naming
Names; CIA at home, abroad, and in the media. Eleven-year perspective by Philip
Agee.
No. 33 (Winter 1990) Bush issue: CIA agents for Bush; Tbrrorism Task Force; 8
years of covert action; NED in Nicaragua; El Salvador election & state terror;
Bush & Noriega; Skull & Bones; Repub. Party & fascists; FEMA & NSC; Cuba &
drugs disinformation; Chile.
No. 34 (Summer 1990/ FBI/CIA Role in Martin Luther King, Jr. Assassination;
Nicaraguan election & NED; CIA in Costa Rica; El Salvador; Noriega & CIA;
South African death squads; U.S. & Pol Pot; Marcos & murder; Taiwan; Council
for National Policy; Operation CHAOS.
No. 35 (Fall 1990) Special—Eastern Europe; Destabilization of USSR; CIA's
prospects, NED in Lithuania, Balkan Nazis, Free Congress Foun. Goes East; C.D.
Jackson; Cuba; Other Iran-Contra Cases; CIA and Banks; CIA and Indonesian

AIFLD.*

Massacres.

No. 6 (Oct. 1979) U.S. in Caribbean; Cuban exile terrorists; Philip Agee on CIA
plans for Nicaragua; CIA's secret Perspectives for Intelligence.'*'
No. 7 (Dec. 1979-Jan. 1980) Media destabilization in Jamaica; CIA uses cock
roaches; Robert Moss; CIA propaganda budget; Media operations; UNITA; Iran.*
No. 8 (Mar.-Apr. 1980) Attacks on Philip Agee; U.S. intelligence legislation; CAIB
statement to Congress; Zimbabwe; Northern Ireland.

No. 36 (Spring 1991) Special—Racism & Nat. Security. FBI vs. Ai-ab-Americans
& Black Officials; Dhoruba bin-Wahad; Mumia Abu-Jamal; Destabilizing Africa;
Chad, S. Africa, Angola, Mozambique, Zaire; Haiti; Panama; Gulf War; COINTELPRO "art"; Nat. Security "Humor."
No. 37 (Summer 1991) Special—Gulf War; Media; "Clean War"; CIA's Iraq Radio;
Evangelicals for Nuclear War; UN; Libya; Iran; Domestic costs; N. Korea Next?;
Illegal Ai-ms Deals; Georgie Anne Geyer.
No. 38 (Fall 1991) Special—DoD, CIA recruitment of U.S. & international stu
dents; Militarism campus guide; Arif Durrani's Iran-Contra case; S. African state
terror; Rev, Moon & Academia; Targeting environmentalists; CIABase database.
No. 39 (Winter 1991-92) Special—The "Good" Agencies: NED, Peace Corps,
USAID &, AIDS in Africa, Nat. Cancer Inst., Population Control; Casolaro; FBI &
Supreme Court; Robert Gates; USSR destabilization; BCCI.
No. 40 (Spring 1992) Special—Indigenous Peoples; N. America, toxic dumps,
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No. 1 (July 1978) Philip Agee on CIA; Cuban exile trial; Consumer research in
Jamaica.*

No. 2 (Oct. 1978) How the CIA recruits diplomats; Researching undercover offi
cers; Ten years as double agent in the CIA.*
No. 3 f Jon. 1979) CIA attacks CAIB; Secret Army manual; Spying on host coun
tries.*

No. 4 (Apr.-May 1979) U.S. spies in Italian services; CIA in Spain; CIA recruiting
for Africa; Subversive academics in Africa; Angola.*

No. 9 (June 1980) NSA in Norway; Glomar Explorer; Mind control; NSA.
No. 10 (Aug.-Sept. 1980) Caribbean overview; Destabilization in Jamaica;
Guyana; Grenada bombing; The Spike; CIA Deep Cover Manual.*
No. 11 (Dec. 1980) Rightwing terrorism; South Korea; KCIA; Portugal; Guyana;
Caribbean; AFIO; NSA interview.
No. 12 (Apr. 1981) U.S. in El Salvador & Guatemala; New Right; William Casey;
CIA in Mozambique; Mail surveillance.*
No. 13 (July-Aug. 1981) S. Africa documents; BOSS; Namibia; mercenaries; Globe
Aero; Angola; CIA in Mozambique; Central America; Klan in Caribbean; Max
Hugel; Mail suiweillance.
No. 14-15 (Oct. 1981) Index to Nos. 1-12; Review of intelligence legislation; CAIB
plans; Extended Naming Names.
No. 16 (Mar. 1982) Green Beret torture in El Salvador; Argentine death squads;
CIA media operations; Seychelles; Angola; Mozambique; Constantine Menges;
Klan in Caribbean; Nugan Hand."
No. 17 (Summer 1982) CBW history; DoD nerve gas sales pitch; Cuban dengue
epidemic; Scott Barnes and "yellow rain" lies; Mystery death in Bangkok; CIA
assassinations.*

No. 18 (Winter 1983) CIA & religion; "Secret" war in Nicaragua; Miskitos; Opus
Dei; Evangelicals in Guatemala; Summer Inst, of Linguistics; World Medical
Relief; CIA & BOSS; S. African torture; NSA; Vietnam defoliation.*
No. 19 (Spring-Summer 1983) CIA& media; History of disinformation; "Plot"
against the Pope; Grenada airport-Reagan's big lie; Georgie Anne Geyer.
No. 20 (Winter 1984) Invasion of Grenada; War in Nicaragua; Ft. Huachuca
buildup; Israel and South Korea connections in Central America; Moonies; KAL
Flight 007; CIA assassinations.
No. 21 (Spring 1984) New York Times and the Salvadoran election; Time and
Newsweek distortions; Accuracy in Media; Nicaragua; CIA occult research.
No. 22 (Fall 1984) Mercenaries & teiTorism; Soldier of Fortune; CAIB investi
gates Special Forces camps; Jonathan Inst.; "Privatizing" war in Nicaragua; CIA
terror manual; U.S.-South African terror; Italian fascist.s.
No. 23 (Spring 1985) "Plot" to kill the PoperOulgarian Connection"; St. Peter's
Sq. photo manipulation; CIA ties to Turkish and Italian neofascists; Paul Henze
on human rights; Claire Sterling.
No. 24 (Summer 1985) State repression, FEMA. infiltrators, provocateurs; sanc
tuary movement; American Indian Movement; Leonard Peltier; NASSCO strike;
Arnaud de Borchgrave, Moon and Robert Mos.s; Tetra Ibch.
No. 25 (Winter 1986) U.S.. Nazis, and Vatican; Klaus Barbie; "Project Paperclip"
& J. Peter Grace; James Aiigleton & Roger Pearson; Nuremberg prosecutor inter
view; Specialized torture in Brazil; Knights of Malta; Greek civil warrEleni";
WACL.
No. 26 (Summer 1986) Index to Nos. 13-25; U.S. state terrorism; Noam Chomsky;

Vernon Walters; Libya bombing; contra agents; Israel & South Africa; Duarte;
media manipulation in Costa Rica; Jonathan Pollard; Democracy in Nicaragua.*
No. 27 (Spring 1987) Special;—Religious Right; Christian underground; Christ
ian Right & African Americans; New York Times and Pope Plot; Frank Carlucci;
Moon's law; Southern Air Transport; Oliver North & Michael Ledeen.*
No. 28 (Spring 1987) Special—CIA and drugs: S.E. Asia, Afghanistan, Central
America; Iran-Contra documents; Nugan Hand; William Casey; MK-ULTRA in
Canada; Delta Force; AIDS theories & CBW.*
No. 29 (Winter 1988) Special—Pacific; Philippines eounterinsurgency & Religious
Right; Fiji, N. Zealand; Belau, Vanuatu; Atom testing; Media/Nicaragua; CIA in
Cuba; Tibet; CIA & Reader's Digest; AIDS.*
No. 30 (Summer 1988) Special—Middle East; Intifada, Abu Jihad's assassination;
Israeli arms sales & nuclear arsenal; Israel & Contras/in Africa; Libya
disinformation; CIA's William Buckley; Afghan arms pipeline & contra lobby; CIA
"role models."

No. 31 (Winter 1989) Special—Domestic surveillance: The "new" FBI; CIA on
campus; Off. of Pub. Diplomacy; Vigilante repression; Geronimo Pratt; Lexington
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Leonard Peltier interview, Guatemala; East Timor Massacre; U.S. in Pacific;
Cambodia; GATT; David Duke.
No. 41 (Summer 1992) Special—Next Enemies; L.A. Uprising; Geo. Bush & CIA;
Bush Family; Eqbal Ahmad; UN: U.S. Tool; Nuclear Proliferation; Environmen
talist Attacked; U.S. Economic Decline; Dissent as Subversion.No. 42 (Fall 1992) Philip Agee on Covert Ops; Peru; Fluoride; VP Bush &
CIA/NSC; Nicaragua; SO/IJC; Militarizing the Drug War; CIA Targets Henry
Gonzalez; Bush Inaugural Leak; Rev. Moon Buys University; Inside L.A. Police.
No. 43 (Winter 1992-93) Chemical and Biological War: Zimbabwe, So. Africa and
anthrax. Gulf War Syndrome, Agent Orange; Yellow Rain & Wall Street Journal;
Scientific racism; Plus; Yugoslavia destabilization; U.S. Religious Right; Somalia.
No. 44 (Spring 1993) Special—Public relations, buying influence. Hill & Knowlton, Burson-Mm-steller; Clinton Cabinet; Somalia; "humanitarian" intervention;
Rio Summit Greenwash; BCCI-CIA; Clinton & Nat. Sec. Act; Anti-Gay plans.
No. 45 (Summer 1993) So. Africa Right's Links; German Neo-Nazis; HIV
Haitians; Interview; Fred Weir in Russia; Police Target Black Youth; ADL Spying;
Pelican Bay Prison; Ireland's Youth; Angola Profiteers.
No. 46 (Fall 1993) Economic intelligence; CIA's Hit List; Israel & Iran; NSA;
School of the AmericHs; Ex-iidviser reveals El Salvador cover-up; Private prisons;
Delta justice & Death Row; Savannah River; French Bull; NSA's Clipper Chip;
CIA uses banks.

No. 47 (Winter 1993-94) 15th Anniversary: FBI vs. Bari; Russian October Coup:
Rocky Fiats Jury; NAFTA Trilateralists; Zinn on FBI; Dellinger on '90s; Cold War
Quiz; Ginsberg on CIA; Mumia Abu-Jamal; World Bank/IMF; Evergreen Air
UN/CIA Propi-ietary.
No. 48 (Spring 1994) Chiapas Uprising; CIA & NAFTA; U.S. Sells Out Haiti;
Iran-Contra Report; L.A.-8; U.S. mercenaries in Azerbaijan; Council for Nat. Poli
cy; Guatemala's Drug Generals.
No. 49 (Summer 1994) Montesinos, Fujimori, and Peru; Turabi/Sudan; Operation
Gladio; U.S. atom tests on humans; Armenia and Azerbaijan; So. Africa's Left;
Salvador's Elections.

No. 50 (Fall 1994) Operation Condor; Clinton's Crime Bill; Carte's Liberty Lobby;
Monfort's Meatpackcrs; Low Intensity Democracy; NRO & Intelligence Budget.
No. 51 (Winter 1994-95} A.I.D.ing U.S. Interests in Haiti; Canadian Intelligence
Abets Neo-Nazis; Brookhaven Lab and Cancer; U.S. in Bulgaria; Repackaging
Population; Asylum Rights for Women; The CIA Budget; Paramilitary Vacations;
B u d M c F a r l a n e b o o k r e v i e w.

No. 52 (Spring 1995) Rwandan Genocide; Proposition 187; Rise of Militias; NeoNazi/Anti-Abortion Links; Groom Lake; Wall Street Pressures Mexico; Human
Radiation Update; Corporations Fund Research; NSA in Cyberspace; Internet
Resources; Warren Anderson located.
No. 53 (Summer 1995) Gulf War Syndrome Cover-Up; Militia and Military;
Frank Donner; Arab Bashing; Hiroshima: Cold War Bomb; Iraqi Embargo;
Guatemala; DeVine Murder; Bhopal; EISA Court; Omnibus Antiterrorism Act;
Kunstler on Fourth Amendment Violation.

No. 54 (Fall 1995) Chomsky on corporate propaganda; Bosnia forum; U.S. in Kur
distan; obit for Sasakawa; Labor Now; NAFTA layoffs. Prison Labor, AFL-CIO in
Russia, Private Security Guards, Walter Reuther.
No. 55 (Winter 1995-96) Police vs. Citizen Review; Corporate Assault on FDA; PR
Industry Wars on Activists; Colin Powell; UN at 50/Castro Speech; Economic
Intelligence; Spain's GAL Scandal; East Timor—Britain Arms Indonesia; Bosnia
Forum continued.

* Available in photocopy only
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CAQ, for 17 years exposing the facts—helping redress the imbalance.
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